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ABSTRACT
I The AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona, A Division of J
The Garrett Corporation, designed and fabricated the electrical cora-l
_ ponents for a 1200-11z Brayton en_rgy conversion system. These compo-
nents consist of a high efficiency Rice four-pole brushless 10.5-KW ,
W alternator, a voltage regulator/exciter, and a parasitic load-type
speed control. Together, these three units comprise the alternator
research package (ARP). The alternator was designed with oil-mist
,ubrlcated ball bearings However, the specifications require the
I minimization of the magnetic load unbalance on the bearings to permitthe future application of gas lubricated bearings.
I Both series and shunt field control are provided in the voltage
regulator/exciter to maintain steady-state regulation within ±i per-
cent of rated voltage with loads from i0 to i00 percent at 0.75
lagging power factor. The speed control is designed to maintain
I speed (frequency) regulation of 1200 Hz :_i.0 percent under steady-
R
state conditions.
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SUN.MARY
The electrical components for a 1200-11z Brayton energy conversiun
system have been designed and fabricated. The components consist of a
I brushless alternator having a rated output of 10.5 KW and the elec-
trical power system controls, consisting of an alternator voltage
! regulator, a series controller, and a parasitic-type speed
controller.
I The alternator is a 36,000 rpm four-pole Rice machine designed for
a power output range of 2.25 to 10.5 KW. The magnetic load unbalance
I in the alternator has been held to a minimum to permit the future use
of gas lubricated bearings. However, the bearings incorporated into
this machine are oil-mist lubricated.
I
The control devices which utilize static components were designed
and fabricated breadboard units. The control units are designed to
as
provide system voltage regulation of ±i percent, speed regulation of
±i percent, maximum response times for voltage and speed of 1/4 and
• 1 sec., respectively. The voltage regulator operates in a switching
mode. Multiple-speed controllers are provided. The components were
designed to operate at the highest practical efficiency.
I
I
I
,I
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1 .0 INTRODUCTION
t
NASA is currently engaged in a program to develop a prototype j
Brayton energy conver:_ion system. The electrical components, as dis-
cussed in this report, were designed and fabricated to facilitate early
evaluation of components of th_s energy conversion system, q']lepur-
pose of this program is to establish the performance ch_racterJstics
of an alternator add associated electronic controls wllich wou](] _]oc-
trically and magnetically satisfy the needs of a space powej= conversJ()n
sy stern.
This power conversio_ system utilizes electrical components simi-
lar in configuration to those used in previous systems with the excep-
tion that the rotor speed and gas characteristics are different. These
differences tend to increase the alternator windage losses.
For instance, the system gas pressure, compared to the previous
two-spool Brayton conversion system, is approximately four times
greater; the gas molecular weight is twice as large, and the speed is
three times greater at basically the sam_ power level. These differ-
ences result in a need for a rotor design which minimizes the windage
loss. The alternator design used is based on the Rice patent. Wind-
age losses are reduced to approximately 30 percent of those whlch
would result were the homopolar induction alternator design used.
This latter type of alternator has been used in various power conver-
sion systems developed at NASA-Lewis. The electrical components were
designed by the AiResearch Manufacturing Company, A Division of The
Garrett Corporation, while the component development is being conducted
at the NASA-Lewis Research Center.
APS-5286-R
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I 2.0 SPECIFICATIONS
I Specifications for the electrical components were established by J
NASA Contract NAS 3-9427, Exhibit "A", as revised in Supplemental
4
I Agreement dated July 6, 1967.
rl ' (_
I 2.1 Alternator _eclfications
(a) Alternator to be radial-gap type with stationary excitation
I coil
(b) Alternator to be capable of motoring
i (c) Unbalanced magnetic forces to be minimized
(d) Rated frequency: 1200 Hz at 36,000 rpm (four poles)
(e) Maximum operating speed: 43,200 rpm (120 percent of design)
I (f) Continuous rating:
12.6 KVA at 0.85 pfI 14.3 KVA at 0.75 pf
(g) Five-second rating:
21 3 KVA at 0 75 pf
O e
(h) Voltage: three-phase, 120/208 V ±i percent from I0 to i00
percent load.
(i) Requirements of MIL-G-6099A (ASG) apply to:
(i) Waveform, paragraph 4.5.16, except total RMS harmoniccontent of line-to-neutral voltage wi h i0 to i00 per-
cent pure resistive load shall be less than 5 percentam
I (2) Phase Balance, paragraphs 4.5.10, 4.5.10.1, and
4.5.10.2, except individual phase voltage deviation is
I 1.5, 3, and 6 percent as appropriate in paragraph
4.5.10.1.
(5) Output Voltage Modulation, paragraph 4.5.13, except
limit is 0.5 percent.
1
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2.2 V01tage Regulator/Exciter (VRE) Specifications - The follow-
ing paragraphs define the requirements for the voltage regulator/
exc iter : j
4
(a) Vo!tac_e I{e@ulation -- Plu_; or minus 1 percent for combined
i0 to i00 percent load and +++i0p6.r+ent speed varialtJon at
0.75 lagging power factor.
(b) Voltage Drift - ']'hevoltage drift is specified _qs 1.0 V
maximum at any fixed load between i0 and i00 percent at 0.75
lagging power factor (voltage to remain within the 2 percent
band defined in the preceding par,:graph).
(c) Applicable Requirements of MIL-G-6099A
Vo!ta_e Excursion - In accordance with Figure 3 of
MIL-G-6099A except that the recovery time to within 5 per-
i cent of nominal voltage may be 0.25 sec.
i Voltage Adjustment - In accordance with paragzaph 3.3.5.1 of
MIL-G-6099A.
Short-Circuit Capacit_ - In accordance with paragraph 4.5.12
of MIL-G-6099A.
(d) Abnormal Operating Conditions - Electrical components shall
perform as specified in the following under abnormal oper-
ating conditions indicated.
Under abnormal system operating conditions, the VRE shall
not be the limiting element.
The system shall operate for at least 5 sec. at an overload
of 21 KVA at rated voltage, 0.75 lagging power factor,
applied at rated speed and at stabilized rated-load temper-
ature.
At 1800 Hz (1.5 times rated speed) and zero to rated load,
the output voltage is to differ from nominal by no more than
5 percent.
At 600 Hz (half-rated speed) and zero load, the output _,,,it-
age is to differ from nominal by no more than 40 percent.
APS-5286-R
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Temperature was not specified for the research VRE package.
A temperature range of -25 ° to +75QC was selected. The
upper limit was selected on the basis of an expected future
cold-plate temperature of 65°C. The lower limit was chosen
arbitrarily, based on the -18_C specifications commonly used
for this type of equipment in other space programs.
(e) Components - Components are to be selected to be replaceable
with types suitable for flight without circuit changes.
Actual hardware is to be fabricated of military components
and of high-quality, reliable commercial parts.
(f) Electrical Interference - The VRE shall be designed to meet
the requirements of MIL-STD.-826.
(g) Parts Interchan@eabilit_.- All parts shall be interchange-
able in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 3.4 of
MIL-G-6099A (ASG) .
(h) Packa_in@ - The VRE shall be mounted on a chassis attached
to standard 19-in. rack panels. Components and terminations
shall be readily accessible for modification, repair, and
instrumentation. Although the package will essentially be a
breadboard, all components shall be based on flight environ-
mental requirements stated herein--notably heat transfer.
In subsequent flight models, all heat shall be transferred
by conduction to heat sinks which shall not exceed 150°F.
, 2.3 S_eed-Control Specifications
I
(a) Speed-Control Type - The speed (frequency) control shall be
i parasitic-loading type.
of the
(b) Frequenc_ Re@ulation - Frequency regulation shall be as
i specified in the following:
(i) Steady-state regulation shall be 1200 Hz +_i percent for
i a change in load from i0 percent to full load.(2) Under transient conditions, regulation shall be 1200 Hz
+_2 percent with a recovery time of 1.0 sec. (the
I APS-5286-R
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Ifrequency shall return and remai, n within the 2-percent
band specified in paragrarh (1)), with no sustainod
oscillations, when tested under step application an_1
removal of one po z" unit-load.
(3) Modulation shall not exceed +2 Hz under any load c()n-
dition from 10 to I00 porcnnt, undor a]] environmonl:n]
conditiolls. The froquency :;hall r()nlaJn within tllt_,
2-percent band sp(:cifiod Jn paragra]}]_ (]).
(4) The drift shall not oxc¢,od J:2 llz at any fJxt,(l ]()a<1 from
i0 to i00 percent load. The frequency s]_a]] remain
within the 2-percent band specified in paragraph (i).
(c) Electrical Interference - The speed-control shall be designed
to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-826.
(d) Ng-Load Losses - Special effort shall be made to minimize
losses in the control device when the demand for parasitic
load is zero.
(e) Harmonic Distortion - Special effort shall be made to mini-
mize the effect of the control device on the harmonic content
of the alternator voltage and current.
(f) Control Characteristics - In addition to the frequency regu-
lation specified in paragraph (b) above, the control shall
permit the system to start and reach operating speed and
shall provide full load to the system for all speeds up to
at beast 150 percent of design speed to ensure control in
case of an accidental overspeed condition.
(g) Voltage Sensitivity - The speed-control sensing device shall
be independent of voltage at any steady-state or transient
voltage within specifications.
(h) Parts Interchan_eability - All parts shall be interchange-
able in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 3.4 of
MIL-G-6099A (ASG) .
P APS-5286-R
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I (i) Packaging - The speed-control device shall be mounted on a
chassis attached to standard 19-in. rack panels. Components
I and terminations shall be readily accessible for modifica-
J
tion, repair, and instrumentation. Although the package
will be essentially a breadboard, all components shall be
I based on f]ight environmental requirements stated herein-- 7
d
notably heat transfer. In subsequent flight models, all ,I
I heat sha]] be transferred by conduction to heat sinks whicl7
shall not exceed 150°F.
!
|
I
!
!
I
I
i
I
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATOR
The objective in developing this alternator was to create a
J
component for a practical space power system capable of operating on
gas bearings for support of the rotating elements. The running gear 4
is designed for low bearing losses and the package includes complete
temperature and pressure instrumentation for performance evaluation. ._
[| i ' qlh s alternator, however, used an oil-mist ]ubrlcated bali bearing
system. System considerations established these design criteria for
the alternator:
(a) High efficiency (to reduce overall system weight)
(b) Minin4um rotor size (to reduce windage loss and bearing load)
(c) Maximum reliability
Evaluation of the applicable system specifications and the vari-
ous design criteria pertaining to the application of this alternator
led to the selection of the Rice configuration (Figures 3-1 and 3-2).
AiResearch has considerable experience with the fabrication of Rice
alternators. The physical configuration of the alternator is shown
on Drawings 699650 and 699651, Appendix II.
The Rice alternator is a brushless, nonrotating coil synchronoust
alternator (Figure 3-3). The stator has a conventional three-phase
winding. In the normal synchronous machine, the field winding is on
• the rotor and produces a multipolar d-c rotating field. The d-c power
is brought to the rotor by slip rings or a rectified rotary exciter.
I Because of its wound rotor construction, the normal synchronous ma-
chine is speed-limited.
I The Rice Machine also has a d-c multipolar construction. However,
to improve the speed characteristics, the field excitation coil is
I stationary, and the flux is carried to the rotor through two auxiliary
P I APS-5286-R
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FIGURE 3-2
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air gaps at each end of the rotor (Figure 3-1). The north and south
pole elements of the rotor conduct flux to the stator windings; the
•- main flux flows through paths of least-magnetic reluctance. The fluxI
_ is established by the magnetomotive force of stationary excitation
coils in the frame of the machine. The magnetically conductive por-
I tions of the rotor are separated by a nonmagnetic separator which is
primarily a structural element to provide strength, or rigidity, and
I pole separation in the rotor (Figure 3-4). The separator has secon-
dary functions of windage loss reduction and electromagnetic damping
I to minimize the flux variations.
The stator laminations are supported in a copper cage to:
,I
(a) Achieve good heat removal to the frame, which is fluid-
I cooled.
(b) Minimize flow of flux from the stator to the frame and,
I thus, reduce the _ossibility of magnetic unbalanced forces
arising due to unsymmetrical flux distribution in the air
| gap.
(C) Hold the stack laminations together without the use of bond-
I ing cement or back-iron weldment.
Other significant features of the Rice configuration are:
I
(a) The alternator frame serves both as a structural member and
I as a part of the magnetic circuit. The frame and end plates
have two functions in addition to their structural function.
i First, they provide the necessary low-reluctance magneticcircuit for the excitation coils conducting the flux around
the fields to the flux collectors or auxiliary gaps at each
end of the rotor. Second, they prcvide a means of conduct-
ing heat from the alternator parts to the cooling fluids.
t
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I (b) Field coils are located adjacent to the frame and stator,
facilitating heat transfer of the field losses. The field
or excitation coils at each end of the alternator are simple
bobbin-wound coils. Each coil has two sections--a series
section and a control (shunt) section. The series coils
I provide excitation from current transformers in the leads to
the load. This excitation is proportional to load current. ,
The control coils provide excitation, from the voltage regu-
lator as necessary to maintain constant volta@e regardless
of load_ s_eed_ o r temperature variation in the system. The
excitation coils are supported in copper bobbins which pro-
vide good heat conduction from the coils to the frame. The
copper bobbins also facilitate cooling at the end turns of
the stator winding.(c) The rotor is a composite structure of magnetic and nonmag-
netic materials. Both casting and brazing techniques are
readily available for ensuring high strength for this member.
The nonmagnetic material between the poles acts as an elec-
tromagnetic damper during motor and generator action.
i 3.1 Electrical Analysis of the Alternator
One of the primary design objectives for the alternator is maxi-
I mum efficiency. Because of this, the electromagnetic weight of the
alternator (Table 3-1) is rather high when compared to lower efficiency
machines where minimum weight has been emphasized. To obtain high ef-
ficiency, the current densities in the windings must be low. Thus, the
heat generation and resultant temperature rises should be low, even at
the 21-KVA overload conditions, since the densities at that condition
are:
Armature winding current density 9350 amp/in_
Field current density 2900 amp/in_
P ! APS-5286-R
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TABLE 3-]
ALTERNATOR ELECTROMAGNETIC WEIGHTS
Component Lbs.
Rotor 10.70
q
Stator Back-Iron 3.67
Teeth 1.19
Windings i. 88
Field Coils 6.59
End-Bells and Frame 9.75
Core Spacer . 1.00
TOTAL 34.78
Another design objective was that the rotor should be small. A
minimum-sized rotor is desirable to provide lower windage losses for
bearing design considerations. However, in establishing rotor propor-
tion, judgment must be used to allow adequate separation of the rotor
poles to maintain an acceptably low leakage permeance in the rotor
structure.
The flux leakage was determined by flux plotting. Because the
i accuracy of these determinations may be in error by as much as 20 per-
cent, tolerance factors of 1.2 and 1.25 were applied to these perme-
ances, respectively. Since the rotor iron is operated at less than
86 kilolines/in_ for all conditions except 21 KVA, the design is con-
servative fer all steady-state load conditions. At 21 KVA, the rotor
pole and shaft densities are both i00 kilolines/in_ These are easily
within the capabilities of the excitation system and the selected
materials.
P APS-5286-R
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p01e Shape Determination - A harmonic analysis of various pole
configurations was undertaken, with results as shown in Table 3-2.
For rectangular poles, the lowest tabulated harmonic content is 0.268
at 135 °, corresponding to a pole embrace of 0.75. For trapezoidal
poles with a pole embrace of 0.667, the lowest harmonic content is I
0.215 at 120 ° ±i0 °. This data is a useful guide to establish a prac-
tical pole configuration in conjunction with other criteria. Exces-
sive leakage between the poles in the rotor can be caused by a large
pole embrace; thus, in the interest of obtaining the minimum rotor
, size, it is believed that a pole embrace of 0.667 would be the better
choice. Fringing is present from the pole sides up to the stator,
causing the effective pole embrace to be higher than 0.667; the more
optimum value is approached without incurring the higher rotor leakage.
The evaluation shows that the trapezoidal pole shape is evidently
quite effective in reducing harmonic distortion. However, the trape-
zoidal shape increases the effective air gap and/or tooth saturation
because all of the flux from the wide section of a pole cannot enter
the correspondingly narrow section of the adjacent pole. Thus, parti
of the pole flux must traverse axially across the back-iron. This
feature is undesirable because the iron stacking factor is only 90 per-i
cent; that is, an air gap of 0.1 in. must be traversed by the axial
component of the flux for every inch of the axial path.
All factors ccnsidered, it was decided that a good compromise
I would be a trapezoidal pole shape of 120 ° ±5. This minimizes slot
ripple, and the axial flux component in the stator is relatively low.
Magnetic circuit data is presented in Table 3-3 and demonstrates
the conservative flux densities expected in the unit operation. A no-
I load saturation voltage of 1.3 p.u. V is shown. Performance above
this voltage level was not predicted because magnetizing data for
I AL 4750 stator iron was not readily available at higher densities. In
I APS-5286-R
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TABLE 3-2
POLE CONFIGURATION EFFECT UPON HARMONIC CONTENT
Pole Configuration Harmonic Distortion J
_a .......... i
1 2 + a2 _ 2
= aq 2 3 ..... an i
I RECTANGULAR I
e = i00 ° 0.389
105 0.356
ii0 0.328
120 0.288
135 0.268
140 0.272
-.-I_- I i-_--- 120 ° -_
II TRAPEZOIDAL _---
-'-I I-- 120°
--_ I_- 120° +
120 ° _+1.735 ° 0.2837
120 ° _+5.0° 0.2614
120 ° _+7.5° 0.2380
120 ° _+10.0° 0.2150
APS-5286-R
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TABLF_ 3-3
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT DATA--KILOLINES PER SQUARE INCH
No-Load No-Load
Load 1.0 p.u. 1.3 p.u. 7210 VA 12,600 VA 14,300 VA 21,300 VA
CgnJitions V V 0.85 pf 0.85 pf 0.75 pfJ _ --- , _ _ tl ..... =
Main Gap 33.5 - 34.8 36.5 39.2 42.5
Teeth 75 - 78 81.8 87.9 95.3
Back-lron 59 - 61.1 64.5 68.9 75
Pole 61.5 86.2 70.1 79.3 86.5 i00
Shaft 59.4 86.4 68.5 78.4 85.5 i00
Auxiliary 24.1 33.4 27.8 31.8 34.6 40.5
Gap
Frame 57.8 80.1 67.5 77.5 84.6 i00
the determinataon of pole flux under load conditions, only 93 percent
of the direct axis voltage drop was subtracted from the total internal
generated voltage. This conservatively allowed for the possibility of
flux wave distortion at high saturation density in the teeth. In
establishing flux density in the back iron, pole flux was used. Since
low weight was not a prime requirement, the refinement of subtracting
the armature winding leakage flux in the back iron (due to slot perme-
ances) was neglected. This provided a more conservative design.
I Series and shunt field characteristics for the stator are shown
in Table 3-4 for the load and short-circuit conditions.
!
Criteria for the selection of the structural and magnetic ma-
terials were availability, previous successful usage, and compatibility
with the design for high efficiency.
I
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TABLE 3-4 I
SERIES AND SHUNT FIELD CHARACTERISTICS
Field NI Load Amps Watts
Load Series Shunt If. Series Shunt
No-Load 0 1102 0 0 35.4
3 p.u. short circuit 3300 0 105 )_00 0
7,210 VA (0.85 pf) 629 995 20 ].0.8 29
12,600 VA (0.85 pf) ii00 1036 35 33.2 3]..3
14,300 VA (0.75 pf) 1250 1].94 39.7 43 41.7
21,300 VA (0.75 pf) 1860 1650 59.2 95 79.5
An evaluation of certain variations in the alternator configu-
ration was undertaken to determine if some trade-offs could be estab-
lished to provide a relatively constant efficiency versus load. Some
drop in efficiency at light loads is unavoidable in view of the re!a-
tively fixed iron losses. For the design under consideration, losses
expressed as a percent of the output are shown in Table 3-5.
Variations in the configuration of the alternator were evaluated
for areas where certain losses are predominant, such as back-iron,
tooth, and pole losses. The effects are described in Table 3-6.
Predicted Alternator Performance- Figure 3-5 presents the pre-
dicted electrical characteristics of the alternator design at no-load,
short-circuit, overload, and at three design-point conditions. Table
3-7 gives the calculated alternator losses in watts and the electro-
magnetic efficiencies, predicted from the loss analysis for this design,
at various load conditions. Total losses plotted against the KVA out-
put are shewn in the graph of Figure 3-6. It can be seen that there
is potential margin in the design efficiency which is in the range of
p APS-5286-R
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TABLE 3-5
ALTERNATOR LOSSESr PERCENT
i 2.25 KW 1--0.7 KW
Back-Iron 3. 690 0. 890
I Tooth 2.044 0 542
Armature Copper 0.35(; 1.6Q0
i ,FJ.c'lds i. 070 f). 598Pole Faco 5. 780 1.400
Strays 0. 266 i. 170
TOTAl, 13. 206 6. 200
TABLE 3-6
I LOSS PARAMETER I:FFEC'['S
Loss
Ef feet
Parameter Action
Tooth Reduce to 1% at 2.25- Increases copper losses by 0.7
KW load condition percent. Creates net efficiency
loss of 1.33 percent at 10.7 KW.
Almost doubles the temperaturerise, reducing reliability and the
expected winding life.
Back-Iron Increase section Little or no reduction in losses
when the theoretical core density
is reduced below 60 kilolines (de-
sign value). Adds weight. In-
I creases thermal conduction path and
results in a greater temperature
rise.
I Pole Face a. Bridge slot openings Reduces slot ripple
b. Increase main gap Increases excitation power
I requirement
c. Increase pole sur- Reduces the damping of the magnetic
I face resistance variations due to eccentricity of
the rotor.
P i APS-5286-R
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TABLE 3-7
ALTERNATOR LOSS SUMHARY ]
(All Losses in Watts) ql
J
12.600 14.300 21.300 j
2.650 KVA 7.210 KVA KVA EVA KVA
Los_____s No-Load 0.85 _f 0.85 p f 0.85 pf 0.75 pf 0.75 ___f 1
Back-Iron 80 83 85 96 118 114 ,.'
I
Teeth 43 46 51 58 71 86
Armature Copper 0 8 56 171 220 490
Field Copper 17 24 37 64 84 174
Pole Face 126 130 136 150 172 203
Stray Load 0 6 41 126 162 360
Total 266 297 406 665 827 1,457
Input 266 2547 6536 11,370 11,530 _],460
Output 0 2250 6130 10,70G IN,700 ]6,0ci0
E.H. Efficiency 0 0.883 0.938 N.941 0.927 0.916
System Rating,
KW 0 2. 250 6. NA0 ]_. 500 ....
0.85 to 0.92 E.M. efficiency ovel- a power-output rancte cf 2.25 to ]0.7
KW, respectively.
3.1.1 S___u.mmaryof Electromagnetic Force Consi_lerati_ns as r_e]atee)
to Gas Bearin_ Application - The ultir_ate use of this alternatoi" is in
the BRU, which is gas-bearix,g-supported. The primary conc_rn, t!i,_,rp-
fore, is that the gas bearings are capable of supportinc_ not _nl_' t! e
dynamic loads but also the electror_agnetic loads. Stu:_ies c_f tl_._
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unbalanced electromagnetic forces have now been completed for the
following conditions:
(a) Normal alternator operation at full speed
(b) Unbalanced electrical loads
(c) Short-circuit conditions
I
(d) Operation as a motor l"
It has been concluded that bearing loads due to magnetic unbal-
ance should not be a problem within the normal range of operating
speeds.
Evaluation of the Effect of Unbalanced Alternator Electrical
Load - The studies to date on unbalanced magnetic forces have been
based on the assumed worst-case condition of no-load, 1.3 p.u.V. A
survey was conducted of the effect of unbalanced electrical loads on
the machine in accordance with MIL-G-6099, paragraph 4.5.10.1.
p
The symmetry of the machine was first evaluated. The location
and distribution of the stator windings in the four-pole alternator
is designed so that, when energized, they create a symmetrical magne-
tomotive force (MMF). With Figure 3-7 considered as typical of the
machine under consideration, it may be noted that even if an unbalanced
load is applied to the three-phase winding, symmetry is still main-
tained with respect to the rotor, and this is true for any position of
that rotor. Each phase thus creates symmetrical MMFs around the rotor,
but variations in load in the phases will vary the total 5DIF in the
i relative windings. Thus, it may be deduced that there will be no
significant magnetic unbalance because of symmetry and, therefore, the
magnitude of the MMFs in the windings at unbalanced load conditions is
the important consideraticn.
I MMF magnitudes were determined by the vectorial method for syi--
metrical components an<_ then compared to known balanced-load cenditi_ns.
, I APS- 5286-R
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Since the amplitude of the resultant MMF of a symmetrical three-phase
system is 1.5 times the amplitude of a single-phase system, the in- I
phase sum of the vectors of the unbalanced system does not exceed d
unity and, thus, does not exceed the MMF at rated balanced-load. J
i
Since the rated balanced-load condition is not the "worst-case"
condition for electromagnetic unbalance, it can be confidently con-
cluded that unbalanced electrical loads will have much less effect q
upon the gas bearing system than the no-load, 1.3-p.u.V condition
previously reviewed.
Effects of Negative Sequence Reactance on Voltage Unbalance with
Unbalanced Loads - The effect of unbalanced load on unbalanced voltage
as a function of negative sequence reactance was investigated, and the
results are shown in Figure 3-8. The method of solution utilized
unbalanced load impedance rather than unbalanced load currents, and in
consequence a slightly optimistic result is presented. This method
avoided the use of a difficult iterative analysis, yet provided ade-
quate results.
The maximum permissible value of X 2, the negative sequence reac-
tance, is 0.3 p.u. or 2.38 XI, where X 1 is the armature winding leakage
reactance. While this appeared to lie in the range of X 2 attainable
in solid pole-face machines without the use of damper bars, a test on
the ARP resulted in an X 2 value of 0.38 p.u. Unless ab_:olutely neces-
!
sary, the use of pole-face dampers should be avoided in order to si_-
plify construction of the unit. However, if it is determined that the
voltage unbalance is higher than anticipated, pole-face dampers can be
added without much difficulty to overcome the probler_. Hotor startincj
and unbalanced magnetic forces are two cther considerations that could
I also require rotor modification to include damping.
I
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Evaluation of Electrical Short-Circuit Effects on the Electro-
magnetic Forces Imposed on the Bearings - Under conditions specified
by MIL-G-6099, paragraph 4.5.12, at 3-p.u.V short-circuit current, the
J
flux in the main air gap is proportional to the voltage drop (Ish.cZ a)
in the armature winding and approaches 50 percent of rated voltage.
Auxiliary air-gap flux under the same conditions is increased because
the field winding ampere-turns are almost at the maximum value, and
leakage flux is also a considerable portion of this air-gap total flux
at short-circuit. In the analysis of the alternator, 1624 field
ampere-turns are present at short-circuit. At overload conditions,
1755 ampere-turns are present at 2].3 KVA, 1.0 p.u.V.
Thus, it may be concluded that the short-circuit condition does
not represent an electromagnetic force problem for the bearings and
will be considerably less severe than the no-load 1.3 p.u.V case
chosen.
Evaluation of Electromagnetic Forces on the Bearings Due to Oper-
ation of the Alternator as a Motor - Initial studies of the electro-
magnetic e_fect on the loading cf the gas bearings have indicated that,
when utilizing the alternator as a motor for starting purposes, loads
were established as follows:
Main flux gap 2.3 ibs.
i Auxiliary flux gaps 0.54 lb. each
The above represents a distributed load, per bearing, of 1.69 ibs.
Assumed conditions were as follows:
(a) Across-the-line start at 600 Hz and rated volts per cycle -
I i.e. , 60 V
I_) No eddy-current damping
I (c) Rotor is considered stationary
(d) 0.002-in. magnetic rotor eccentricity
I APS-5286-P
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One additional check-point was taken at a low rotational speed,
and the loads indicated a diminishing trend as was expected. Further
studies will be undertaken in this area, and these will include vari-
ous starting frequency levels. However, it is considered that the
initial trends, as established, signify that bearing forces should not i
create problems of operation during motor-start conditions. !
Motoring Start Capability - The performance of the MTU as a motor
was investigated. Under locked-rotor conditions, the torque was 5 to
7 ibs.-in, at 35 amps stator current, 16.5 V a-c, 400 Hz. The torque
variation was due to rotor saliency.
This data can be projected to show 34 lbs.-in, at rated volts per
cycle (40 V, 400 IIz) with stator current of 83.5 amps (2.38 p.u. based
on 35 amps rated-load current). This would indicate that the alter-
nator, as a motor, would perform much more satisfactorily than ini-
tially expected.
3.2 Mechanical Analysis
Dynamic Anal[sig. of the ARP (Critical Speed Analysis) - The rotor
cf this machine (Figure 3-9) is a furnace-brazed bimetallic, solid-
metal part having a smooth, compact configuration possessing stiffness
and strength required for this rotational speed and bearing appli-
cation.
Ball bearings were selected on the basis of digital computer analy-
sis. The bearings should meet the design objective of a TBO of 300 _.rs.
minimum when using an oil-mist lubrication (MIL-L-7808). The Major
characteristics of the bearings are:
Bore diameter 25 mm
Outside? dla_eter 47 mv
p APS-5286-_
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Width 12 mm
Numbe' of balls 13 1
Ball diameter 1/4 in. d
Inner-race curvature 52-53 percent of ball diameter J
Outer-race curvature 52-53 percent of ball diameter
Contact angle 20 °
Ring and ball material Consumable-electrode vacuum- /
melted M-50 tool steel
Separator material Iron-silicon-bronze, silver-
plated
The axial length of the main and auxiliary flux gaps, rotor flux
leakage considerations, and requirements for instrumentation and bear-
ing supports defined the bearing center-to-center distance and acted
as restraints in analysis of critical speed performance for the shaft.
The stator end-plates were utilized to mount the speed sensing and
orthogonal proximity probes and to mount the bearing carrier suppo_s.
Operating clearances at the main and auxiliary flux gaps (Figure
3-1) were designed to be 0.020 in. A limihed radial travel of 0.002
in. was allowed between shaft and stator centers. This minimized the
unbalanced electromagnetic loads on the bearings, yet imposed design
restraints on the method of mounting the bearings.
Figure 3-i0 presents a cross-sectional view of the alternator
research package (ARP). The unit consists basically of the same alter-
nator electromagnetic configuration and cooling system that is to be
utilized in the Brayton rotating unit (BRU) but mounted on oil-mist-
lubricated ball bearings. A buffer seal arrangement _t the rotor
cavity and an external gas supply fitting is provide4 so that BR
alternator cavity ambient conditions can be simulated during alternator
performance evaluation. Drawings of the bearings and seal arrangement
are included in Appendix If. The ARP is driven with a turbine asser_bly
APS-5286-R
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through a special, balanced couplina as shown in Figure 3-10. This
coupling is detailed in Drawing 699667, Appendix II.
The hole through the axial center of the alternator rotor simu-
lates the tie-bolt hole, which is required in the BRU. A nonmagnetic
I tie-bolt is used in the BRU to avoid the magnetic leakage that a mag-
netic bolt would create.
! ,
The elastic and mass models of the rotating assembly used for the
I critical speed analysis are shown in Figure 3-11. The rotating assem-
bly critical speeds plotted as a function of bearing resilient-mount
spring-rate are shown in Figure 3-12. This shows that the use of20,000 ppi resilient mounts at each bearing mounting will permit oper-
ation at the design operating speed of 36,000 rpm. Bearing loads at
36,000 rpm, with the 20,000 ppi resilient mounting system, are shown
to be in the order of 5 to 7 ibs. at an assumed rotor c.g. eccentricity
I of 0.0002 in. (Figure 3-13).
The bearing system life, BI, for a preferred preload of 30 lbs.,a 6.6-1bs. unidirectional radial load per bearing, and dynamic loads
of 5 to 7 ibs. is shown to be in excess of 2400 hrs. (Figure 3-14).
The horsepower loss per bearing under these conditions (Figure 3-15) is
approximately 0.215. The bearing requirements are shown in AiResearch
Drawing 358498, Appendix II.
Source C< ntrol
P
The proposed carbon-face contact seal for the alternator package
application is shown on AiResearch Source Control Drawing 699652,
Appendix II.
Thermal Analysis - A thorough thermal analysis was performed onI 'the alternator research package. Journal bearing heat losses utilized
the auxiliary gaps to transfer their shaft heat, by convection, to the
I end-plates. Rotor heat was removed at the main Windage and con-gap.
vection shields were attached to the inside of the end plates to direct
P I APS-5286-R
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the heat to the flux gaps mentioned. The cooling jacket around the
stator was thus employed to remove the genezated waste heat and also
limit the heating of the stator coils to safe operating levels.
4
The liquid-coolant heat exchanger utilized for cooling the alter-
nator consists of a double helix machined onto the outer frame asseF_bly
of the alternator stator (Figure 3-16).
The coolant passage cross-sectional dimensions are 0.20 in. wide
by 0.25 in. deep and the thread lead is 0.667 in. Each helical passage
is independently supplied with coolant to provide the required coolant
syshem redundancy.
The specified coolant is Dow-Corning 200, blended to yield, at
770°F, a viscosity cf 2.0 centistokes. The recommended coolant f]o_"
rate, determined from heat-transfer analysis on the BRL, is (].12 lb.,_
see. Estimated pressure drop, including inlet and discharge distur-
bances, is 7.5 psi.
Results of the thermal analysis are presented in Figure 3-17.
Based on these results, thermocouple locations in the ARP were assic!n_
as in Figure 3-18.
3.2.1 Rotor Fabrication - The major problems encountered dul ir_g
the fabrication of the alternator were the development of a satis-
factory braze technique for the rotor and an acceptable heat-treatm_'n +
procedure.
In its final form, the rotor is a solid structure made by !;r0zir_u
three separate pieces together. Figure 3-4, SKP 18036, denict_ the
_'_7
rotor and shows the nonmagnetic metal separator (Inconel 7.18) _n t _
brazed to the two magnetic (SAE 4340) pole pieces. As shown, the F a_-
ing surfaces have a complex shape, and development of the proper
p APS-5286-R
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brazing technique was required. In this respect, metallurgical and
!
process problems were resolved and sound rotors were produced.
The rotor pole pieces are machined from bar stock. The Inconel I
separator is first cast and then finish-machined to match the pole
pieces using the "Elox" process. The three parts of the rotor, prior
to brazing, are shown in Figure 3-19. The brazed rotor prior to final
machining is shown in Figure 3-20. Figure 3-9 shows a typical spin I
test rotor after final machining. Spin testing (on the test rig, Fig-
ure 3-21) at speeds up to 50,000 rpm is used as a method of determin- i
I
ing braze integrity.
A considerable effort was expended in developing the brazing pro- I
cedure. Sample parts were prepared and brazed in accordance with a |
schedule of different techniques. These parts were subsequently sec-
tioned to permit inspection of the integrity of the braze for evalu-
ation of the process. ||
TO det,_rmine the heating and cooling cycles required for b_-azin 9' ||the rotors, a dummy assembly %.;asprepared. This was made of SAE 4340
bar-stock identical in size and shape with the braze assembly. The
dummy assembly was then provided with th__rmocouples at eight loca_ions !
throughout its mass. It %vas run through a trial cycle in the brazing
furnace. During the entire cycle, an eight-point recorder ccntinuousl_" I
monitored and recorded the temperatures. Since the furnace used was of
the vacuum-hydrogen-purged, sealed-retort type, very close control I
could be rnaintail,ed over the rate of heating and cooling by rec_ul?,ting
the flow of hydrogen purge through the sealed retort as well as bi" •|controllina the furnace heaters. Response time of the heavil3' thermo-
coupled dummy assembly determined the heating rates to which actual
. _ected The spread between readings _,f th_ Iassemblies would be sub j .
_ight thermocouples monitoYing the temperatures t,;_s held to *70_F.
I
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From metallurgical examination and spin testing of sample rotors,
a process specification was developed. Briefly, the specification
calls for preparation of the braze joint surfaces of all three "pleces
by a steel grit blast. They were then given a nickel-plated flash,
which was followed by plating with 0.0002-in. electrolytic gold. Due
to its excellent wetting and strength characteristics for the type of
alloy under consideratlon, Palnioro-7 was used for the braze alloy.
Pieces of the alloy, formed from foil, were preplaced over the entire
joint area prior to assembly of the rotor pieces. Intimate fit of the
foil to the Eloxed joint surfaces, and of the pieces to each other,
was accomplished by subjecting the three assembled parts to the force
of a hydraulic press. Additional filler alloy in the form of wire and
powder supplemented the in-joint foil.
The investigation into the rotor heat treatment required to pro-
duce satisfactory rotors involved some seven different heat-treat
cycles. These cycles ranged over the austenizing temperature range
of the 4340 material. It was determined that the length of time at
1200°F during the heat-treat cycle was a critical factor. Too short
a time at this temperature allowed a significant amount of austenite
to be retained at room temperature, which was then transformed into
martensite or bainite. The resultant structure was notch-sensitive
and subject to crack propagation.
To summarize, the brazing and heat-treat sequence involves the
following steps:
(a) Heat to 1980°F at 350 to 400 deg/hr.
(b) Hold at 1980OF for 15 min. brazing time
(c) Furnace-cool to 1700°F at 200 deg/hr.
(d) Furnace-cool to 1400°F as fast as the furnace will permit
(e) Hold at 1400°F for 5 hrs. minimum - heat-treat time for
Inconel 718
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(f) Furnace-cool to ]165°F at i00 deg/hr.
(g) Hold at I165°F for 8 hrs. heat-treat time for wrought 4340
(h) Rapid-cool to room temperature
Table 3-8 indicates the latest available data obtained on the
rotor materials following subjection to representative braze and heat-
treat cycles. In the case of the wrought 4340, the heat-treat cycle
was generated by sample test to provide the results tabulated. Mini-
mum rotor requirements are based upon design analysis, experience in
braze development, and the stresses to be incurred in overspeed tests
(50,000 rpm). The overspeed tests are required for quality control
purposes.
f
Materials selected for the alternator construction are tabulated
in Table 3-9.
TABLE 3-8
ROTOR MATERIAL DATA AFTER REPRESENTATIVE BRAZE
AND HEAT TREATMENT CYCLES
Minimum
Rotor Wrought Cast
Requirements 4340 Inco 718
Retained Austenite - % 1.0 0.3 -
Yield Strength - ksi 50 65.4 ii0
! Ultimate Strength -ksi i00 114.4 143.6
Elongation -- % l0 23.5 II.0
Hardness - Rockwell C 15-20 17-18 -
i Notch Sensitivity -
Charpy V - ft.-lb. 20 22-24 -
Heat-treat 8 hrs. at 5 hrs. at
1165 ° ±I5°F 1400°F plus
8 hrs. ati165°F
I APS-5286--R
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TABLE 3-9
Component Material Basis for Se]ect Lon
Frame _nd End Annealed Ingot Iron High saturation-density at relatively low j
i
Plates magnetizing intensity; qoo(! availability.
Rotor 4340 Nickel Chrome The 4340 has desir_ib]e magnetic an(] stluc-
Alloy Steel and tural properties. The nonmaqn,_tic IJ_cone]
Inconel 718 718 is a good thermal match fo] use in this
l
bimetallic structure. Previo;is gocc] expe,-] -
ence in furnace-brazing Rice rotor_; of
smaller size using these materials was an
all-important factor in this selection.
Laminations AL* 4750, 0.004 in. This 48 percent nickel alloy was selected
to obtain low tooth and core loss. Since
saturation density is lower than for sili-
con steels, a weight disadvantage is incur-
red. Laminations were treated to produce
a No. ii oxide film.
Magnetic Wire Heavy ML Insulated Class 220°C insulation provides reliable,
Copper long-life operation with good margin for
thermal overloads_
Stator Winding Westinghouse Class 220°C varnish with good build and
Varnish Doryl BI09-3 toughness.
Field Coil Impregnant Epoxylite 108 Class ]80°C impregnant. Successfully used
in similar applications.
Slot Insulation Triple Ply (3-3-3) Class 220°C materials with good physical
of Nomex, }{-Film, and dielectric properties.
and Nomex
Top Stick Micarta Doryl laminate
*Allegheny Ludlum
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!t Figure 3-2 shows the ARP disassembled The calculated weight of
the electromagnetic components of the ARP is tabulated in Table 3-1.
! 3.3 Test Results
I By contract, the usual component development tests would be per-
formed by NASA rather than by the contractor. Under these conditions,
it was also the intent of NASA to match the alternator with the first
VRE and speed-control. However, to assure proper functioning of the
certain functional tests were performed.components,
3.3.1 Alternator Research Package Rotor Spin Tgst Ri_ - A simple
! test rig (Figure 3-21) utilizing antifriction bearings for support was
designed and fabricated for rotor spin testing. This rig was _signed
to accommodate all rotors, whether for BRUs or the researuh package.
Before use in machines, all rotors were subjected to this spin test to
I demonstrate integrity. Overspeed of 50,000 rpm subjects rotor tothe
approximately twice the design stress levels and was used to prove
i _otor integrity.
3.3.2 ARP Alternator Evaluatio n - Prior to the system tests
using the Alternator Research Package, the voltage-regulator/exciter,
and the speed control, a performance scan test was run on the ARP
alternator unit. To obtain an early assessment of the electromagnetic
performance of the alternator components, a magnetic test unit (MTU)
I was fabricated early in the development program. The stator, field
coils, and rotor were magnetically the same as their counterparts in
I the ARP and BRU. The frame and end-plates were magnetically similar
to the ARP and BRU counterparts, but differed physically because of
design simplifications. Low-speed bearings were substituted for the
I oil.-mist or gas bearings.
I APS-5286-R
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The load and _llort-circuit characteristics for the ARP are shown
in Figure 3-22 which compares the test data with the design predic-
tions. The_e tests reveal appreciabie differences between the pre-
a,_..,the results of low-speed testsdicted ARP alternator peri:ormance - _'
undertaken previously on the MTU (i'igure 3-23). The saturated no-load
vo[ hage obtained with the MTU (Figure 3-24) was 1.82 p.u. as compared
to i, _ for the ARP (30-percent low). The no-load performance of the
ARP was rechecked at 36,000 and 3600 rpm to rule out the possibility
of test-meter error and also to determine if there was a speed effect
on saturation voltage due to poor interlamination resistance of the
stator stack. Results indicated that initial saturation data results
for the ARP were valid and also that the speed effect was slight. At
the same time, a no-load saturation test was again conducted on th,e
MTU, using different instruments. These results confirmed the origi-
nal MTU value. In addition to the above-mentioned dynamic tests
h..ne. Thesestatic tests were made to obtain a flux survey of the mac
tests check the accuracy of the leakage flux calculations. Results
showing the total flux crossing the auxiliary gap plotted against
excitation are shown in Figure 3-25. Hence, it was concluded that
there were, in fact, performance differences between the MTU and ARP
magnetic systems.
A review of possible causes for the indicated discrepancy dis-
closed the following three items worthy of consideration:
(a) The rotor used in the MTU was one of the first _hree ever
made. Although defective in the brazed joint, the rotor
had been satisfactorily heat-treated and considered safe
to spin in the MTU test fixture up to 6000 rpm. The ARP
rotor had been subjected to a revised heat treatment, then
finish-machined. Metallurgical examination of later rotors
(double-braze group) showed that following the second braze
cycle, approximately 8 percent austenitic iron had been
APS-5286-R
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I retained. To obtain removal of the retained austenite in
the ARP rotor would have required tempering. Since the
I rotor had been finish-machined, tempering was not attemptedbecause it was believed that distortion might occur. A
cold-soak to --30°F for 1 hr. and subsequent heating to +350°F
I had been undertaken in order to physically stabilize the
rotor as much as possible with minimum distortion.
I (b) Stator laminations had been heat-treated in two groups, and
the MTU and research package stacks differed in this respect.
Poor annealing or handling abuse during stacking could have
affected the performance.
I (c) Investigation of the laminations in the two groups also indi-cated that the insulation resistance of the No. ii film was
poor, particularly on those representative of the ones used
I in the research package.
I Because all of the above possible causes determined the
were on
basis of the tests conducted on the ARP, further investigation and
I corrective action was initiate_ as follows:
i Rotoc - To determine the effuct of retained austenite, the backuprotor, ARP Serial No. 2 (with identical fabr cation proc sses and heat
treatment) was adapted to fit the MTU. Comparison check runs were
i made. (A replacement rotor is in process fo_ the delivery ARP. Note
that in Section 3.2.1 in the discussion of t_J_ rotor heat treatment,
i processing was established for all future roto_s_ insuring the per-
centage of retained austenite is held to an acceptably low level.)
I These tests showed that the Serial No. 2 rotor had a saturation
voltage of only 1.63 p.u. compared with 1.82 for the original MTU
I rotor. Tempering of Serial No. 2 rotor at 1200°F for 2 hrs. was then
successfully attempted with only slight growth or distortion of the
I part. When the i_o. retor was again MTU, the
Serial 2 tested in the
p I APS-5286-R
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saturation voltage increased to 1.76 p.u. This indicated that the
basic cause of poor performance (low saturation voltage) was austenite-
retention in the rotor. This problem should not exist in future units.
J
Stator Laminations - Future stator laminahions will receive a
high-temperature insulating film treatment in lieu of the No. ii oxide
film originally specified.
/
With the design and fabrication of the ARP completed and the unit
due to be delivered, the ARP was shipped to the NASA-Lewis Research
Center where development tests could indicate other areas of possible
deficiency in that unit. In its present condition, the ARP is expected
to display a lower overall efficiency than predicted, and additional
excitation power will be required at the 21.3-KVA overload condition.
A replacement rotor to correct these deficiencies will soon be avail-
able for installation in the ARP.
3.3.3 Functional Test of the Components - Prior to the acceptance
of the alternator research package, the VRE and speed-control were con-
nected with the ARP and briefly checked to assure compatibility between
the components. This could not be determined conclusively, however,
because of the filter problem noted in the speed-control section. When
the VRE and the alternator were connected and the speed-control dis-
connected, the operation was stable. When the speed-control was con-
nected without filtering, there was some interaction between the VRE
and the speed-control at conduction angles near 90 ° due to the tran-
sient noise generated. Proper filtering probably would remove this
interaction.
The VRE and the alternator were stable when an air turbine drive
system was used. The speed control demonstrated capability of attain-
ing the specified limits of 1.200 Hz ±i percent from zero to 10.5 KW
with 0.75 pf lagging vehicle load. It cannot be concluded from this,
p APS-5286-R
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however, that the entire syst(_m will be stable when operated with a
I
much stiffer drive system.
I ARP Acce_Ttance Test - The ARP was operated through the entire
speed range while the bearing temperatures, vibration levels, and
I were observed. The accoptance test wasoperational
characteristics
witnessed and approved by NASA representatives. Included in the tests
K
were a critical speed survey, 30 min. operation at the design speed of
36,000 rpm, and i0 rain. operation at 120--percent speed (43,200 rpm).
i During these tests, temperatures and vibration levels were recorded.
I
I
!
I
I
I
!
I
!
I
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l 4.0 DESCRIPTION OF TIIE VOLTAGE ]_EGULATOR/EXCITER (VRE)
i The voltage regulator/exciter is designed as a breadboard unitutilizing high reliability components. It is designed for maximum
flexibility during development testing an(] includes such features as
I provisions for either internal or external voltage sensing and a re-
movable series field module.
I
A block diagram of the VRE and of its loops is shown in Figure
t 4-1. This diagram is also used to define the major symbols used in
this report. Capital letters denote d-c or rms quantities, as appro-
• priate, and lower case letters denote instantaneous quantities.
0
For all specified lagging load conditions the excitation provided
by the serles field is less than the total requlr_d alternator excita-
tion. The shunt field regulator supplies the required incremental
excitation upon demand as determined by the voltage loop. Operation
at leading power factors, when the series field excitation may be in
excess of the total requirement, is not within the capability of this
system.
i Table 4-i is a summary of the alternator field excitation require-
ments. This information is derived from the predicted alternator per-
i formance shown in Figure 4-2. Total excitation requirements at
curves
short circuit and various other operating points are obtained directly
I from the graph. The available series field excitation is linearly
extrapolated from the short-circuit requirements, and the difference
is then assigned to the shunt field.
It may be noted that, for example, at 12.6 KVA and 1800 Hz
I (equivalent to 0.667 p,u. voltage on Figure 4-2), the total excitation
requirement is only 1500 ampere turns, of which at least ii00 ampere
I turns are supplied by the series field. Clearly the overspeed
I APS-5286-R
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operational requirement is only marginally controllable, and only a
bare minimum of excess series field capacity may be allowed to cover
i design tolerances.
4.1 Series Field Controller (Exciter) Anal_sis!
The series field circuit is schematical]y shown :i.nFigure 4-3.
{
The output of three lino current transformers is roctifiod and rod to
tile fie±d. The purpose of the capacitor _s to eliminate the high volt-
age pulses which, in its abbence, would appear across the field an([the rectifiers; it also serves to control the magnitude of transic_nt
field voltage resulting from a step-load application. Tile requiredI
_ design equations are derived bel_w and are followed by detail numeri-
cal information.
I
Figure 4-3 is used to define the nomenclature. The symbol IL is
used for the rms magnitude of the line currents.
i Current Transformer Derivations - The rectifier output current isshowD in Figure 4-4c. It is assumed that its a-c component flows in
the capacitor only. By inspection, the d-c component is the field
current, given by:
L2_/3 IL IL
3 _ sin O dO = 1 35 NIF R = _ [q.- . -- (4-1)
/3
where N is the turns ratio (number of secondary turns) of the trans-
I former. The d-c voltage is simply given by
I IL
,' = = 1 35- (4-1a)EFR IFR RFR " N RFR
I
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Although the transformer secondary current._ are essentially
sinusoidal, the secondary voltages are not. The secondary voltages
are determined by the seri_s field voltage, as the secondaries are
sequentially clamped to the field by the rec_'tlfiers. Foc Jr|ca] rect.i-
fiers, zero magnetizing current and a largo filter capar:ito]t, the
transforr_ter sec_Jndary voltagt_ is as sll(_Wn .ill FJ_gllr_:_4-4(I.
']?h{:_ tl"ansf(n_mc'r ' f.l_lxr ils _.'_.,.].a_:.(,(l 1o 1.1_., w_].tagu, .[.'_ ,_l,own ill ];':i,I-
uru 4-40. Fr_ml ]"il]?iuJi_y':;l,,uw:
_._lt = ],()-tt N (14_ (4-2)
Di%iding both sides of 'tl_ecquat:ion by _hc: hail-period T/2 ancl int:_;-
grating between appropriate limits.
tk
ed't - _ i0 -H Nd_ (,I-3)
o ¢M
The left-hand member of this expression is re.ognlzed to be the half-
cycle average value of the voltage; and, thus, by inspection (Figure
4-4d) I
4 2
EFR = _ x ].0-8 N x 2_ M
The total flux is replaced by 4M = BMA C and the expression is solve(]
for AC:
10 8 ,,
EFR (_-4 )
A C =
where f is in Hertz, BM in kilogauss, and A c in square centimeters.
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By substituting Eq. 4-1 into 4-4, another form is obtained:
l0 x EFR x IFR j
AC = ]2.15 x BM x IL x f (4-5)
which simply states that, for a given line current, the cross-
sectional area of t]1o core is dr.,retrained by t.hc.series field power
requ:iromcmt. In p:i_'actical computation, tile 2-V drop of the rectifiers
is lumped into the mFl{°' of the a])ove equations
The waveform shown in Figure 4-4d is not seen in practice due to
the superposition of a ripple voltage generated by the a-c component
of the rectifier output current. When the peak of this ripple voltage
is smaller than EFR , its average over the integration period is zero,
and the results are not affected. If EFR tries to go negative during
parts of a cycle due to high ripple voltage, the rectifier free-wheels
at those times. The effect is an increase in average field current,
approaching the peak of the a-c current. In a three-phase circuit,
this effect is negligible since the peak a-.c current is less than 5
percent higher than the average.
The magnetizing current of the CT is considered with the aid of
Figure 4-5 in which the usual B-H curve is replaced by the flux-current
loop of the particular transformer. The idealized loop shown is con-
r
I sidered sufficiently accurate for the materials used. The peak mag-
netizing current, referred to the secondary, is then given by:
i i1clc
IM = 0.4_N (4-6)
where []c is the coercive force in question, and ic is the magnetic
I ath in centimeters.length
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This magnetizing current is accounted for by adding it to the
field current required by the alternator•
Series Field Transfer Function - Figure 4-6 depicts the static
transfer function of the series field during a three-phase short-
circuit• The shunt field contributes nothing during a short• The
"required" curve shows the alternator short-circuit test character-
istics. This curve does not pass through the point of origin due to
residual magnetism• The "supplied" curve indicates the design require-
ments• To provide short-circuit current capability, the twc curves
must intersect above the minimum specified fault-current.
Nonsinusoidal Alternator Load - It is instructive to look at a
condition of nonsinusoidal alternator loading. Figure 4-7 presents
waveforms associated with a rectifier load having a large choke input
filter• The amplitude of the line current is equal to the d-c load
current ID. Clearly, if N is the current transformer (C.T.) turns
ratio
ID (4-7)
IFR = _--
However, the RMS line current is given by:
IL = 0.816i D (4-8)
Thus,
1 225 T
• *L (4-9)
IFR = N
I
The transformer voltage waveform is shown in Figure 4-7c. Clearly,
I
! the transformer has to support only one-third of the half-cycle field
APS-5286-R
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volt-seconds as compare(] to four-ninths in the sinusoidal case. The
corresponding transformer equations become
].08
x F,FR 10 8 x ]::FRx IFI_
AC = 12N BMf = 14.7 x BM x IL x f (4-]_0)
I
Evident]_y, if the transformer is sized for the sinusoidal cas(:., thor(:, 'I
IIS now more field current flowing per ].,,MSline current--i.(,., i]_e
shunt field has less work. Moreover, the core can support a higher
short-circuit current duo to the reduced v_;it-second demand.
Capacitor Derivation - The function of the capacitor is to limit
the surge voltage upon application of transient loading. A simplified
analysis is based on the equivalent circult and waveforms shown in
Figure 4-8. Initial conditions are assumed to be zero. When a step-
current is applied to the circuit, the field voltage will tend to ring
up sinusoidally to a peak determined by the surge impedance and the
magnitude of the current. At the time tl, however, the current trans-
former saturates and ceases to supply current. Whatever current has
been established in the inductor by that time "free-wheels" down by
way of the rectifiers.
The field volt-seconds represented by the shaded area are approxi-
mately
Epk • t1
= (4-11)(ET) FR 2
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If the flux in the transformer traversed from negative to positive
saturation dl]ring this time_, then according to the transformer equa-
tion, it absorbed the following volt-seconds:
(ET)T = 2NAcB s . i0 -8 (4-].2)
However, as previously shown, each uore absorbs only four-nint]is of
the :[!ield volt-seconds; t.husi
4 Ei_k " tl
_7 " 2 -- (ET)T (4-] 3)
During the first part of the cycle the majority of current flows into
the capacitor. Therefore, one can write
IFR
E = ----- • t (4-14)
pk C 1
or
E • C
pk (4-15)
t I =
IFR
Substituting Eq. (4-15) into (4-13) :
V9 IFR (4-16)Epk = _ • (ET)T ' --_-
or
4.5 • (ET) T • IFR
C = ' (4-17)
E 2
pk
p APS-59R6-R
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I Since (ET)rl, the transformer volt-seconds, is determined by other con-
siderations, Eq. (4-16) and (4-17) establisb a trade-off between surge
I voltage and capacitor value.
Ripple current (or voltage) rating must be considered during
capacitor selection. Slnce the waveforms are analogous to kho_n shown
for standard rectifiers, the following is presented without further
proof.
much smaller than X L (at th(_ ripp](_ frequc_ncy), the totalFor Xc
IhMS current in the capacitor? is given by
Ir, (RMS) = 0.042 IFR (4-18)
If ripple voltage is desired, it can be approximated by its fundamental:
0.040 IFR
Er, (RMS) = - 12wfC (4-19)
where f is the line frequency. Equations (4-18) and (4-19) assume a
balanced three-phase system.I
It should be noted that the series field module contains no pro-
tection in of series field wiring. A protectiveopen-circuit
case
circuit can be added in the future; however, due to the high energy
I levels and high transient voltages involved, such a circuit is not
simple.
I 4.1.1 Design of the Series Field Controller
I 0
m
DATA: IFR - 9 2 amps minimum at 105 amps short-clrcuit line
current
RFR = 4.4 ohms maximum at 177°C
I APS-5286-R
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The series field resistance RFR was predicted at 4.1 ohms. flow-
ever, a value of 4.4 ohms is used to provide a 7-percent safety factor
for tolerances and bus drops. A similar safety factor is used for the
control field.
Allowing a 10-percent margin to assure an intersection (Fl_ur(_
4-6), the secondary tur!is are, by Eq. (4-]_):
1.35 Ii, ].35 _ 105
N = = ].I x 9 2 = ]4 turns
IFR
The average d-c voltage at 177°C, including a 2-V allowance for th(_
rectifiers, is:
EFR = IFRRFR + V D = [1.1 x 9.2 x 4.4] + 2 = 46 V
Selecting a 4-mil-grain oriented silicon steel toroid for the current
transformer core, B(SAT ) is 17.6 kilogauss; and according to Eq. (4-4),
the required cross-sectional area is
108EFR 108 2
A = = _ x 46 = 1.75 cm
c 9NBMf 9 x 14 x 17.6 x 103 x 1.2 x 103
With allowance for a stacking factor of 90 percent, the gross core
area becomes 1.95 cm_ minimum. Since standard cores having such an
area are large, a special core was designed. It is specified in
AiResearch Drawing 521258 (Appendix II) and has a magnetic path length
of 7.6 cm. The coercive force is estimated at 1.0 oersted; thus, the
magnetizing current, referred to the secondary, is given by Eq. (4-6):
H I
IM c c 1.0 x 7.6 = 0 43 amp= 0.4_N = 0 4_ x 14
p APS-5286-R
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The maximum cross-sectional area of the core is 2.2 cm 2 and the
maximum saturation flux density is estimated to be 20 kilogauss.
According to Eq. (4-12) r the volt-seconds are
(ET) = 2NA ]_ xl0 -8 -- 2x14x2.2x20z103x10 -8 : 1.23x]0 -2
c..' C S
For a capacitor of 2 Mfd _ll-id ,_l fi[o I, c,li]';rf..,l-il cif If) ai/ip: _,, t:.h_, fili:rg_, xsf)]l--
age, p(;r ].iq.(4-].6), i_:
EpK = 9 -' 1() 5, [ x (:[']T)c × --£-- = x ].23 × ],0 2 × ..... :-- 25 V2 x 1,()-(_
I
This is within the capability of the selected rectifiers and with.i,n
the surge rating of the capacitor.I
The RMS ripple current is computed by Eq. (4-18) for a 3.l-amp
field current (nominal condition):
1 Ir(R_4s) = 0.042 IFR = 0.13 amp
which also is well within the continuous rating of the selected capaci-
tor .
t
4.2 Shunt Field Voltage Rg_ulator Analysis
v
f
The alternator output voltage is regulated by controlling the
I average shunt field current. This is accomplished by a transistorized
switching regulator (chopper). The average field current is determined
, by the duty cycle (ON-time with respect to the OFF-time) of the chopper,
I which, in turn, is a function of the error voltage.
v I APS-5286-R
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The normal field supply voltage is supplied by rectifiers taking
power from the a].ternator output. The system battery is gated into ]
the field circuit by a diode and supplies field currer.t until the I
rectifier output (EFF) exceeds the batt{i_ry voltage, t:h_r(_by reverso-
biasing the diode. S:]nce the battery by itself can supply tho rated
1.0 p.u. .:_x_:9:it:;_t:) n :Foqu:ir<:m,,nl_',_, n(.):fic_id-flashing is no_d(,(I t(, ,_Issur,",
bu:L].d-up '.l.'h:' _..... _' ovc_r battery v()lL_tqe provi(l(:_s a ,:{()u]_c( :, .l:(n:
f i{._](I-f{_r c":i_ng.
,_'hu dynilmi.c re:-ip(:_nso (._I: t,h(' a]tt_rllat:(n.:' oul:put is prin(,ipa]]y
(leterm,ined by tll(,.,s.imp](, shv!nL field tim¢:-constant and, to a ](.:ssc_:l:
degree, by tllc,ma_,l:in(., sul)'tr_nsic_nt response. 'l'hc_contrilmlion of tl_(_
fe(.,dback signal rectifier filter F(s ) is small. The re.spons_ t::('_:load
application is faster "than the response to ]oa(] removal due to tile
availability of field-forcing voltage. Response to load removal can
be improved at the expense of extra power dissipation.
pr_visions are made for the injection of a hold-off bias derived
from the battery which disables the shunt field regulator c]_ring
alternator acceleration in order to minimize prime mover loading. It
should be noted that ,_-,om_excitation will still be available from the
serles fi_id unless an external short circuit is placed across the
series field terminals by the system controller.
The switching regulator also incorporates a current limit designed
to protect the field against overheating during prolonged fault con-
ditions. It should be noted that this feature will not protect the
VRE output transistor in case of a shorted shunt field bus because the
circuit depends upon the field inductance to limit the rate of current
rise. Protection against a bus short, however, can be added if so
desired.
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I A block diagram of the shunt field regulator is shown in Figure
4-9. Briefly, the r_gulator consists o£ the following functional
sections :l
J
(a) A ',-ransformer-rectifier/filter circuit to provide power for
the shunt field regulator
(b) A transformer-rectifier filter circuit to sense the alter-
nator output voltage
(c) A shunt field current switching circuit to meter power from
the power supply to the shunt field
(d) A voltage reference and error detector
(e) A shunt field current level detector and a circuit to pro-
tect the switching transistors as well as the field by pro-
viding a current limited mode of operation
(f) AI-LOa-gate circuit to provide a smooth transition from volt-
age regulation to the current limit mode of operation
(g) An auxiliary power supply for the regulator electronics
(h) A battery gating-circuit to assure alternator buildup in
lieu of field flashing (Figure 4-10)
Shunt Field Transfer Function - The shunt field transfer function
I
is derived with the aid of Figure 4-11. Symbols and terminology
correspond with the definitions presented in Figure 4-1. The switch
i (SW) represents the action of the solid-state regulator.
When the switch is the total isclosed, supply voltage applied
to
the field, causing current to build up. Diode D is reverse-biased and
I nonconducting. When the switch is opened, current continues to flowin the field circuit due to the effect of the field inductance. This
current is in the direction of diode forward conduction; thus, the
I voltage across the field terminals becomes reversed in polarity and
limited in magnitude to the forward voltage drop of the diode. The
I current then decays according to the field time-constant until the
_I APS-5286-R
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rI switch is again closed to initiate a current buildup. The duty cycle
of this switching action determines the average field current. The
i resultant field voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figuresi 4-12c and 4-12d, respectively, drawn with the free-wheeling diode an(l
switch considered ideal. By inspection, it can be seen that the
average field voltage is given by:
/
I Tc (4-20)EFH = EFF • _--
I and that the average field current is given by
I EF H
IFH = -- (4-21)
i I RFH
If the current ripple is very low, then IFH is also equal to the peak
I value of the power supply current pulse, is .
The switching action is controlled at the summing junction in the
mannel shown by Figure 4-12a. This point has two inputs: a d-c refer-
ence (ER) , and a feedback signal (eB). The feedback signal consists of
I a d-c level (EB) , with a proportional superimposed ripple at three
times line frequency if _ is the constant of proportionality:
!
, eB = EB + [_EB] (t) (4-22)
I
This signal is obtained from the alternator output voltage by the
i sensing transformer rectifier; since E B = PET, one can write
I eB = 13 {ET + [sE T ] (t)} (4-23)
!
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I The switch is actuated by the relationship between and theE R
instantaneous level of eB as shown in Figure 4-12b. Tile switch is I
I open for e B > E R and closed for eB < El{. The error (_) indicates
that, at the illustrated operating point, closed-loop equilibrium J
> T for > 2 ; this is the "gain error" of a 4| demands that TO c EFF EFH
!! Type-Zero loop. The triangular ripple is a close approximation to
actual circuit waveforms. In fact, the detail design of the voltage ,I
I sensing circuit filter shapes the ripple to this desired waveform.
The field supply voltage is proportional to the alternator line volt-
I age; thus, it can be written (referring to Figure 4-1)
i EFF KTE T (4-24)
The transfer function can now be derived. When the error is
positive and equal to half the peak-to-peak amplitude, the troughs of
eB cease intersecting with ER, and EFH goes to zero. When the error
is negative and equal to half the peak-to-peak amplitude, the peaks
of eB cease intersecting with E R and the switch goes fully on--i.e.,
EFH = EFF. For the triangular ripple this change is linear; thus,
I if [_EB](t ) is the peak-to-peak ripple, then:
AEFH EFF- 0 KTE T = K T
I =r. }A_ _EB (t)
I
Equation (4-25) is the open-loop gain (KA) of the amplifier. K T
i is fixed by the field voltage requirements, and _ is simply the ratio
between E R and ET. Obviously, the gain is a function of the ripple
I amplitude only--whence the name "ripple regulator".
4.2.1 Detail_Design of the Shunt Field Regulator - According to
I Table 4-1, the shunt field voltage requirement at rated-overload and
p i APS-5286-R
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177°C copper temperature is 18 V. For fast response, twice this volt-
age should be avail_!_e for field forcing. If a 2-V series drop is 1
assigned to the regulator,
EFF (MIN) = 2 x 18 + 2 : 38 V
becomes
Allowing a lO-percent design tolerance on this supply, ],FF
EFF (NOM) = 42 V
From Eq. (4-24),
EFF 42
KT = E T l-_ 0.350
which determines the design of the field supply transformer-rectifier,
The selected zener reference voltage is 6.2 nominal, thus
ER 6.2
= ET 2_ 0.052
According to Paragraph 2.2a, a total operating band of 2-percent
is permitted_ This corresponds to 124 mv referred to the reference.
The 1.0 V allocated for drift corresponds to 52 my referred to the
reference. Thus the regulation error becomes 72 mv. I
f
I
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I According to Table 4-1, between zero an<] 12.6 KVA and +_10-percent
speed, the shunt field has to swing a maximum of 6.4 V (at 177°C) for Izero error. From this,
AEF11 6.4
KA - A_ 72 x ](] 3 = 89
I
A design 9ain of i0(] is chosen to allow for worst-case KT an(l ER.
i The required ripple can now be computed from the gain expression (4-25)
and from the ripple definition (4-22)
KT 0.35
c_l_ = : = 0,0035
!
- 0.00 - v
In practice, a ripple of exaetl2 lariangular waveform cannot be
I realized. To compensate for the resultant rounded corners, a smaller
ripple amplitude is required. From experience, a factor of 0.7 applies
and, thus, the required ripple becomes 300 mv P-P.
This defines the
filter of the feedback rectifier and also its frequency dependence
I Fl(S). Due to the low open-loop gain, the lags associated with Fl(S)
and with the switching transport lag are negligible in comparison with
i the principal time constant, e.g., the field L/R; therefore, the regu-lator loop is stable. Provisions have to be made to add a stabilizing
network if such is required to enhance system stability.!
Due to lack of pertinent data, it is difficult to predict confor-
I mance to the drift specification of paragraph 2.2b. However, the drift
due to field warmup corresponds to and estimated AEFH of 4.3 V, which
I would reflect to the alternator output as a line voltage shift of
approximately 1.0 V RMS.
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4,.2.2 Detail Circuit Description
The schematic of the s]iunt field regulator is shown in Figure
4-13.
Voltag e #xl_ulator. !__owmr Slqsp]y - Power for tb,:, shunt fio].d rr_gu-
lat:or is derived from at!.unregtilatod powo.r supply comprising t._cans-
for._lci T], brJ_dge rectifier ('.1{],ant] f.i.]ter capaeJttor C.5. '.l.'li__:rlins-
fcirmer was designed J_llthe doll:.a-de]..ta configurat:i.on Io ili('.roas(.I]_,,
reliaLility of the tlnit, should it lie forced to operat.o .i.nth(, ol-_ol-,-
delta configuration duo to an open-type failure in ()no of I:ho (',)i]s.
The transformer was designed to have tightly l)alanced coils t()11_]lli-
mize circulating currents.
Switchin_ circuit - The basic field current switching function is
performed by Transistor Q5. Transistor Q4 is a Darlington driver to
increase the gain of the switching circuit. Resistor RI3 provides the
base current drive for Transistor Q4, which is normally in the ON-
condition when Q3 is OFF. Transistor Q3 is driven ON by Q2. This
drive can be overridden by the inhibit circuit comprising R34, R35,
CR7, and CR8 permitting the shunt field to be shut off during engine
start-up. Zener Diode CR7 provides approximately 6 V of noise immunity
for the inhibit circuit.
.Voltage Loop - Voltage regulation is performed by comparing a d-c
feedback voltage to a reference voltage. The resulting error voltage
is amplified and used to control the basic switching function. The
feedback voltage is derived from the voltage sensing transformer T2
and the bridge rectifier CR3, CR4, and CR5. This feedback voltage is
fed into the "left" base of the differential amplifier Q1 and is com-
pared to the reference voltage established by zener diode CR]0.
Potentiometer R3 adjusts the level of the feedback voltage and, there-
fore, determines the alternator output voltage. Capacitors Cl, C2,
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I and C3 filter high-frequency noise spikes on the sensing transformer
output windings. Resist:or R8, which is coupled from the output of the I
OR-gate (Q2) to the input to the differential amplifier, provides posi- i
tive feedback that decreases the rise time of the switching transistors
and gives a more positive switching action by the introduction of a i
small amount of hysteresis. Resistor R5, the final value of which has
not been determined, is used to match the diode temperature coefficient ,_
to the temperature coefficient of the transformer winding resistance; q
theoretically a value can be chosen to make the net temperature coef-
i ficient zero. Capacitor C4 controls the ripple amplitllde and hence
I
_' the loop gain.
i OR-Gate Circuit - Transistor Q2 is an OR-gate that is driven from
the voltage level detector when the alternator voltage is in the nor-
mal regulation band but is overridden by the current detector circuit
r whenever the output voltage is substantially below normal.
!
Current Level Detector - During a cold start, the shunt field
resistance can be as low as half the hot resistance. The fact that
the resistance is low and that a two-times forcing voltage is provided
would require the switching transistor to be capable of conducting
I_ several times the normal operating current. The current limit circuit
protects the shunt field winding and the switching transistors from a
overcurrent condition when a low output voltage would other-possible
wise command maximum available current flow.
I The shunt field current is detected by measuring the voltage
developed across Resistor RI6. This voltage is compared to a reference
voltage determined by Resistors R29 and R30. The peak voltage across
RI6 is coupled to the "left" base of the differential amplifier Q9.p
I If the voltage exceeds a preset level, the "left" transistor turns ON
and, thus, the "right" transistor is turned OFF. A positive feedback
current is coupled back to the "left" base through C8 and R22. This
p _ APS-5286-R
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holds it in the ON-condition for a period determined by the time-
I constant of C8 and R22. As the "left" transistor of Q9 is turned ON,
the OR-gate (Q2) is also turPed ON, which turns the field current
I switch (Q5) OFF. The field current free-wheels down due to the wind-
ing inductance until the end of the above-mentioned one-shot period.
At lhat time the "left" transistor of Q9 turns OFF, allowing Q5 to
turn ON again. When Q5 turns ON, field current increases until it
I
I reaches the current limit point, and the cycle repeats. Operation of _i
this circuit requires a certain minimum of series inductance and will
not provide field bus short-circuit protection unless an inductor is!
I I added inside the VRE. Capacitor C7 fllters the high-frequency clear-
I ing spike generated by the free-wheeling diode CRII at the instant it
I _ recovers from a free-wheeling condition. Diode CRI5 provides a fast
recovery path for the one-shot timing circuit.
t
Figure 4-14 depicts the field current and the alternator output
I
I voltage for a typical start-up condition. "_he internal ._T1 (Figure4-14) is the time-constant of the current limit circuit. During this
time, the f-eld current is decaying according to the L/R time constant
i of the shul_t field. Interval ._T2 is the time t'equired for the current
to build back-up to the current limit point, q'h_ ,_]n_e of the current
ripple Js a function of the field inductance and the supply voltage
and is (]etermi,]ed by
!
d i EFF
= (4-26)
i dt LFI1
I As the output vc.ltage crosses the 10<-percent point (Point on
A
Figure 4-14), the field current control shifts to th, voltage loop and
decreases to the norr,_al operating current. The output _r_OltacIo can
overshoot somewhat clue to the excess stored energy in th_ field, )_'_{
I this is small compared to the overshoots seen in _he a}_sence of curr,_nt
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limiting. The current limit point is adjusted by potentiometer
R-18.
Logic Power Supply - The current-limit circuit is sensitive to
power-supply changes; and in order to assure operation of the power
transistor well within its safe operating area, reasonably accurate
power supply performance is required. This power supply accuracy also
contributes the basic simplicity of the overall circuit and minimizes
the use of zener diodes.
The logic power supply is composed of Transistors Q7 and Q8 and
their associated components. The output veltage is compared to zener
reference CRI0 by differential amplifier Q8. Field effect diode CR9
supplies a constant base drive current to the series regulating Tran-
sistor Q7. With the assumption that the differential amplifier is
operating normally, an increase in the power supply output voltage
will cause the "right"-hand transistor of Q8 to increase its collector
current, which reduces the available base drive current to QT. The
output voltage will therefore decrease to the normal value. Resistor
R24 is used to adjust the power-supply voltage.
E
I Although the field effect diode is a new and unproven device, the
I simplifications at forded by its use make it an excellent candidate for
! widespread future application. The diodes shipped in the VRE have
I been subjected to a fairly severe screening and burn-in program at
AiResearch an(] are, therefore, considered sufficiently reliable for
this application. The worst-case analysis of the power supply allows
for a 2:1 change in the field effect diode characteristics _;ithout
degradation of the power supply performance.
4.2.3 _'orst-Case Anal_,sis
This section provides a brief suF_mary of the voltage regulator
_o_st-case analysis and ti_e ground rules o__ which it is based, fh<
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and minimum limits of major circuit param- Iaanalysis shows the maximum
eters due to component tolerances, temperature effects, and aging.
The basic design of the shunt field regulator, in conformance to
the established ground rules, does not lend itself readily to a fail- i
safe "fail-off" configuration. In a "HI-REL" end application, addi- !
tional external protection devices are mandatory. _
!
Ground Rules - Supply voltage is 42 nominal, with 80 V transient
transient dips to 22 V; the ambient temperature range is estab- Ipeaks,
lished as -25°C to +75°C. In general, component design tolerances are
derived from MIL-HDBK-217A. Some component tolerances are shown in
Table 4-2, and include long-term drifts when available.
m
Current Limit Circuit - The worst-case analysis of the current I
limit circuit shows the change in the current limit as a result of
and aging of components. Due to the Itemperature, power supply drift,
method used to sense the control field current, differential voltage
changes between the voltage reference divider and the current sense I
divider are reflected directly to the current sense resistor. The
current limiter has a sensitivity of 5 ma/mv. Since the actual cur- !
rent limit is not critical, this circ_it was preferred over more |
accurate ones because of its simplicity and the small numbe_ of
I
components . ,i
Current
Change, Percent*
a_____ Change
Variable
Pewer supply drift (,0.5 V) 0.2 3.2
Temperature Effects
Voltage reference 0.05_ 0.9
Current sense circuit f).073 1.2
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Current
Change, Percent*
amp _ Chan_e
Temperature Effects (CONT)
Differential amplifier
base emitter offset voltage 0.003
Differential amplifier
base current offset 0.018 0.3 "
Aging Effects
Voltage reference resistors 0.35 5.6
Current sense circuit resistors 0.55 8.8
TOTAL Drift ±1.25 ±20.0 d
I
The minimum current limit is established at 5 amp to allow some
margin with respect to the 4.5-amp maximum required field current.
Consequently, the initial setting must be 5.00 + 1.25 = 6.25 amp i
and the maximum current is 6.25 + 1.25 = 7.5 amp. I|
Power Amplifier - The current handling capability of the output
i
Transistor Q5 and of its drive Q4 is analyzed with respect to transis- I
tor parameter changes, power supply voltage extremes, temperature
fluctuations, and resistor tolerances. Power dissipation in the main I
power transistor, Q5, is calculated under worst-case operating con-
ditions; however, data to derive worst-case switching losses is not |
Iavailable and, thus, these losses were estimated from breadboard
measurements.
!
The results of the analysis may be summarized as follo_:_:
(a) Steady state 7.5 amp I
W(b) Transient peak 11.5 amp
*Based on 6.25 amp nominal current lin_it.
p APS-5286-R l
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i
i Transient peak is 0.2-_sec long during recovery of CRII
(c) Maximum power dissipation:
I Due to switching losses 3.5 W
Due to ON conditions 6.4 W
I Total 9.9 W
I
(d) Maximum steady-state voltage drop, collector to emitter:
1.32 V _"
(e) All switching transitions are estimated as less than 6-_sec
duration and thus, well within safe-operating regions of
second breakdown curves.
(a) Maximum collector current:
Steady state 0.5 amp
Transient peak 11.5 amp
(b) Maximum steady-state voltage drop collector to emitter:
0.2V
(c) All switching transitions are well within the safe operating
area of second breakdown curves.
Q3
(a) Maximum collector current: 96 ma
(b) Minimum overdrive
I--'C = 2.7
! Nominal overdrive = 5.3
Error Detector and Amplifier - The stability and sensitivity of
the error amplifier (comprising Transistors Q1 and Q2 and associated
circuitry) are analyzed with respect to variations of critical circuit
parameters, including initial parameter variations within manufacturer
tolerances and changes due to aging and temperature effects.
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Changes in the d-c feedback voltage at the input to the amp]ific_r
are expressed as percentages of nominal and are reflected as chanqes
in the a-c output voltage on a i:] basis.
Percent Change in Inpu!_.
Due to Time Due to ',l'_mp
Variable and Tgmp, - % Only,
Resistor-divider ratio +2.26, ±0.26
-2.17
Combined input ofxset ±0.15
Reference diode voltage changes
as function of:
(a) Bias and load changes ±0.16 ±0.42
(b) Temperature coefficient
of reference diode ±0.08
Amplifier gain change ±0.032
TOTAL (sum of changes) +2.68 ±0.68
-2.59
Sensin_ Transformer - The sensing transformer presents a rather
complex picture as a function of temperature. The change in copper
resistance drop is opposite to the change in diode voltage drop. In
addition, since the magnetizing and iron loss currents are significant
with respect to the load current, they reflect an additional component
into the primary voltage drop. This is further complicated by the dis-
continuous nature of the load current. It is often possible to select
a load resistor to minimize the net effects of temperature variations.
A "ball-park" value has been calculated and was used to establish the
voltage divider resistors; _t requires experimental verification and
adjustment. Provisions have been made for additional loading for
compensation purposes (R5).
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Power Su}_ply- The logic power supply analysis is based on a 50-ma
essentially constant load and includes combined effects of Lemperature
and aging. The correct initial setting is 15..0 _. J
I
V..ariable_ ..Output Volla e my
Input lJn_ voltage _ 50 (estimate)
Gain and current source variations _i00
Reference and AVBB - 10
Bridge resistors +310, -350
TOTAL Design Tolerance: +470, -510
4.2.4 Failure Rate Analysis
Wherever feasible, components have been initially selected from
the "JPL Approved Parts List". However, following an investigation
into the availability and cost of such components, the selection re-
quirements were clarified and redirected. For fabrication purposes,
"commercial equivalent" or military parts were used. Table 4-3 is a
list of the parts actually used for the regulator.
Potentiometers have been selected for use where adjustment is
since the values are unknown untilneeded for component tolerances,
final adjustment. "Select at Test" procedures would have resulted in
excessive procurement delays.
A failure rate analysis for the shunt field is summarized in
Tables 4-4 through 4-11. It is based on the following criteria:l
(a) Data in accordance with MIL-HDBK-217A when available
i (b) _nbient and mounting-base temperature of 70°C
(c) No allowance for increased reliability due to screening of
I the power transistors, transformers, and the constant current
P I APS-5286-R
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TABLE 4-3
VRE COMPONENT l,I.qT
Par1:543936-1-1
(_-¢)1]_]_3ol] c,r) I
))c'r:i tin;it ion blallul a(!l ul/,l- 15-11" t _iIlll]|)f)_" [#i/| .i ]1_. !]1_,11 _',( .(i f]l ,i I',/I,, I" i
;;hunl FJ.r'] d
1' I _;pl:,.tu_' }_]%54(']'](,:,_f{l{/)F (,')1t_2, f). "..5W o ] ',t !1111,-.l'-'. {I,
I.'2 :;})r-aqL,,. ld_,,4Cl',l 5000F I,,01i_2, 0.2,ii'2, I*. H ll,-I'-!_tlt
l'] ]_,r)HI-Ii;; 22,1],_5f)(I-2(12. 20Q{),_,_i (1. !,I'1,
1.'4 ;:l_r,l[tll_, l'lt',4f'l:lqi)l_OP 7qh_) l _).2. SWe I_t t,lll,-I.'_l_ tl',
I,"; ;,;i,r aq_,,, ]{W{' fly ( I ) I t _' t _!11,-J'_;tl,f '
P(, (.ll)l"ll]ll( I (l]il:;_; J{1,07,¢;_!'/2(_ 2'/0(}_¢ t).2qWt ;!% 'I, I._-1'.";!21, ;,It ',
P'/ (.'.C)l'lll 1KI (11 af-lf; RI,()7FIq(_2G ql;O0tl, 0.25W, 2'! hlll,-P,-;:;'_.f;,l I_
1',8 c(nll:kng qla_;_: RI,;I0:;474(; 47()14, Oo 5Wt 2'/ H II -I,'-;!;'.i,ll,ll_
R!) COY. lllllt.I (;] ;ll;:i 1¢1,07_162J(_ (,2. l)_,_ I). 2'3;I, ;'?, ;.II I,-1.'-;';'_,::,1 (
R].0, 12 Cornint; Glass RI,07SI02G .IQ00_, I).25W, ,'!i, MII,.-I.'-;'.'J_;R,I
P.II Coming Glass RI,20SI/,2G 1600_., 0.5W, 2.'/, M'II,-R-;!.?d_¢,I
RI3 Sprague RW6?Vgll 910_, 6.5W, 5!; M]I,-I'-;!,,('
RI4 Corning Glass RL07SI01G i00[_, 0.25W, 2% HII,-I.',-22C8,1
RI5 Corning Glass RL07S821G 8201_, 0.25W, 2% MII,-I,',-;_';',P.I}_
RI6 Dale RE70NR200 0.211, 0.25W, 1% HII,-R-I}_,5.I(,
RI7 Corning Glass RL07S751G 750_2, 0.25W, 2% FII],-I.'-2;:(,841;
RIg, 29 Sprague RB54CE]8000B 1800_, 0.25W, 0.1% MII,-I.'-!_?,i'
R20 Sprague RB54CE562ROF 5621_, 0.25W, 2% M11,-I£-931;
R21, 23 Co_ning Glass RL07S222G 2200_2, 0.25W, 2% MII,-R-226S.II;
R22 Corning Glass RL07S362G 360011, 0.25W, 2% Mll.-J4-22<,,q,ll'.
R24, 18 Bourns 2245-500-102 i000_, 0.5W
R25, 26 Sprague RB55CEI2100F 1210,.(2, 0.15W, 1% MII,-R-226_I4B
R27 Sprague RB55CE20000B 2000_, 0.15W, 0.1% MIL-R-931',
R28 Sprague RB55CE27100B 2710_, 0.15W, 1% MIL-R-93B
R30 Sprague RB54CEI2100B 1210_, 0.25W, 0.1% MIL-R-931_
R32, 33 Sprague RW69V (i) MII,-R-26C
R34 Sprague RW69VI52 150011, 3W, 5-% MIL-R-26C
R35 Corning Glass RL07S202G 200011, 0.25W, 2% MIL-R-22684B
CI, 2, 3 Sprague 196PI0492S4 0.1 MFD, 200V, 10%
C4 Sprague 150DI05Xg075B2 1 MFD, 75V, 10%
C5 GE 69FII6G2 440 MFD, 100V
C6 Coming Glass CYIOG221J 220pF, 300%' MII,-C-23269
C7 Coming Glass CY30GI03J 10000pF, 300V MII,-C...232r,9
i ,,, , I i
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TABLE 4-3 (CENT)
VRE COMPONEN'J' I,IST
Part 543936-i-i I
('ompc) ner_ t l
!)o:_ignation Manufacturer Part Number Rating Approved Standard
(:fi Spragu,, 196P22392[;4 0.022 MFD, 20OV I
(,q ::pr;lqu_, 137D946X0050A2 94 MFI), 5OV 1
q
(:I() :;praqu_, ].{Tb (].) !
_'.I] ::p_:,Wlu__ 1371) (]) "_
('i_] Var(_ 4'i524-200 2']()V, ] 5 amp
(!I_2, [i, ]] , ] 3 G]: ,IAI'I IN ]2()(, 60(IV, ]2 alnl.J M]L-S-19500/I(i0
('l{{r 4e ',, 81
12, ]5, ]_. JAN IN 4851_ ]}_.0V, 100 ma MII,-_;-19500/]]_I_
(IR7 M(,t()r()la JAN IN 75]A 6.2V 45% MI1,-S-19500/[27
(_?It9 Motorola IN5308 100V, 2.7 ma
C.I{]() Motorola IN827A 6.2V, +5% MI1,-S-19500/]59
Q], 8, 9 FAS, TI JA_ 2N2060 Silicon NPN Dual
Q2 Motorola JAN 2N3251A Silicon PNP
Q3 Motorola JAN 2N2219 Silicon NPN
Q4, 5, 7 AiResearch 521246-1 Silicon NPN Power
T1 AiResearch 521259-1
T2 AiResearch 521260-i
Series Field
CI, 2 Marshall HL4-105(ISC) 1MFD, 409V
CRI, 2, 3, _,
5, 6 '< IN4507 400V, 12 amp
TI, 2, 3 AiResearch 521247-1
I
NOTE: (i) Component values to be selected as required during development tests at Lewis
I Research Center.
I
I
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TABLE 4-ii
SUMMARY OF FAILURE-RATE CALCULATIONS FOR
VOLTAGE- REGULATOR/EXC ITE R J
Total Application 4
J Part Name Failure Rate (10 -6 )
Q
Resistors (Table 4-8) 1.038 ,,
Resistors (Table 4-7) 12.430 i
i Resistors (Table 4-9) 0.364
Capacitors (Table 4-6) 0.240
I Transformers (Table 4-10) 0.600
Transistors (Table 4-5) 4.617
Diodes (Table 4-4) 9.650
-6
TOTAL ,k = 28.939 x i0 /hr.
I MTBF = 34,550 hr.
I diode. (It should be noted that the screening has proven
very effective in removing weak power '-'_,.]ns,stors_ and con-
I stant current diodes.)
i The resultant overall failure rate is 29 :.: 10-6/l:r. co['respcnd-
F
ing to an HTBF of 34,5(10 hrs. Thls appears c_ncouraging, _incc it is
based on standard military and commercial components. _;it!1 _ii_ri_t-._,
type components, at least a tenfold improven_ent is anticipated, q!,_
two larqest contributors to the present failure-rate evaluatio: Yesuits
are the diodas (including rectifiers), and the precision _.'ire-;.'o_in<;
resistors. Simple semiconductor screening to Jan TX sp,_cifications is
clair_ed to reduce failure rates by one order of ,_dgnitude. In addition,
if the precision wire-wound resistors are replaced by precisic_n,
established-reliability fJhu resistors purchased to Level P o{
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MIL-R-55182, a 40-times reduction in the predicted failure rate may
well be possible.
4.3 Mechanical Description
The VRE is packaged in a 19-in. rack panel chassis. The chassis
is mounted on slides to provide convenient access to the electrical t
!
componerts. The basic mechanical concept was to provide a packaged
breadboard where components are conveniently located and, at the same
time, to maintain quality workmanship. The series field module can I
!
be removed from the VRE chassis and located remotely if desired.
!
Terminal junctions are located on the inside of the back panel to |
!allow for the following optional wiring configurations:
I
(a) Local or remote voltage sensing |
(b) Local or remote power pickup
(c) Local or remote series field location |
m
The optional wiring schedule, Drawing 521301 (Appendix IV) con- I
g
tains detailed instructions for reconnecting the terminal junctions.
A set of jumper leads and special tools for wire installation and |
removal are provided with each unit. Note that in order to use the
"Local" wiring option, the alternator output must be routed throucTi_
the VRE chassis. The VRE is delivered prewired in ti_e local confi_u- I
ration.
I
CAUTION: The machine may not be operated under any cJrcur:_-
stance with P2 and/or P7 disconnected (Series y
Field Open) when current flows in the current
transformer _ri;nary. This primary consists <f v
three wires routed througi, i_oles in ti_e series
field module.
l
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The physical configuration of the VRE is shown on Drawing 543936
(Figure 4-15) and the location of the various components and modules
is shown on Drawing 543937, Figure 4-16. Photographs of the actual
hardware are presented in Figures 4-17, 4-18, and 4-19. Figure 4-20
is the system wiring diagram of the BRU alternator, VRE, and speed
control.
I
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I VOLTAGE REGULATOR EXCITER ASSEMBLY
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR/EXCITER ASSEMBLY
I FIGURE 4-18
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I 5.0 DESCRIPTION OF
THE SPEED CONTROLI,ER
J
I The speed control system is a parasitic-load-type using dissipa- ]
tive resistive load to balance real load changes and/or variations in J
net turbine shaft power input to the alternator. The speed control !
requirements include the followln_:
/
I (a) Capability of controlling speed using a frequency erro_
signal.
I (b) Capability of maintaining the alternator frequency at 1200 liz
to within the specified limits.
I (c) Minimizing the effect of the control device on harmonic
content of the alternator voltage and current.
(d) Minimizing the losses in the control device when the demand
I for parasitic load is zero.
(e) Provide capability for loading the alternatcr to 150 percent
I of design rating.
The speed-control system schematic is shown on Drawing 43534,
Figure 5-1. This system utilizes three control circuits (one to sense
I each phase of the 1200-Hz_ 120-V, 10.5-KW alternator) to apply or re-
move parasitic loading to maintain a constant frequency under varying
vehicle load and alternator input conditions. Three control circuits
i are utilized to improve system reliability. Each control circuit loads
all three phases simultaneously. The parasitic loads were established
at 2 KW each to provide a total of 6 KW per control circuit. As the
maximum parasitic load required is 10.5 KW, one control circuit may
I fail in the OFF-condition without affecting overall system performance.
Each control circuit consists of a frequency detector, an ampli-
fier section, and a firing circuit. The frequency detector converts
the frequency error to a d-c signal. This signal is amplified by two
stages of push-pull magnetic amplifiers. The output from the magnetic
p APS-5286-R
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I amplifiers a monopolarity pulse hhat occurs at: the center of each
is
half-cycle. The duration of each pulse is proportional to the fre-
I quency error,, (This signal could also be used for transistor eontzol--
of the parasitic load at such time as a 600-V, 10-amp transistor of
I proven reliabil.lty J.s available.) For use. with the SCR circuit, shown,
l
additional sl]nal condltioning :is roqulrod. This ]s accomplished Wlt]l
satura]]lo reactors Z Z an(l Z
I 3 ' 4 ' 5 '
II
Variab]o-froqu(,nc.y and va.rJ,'l]_.]._,-gain eontr{.,Is, ]c)(_at.c,d c_]j I_.]_,
I f:l?Oli't l)ano], a.r_, in_-(_rporat.c,d in ,_,__cl_ co]_l:.r(_] ('.i_;cui1:,
the effucL of 'the sp,o.e(l contr(_l (m tl_u g_;n¢:.rat.or out]_uL
I NASA has requested incorporation of a scl_emc to allow ma_ual or
i automatic full-on/full-off parasitic load control, Figure 5-2. This
control system is not to be furnished by AiRusuarch. llowc:v_r, _ t:i_,-
in point is provided as shown on the schematic, Wiring Diagram 43534,
Figure 5-1. For the full-off mode, a negative bias was suggestad. As
discussed below, this would not be satisfactory for linear control.
I Grounding the tie-lead through a controlled impedance would satisfythe requirement. The circuit in the full-on mode serves to override
the speed-control signal to the saturable reactors by providing suffi-
cient current to saturate the saturable reactors for full-on, and
grounding short-circuits the signal for full-off. For automatic con-
I trol, the speed control normally is not affected by the manual control
circuit. The control logic circuit is to be provided by NASA to turn
I the speed control on or off, based on other system requirements.
I Table 5-1 lists the components shown on Schematic 43534, Figure5-1, together with ratings, manufacturer, and reliability information.
I
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Speed Controller Transfer Function
The effects of transients such as those specified in 2.3b are
J
dependent upon the total system. An analog study (included as Appen-
dix V ), investigating suci_ system effects, has been completed. The i
transfer function of the speed control is as follows:
K = 24 KW/percent of speed chan_e ,, I
(1+0.00082 S) 2 (1+0.0157 S) 2 (i+0.010 S) (S-+3x104S+2.25x108)
F_equency 2 mag-amps Saturable Line filterdetector reactor
4
p The above relationship is based upon adding the phase-control
sections sequentially. For example, the 6-KW load controlled by
Phase A will be added as required for the first i/4-percent error;
the 6-KW load controlled by Phase B will be added as required for the
next i/4-percent error; and the 6-KW load controlled by Phase C will
be added as required for the next i/4-percent error should either
Phase A or Phase B control section fail. The possibility of loading
with all three control sections simultaneously (72 KW/percent of
change in frequency) is being investigated. This would allow complete
interchangeability of modules (refer to Drawing 43534, Figure 5-1).
5.1 D_esign of the Speed Controller
!I As shown on the block diagram section of AiResearch Drawing 43534,
there are three basic sections to the speed Control. These are
I (a) The frequency detector
ii (b) Magnetic amplifier! (c) The firing circuit
_ APS-5286-R
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The design of these sections was based upon considerable previous
experience with the frequency detector and with similar magnetic ampli-
fier arrangements. In the following paragraphs, details of the design
are discussed. For component call-outs, refer to the wiring schematic,
Drawing 43534, Figure 5-].
The speed-control is designed :[or a parasitic load speed-co:,_Lrol
powder loss of less than 24 W when no parasitic load is being app]i_l.
Large derating factors have been use(i for components tllat would caus(<_
loading if the component failed (see Paragraph 5.2, Reliability Study
and Failure Analysis).
I
Frequency Detector
The circuit consists of a bridge with two active and two resistive
i legs. The active element consists of two charging capacitors in
series, C's 2 and 3 and C's 4 and 6, around which there is a two-
transistor switch (Q's 1 and 3 and Q's 2 and 4). The transistors are
complementary NPN and PNP so that when one transistor is turned on,
the other one is turned off. A timing capacitor (C's 1 and 5) is con-
nected from the junction of the two series charging capacitors to the
junction of the two emitters of the switching transistors. The col-
I lectors are tied to the extremes of the charging capacitors. With
this arrangement the timing capacitor is switched, on alternate half
cycles, from on_ end of the charging condensors to the opposite end.
This action removes a charge from these charging condensors, with the
result that there is continual charging current through the fixed re-
sistive legs of the bridge. The bridge must be balanced at the refer-
ence frequency. With a bridge supply voltage Vs, the voltage drop
across R 2 (or R 3 + R 4) is Vs/2 = IR2, where
V
I = Q = Qf = s fT- cI
P APS-5286-R
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I therefore
t Vs i j
= 2-7 =
|
The change in the detector output, Vc, per percent :frequency change or ,-
I detector gain, by voltage loop equations is
I 5.2 millivolt x V s
Percent frequency change
I Before determining C 1 and Vs, it is necessary to determine the pre-
amplifier input requirements. The gain cf the frequency detector must
I be large enough to minimize the drift level of the first stage of
amplification. This drift is difficult to accurately predict; however,
I from experience with similar magnetic amplifiers,
it has been found
that if the ambient temperature is kept below 130°C and the core ma-
I terial is well-matched Mo-Permalloy, a worst-case drift figure of
0.033-ma turn/°C/100 gate turns can be expected
I It is obvious that since all the drift is not the fault of the
gate diodes, the drift level is not directly proportional to gate turns;
I however, for a number of turns between 200 and i000, this figure will
r suffice. In the case in question, there are 670 gate turns; therefore,
I drift will be 6.7 x 0.033 or 0.221 ma turns/°C. For a
the worst-case
±50°C change, this represents ll.l-ma turns drift. With 2000 turns
i on the control, this represents ±5.5 _a. Since the control range of
this device will be approximately 1/4 percent, the gain should be much
larger than 22 _a/percent of change in frequency. In addition to this,
I the impedance of the detector should be high with respect to the d-c
resistance of the control winding. This will minimize the gain change
I as a function of ambient-temperature change.
For 2000 turns control,
P I APS-5286-R
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tile minimum resistance (Rc) will be approximately i00 ohms; tl.erefore,
the impedance of tile frequency deLec, tor should be approximately ].000
ohms.
If R 2 must be approximately i000 okras,
c] = K TT = (; -- 0.I 3
,,', (1.2) × (i0)
If C 1 = ].;zf, R 2 adjusts to
1
= 830 ohms
For the gain to just equal the drift of 22 _a/percent of change in
frequency, from Ohm's Law, the d-c voltage change must be current
x (R2 + Rc) or 22 x 10 -6 x (830 + i00) = 20.5 inv. From the gain
relationship for the detector, the supply voltage required would be:
V 20.5 mv/%f change _
s = 5.2 mv/%f change - 3.9
By setting V s = 50 V, the gain due to drift from temperature change
is negligible, and medium voltage transistors (Vs/2 is seen by the
p transistor) may be used for switching. The 2N2222A and 2N2907A tran-
sistors listed in the JPL Preferred Parts List are adequate. The
charging capacitors C2, C3, C4, and C 6 must be large with respect to
C 1 and C 5 and are set at 15 _f.
A V of 50 V results in a frequency detector gain of 260 mv/s
percent of frequency change or 65 mv/i/4 percent.
APS-5286-R
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I The only components that would eausc_ drift due to temperature
are Cl, C.5, R2, and I{3 (Drawing 43534, Figure 5-1) . Precis.ion compo-
:Im nents have been selected for these requirements as shown in Table 5-].
At this time, it is assumed tl_at R 4 will be eliminated from the flight
i package.
Magnetic _11_i if i(_rs
From the previous discussion, it can be seen that t]ic_magnetic.
I preamplifier design must be tailored to the detector oharac-frequency
teristics. The gate voltage, which is an arbitrary value, was selec.-
f ted as 20 V RMS. Even though the value of this voltage is arbitrary,
once it has been selected, it determines the number of gate turns and
the gain of the amplifier per given number of control turns. It also
i has an effect on the time-constant of the amplifier. From the stan-
dard transformer equation, i.e.,
8
(E) (Z0)
I Ng - 4.44fBA C
the gate turns are 670 turns for a standard core (Part 52002-2D,
I Magnetics Inc.). For control, 2000 turns were selected on an arbi-
trary basis; however, there are factors that limit this selection.
r The time constant of the amplifier is proportional to the number of
I control turns and is divided the resistance of the controlsquared by
circuit. Gain is directly proportional to the number of turns, while
I the d-c resistance of the control winding is related to the number of
turns squared. Of course, the number of windings establishes the
i minimum window area of the core.
Gain of this device can be calculated by using some of the funda-
l mental equations that express the relationship between NI, gausses,
P I APS-5286-R
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Oersteds, and volts. Th(_se relaLionships must also include suc,.l_things
as ratio of ID to Ob and the incremo.ntal permeability in the control
region. However, from past experience, it has been found by empirical
means that the gain of tllis devJ.c_i:is approximately 0.003 V/me control/
control turn/vo].t gate. ']'horc_for_, WJ.tll a gate voltago of 2(I and 2_)f]0
c_:)ntrol turns, t:ho gain wJ.]] b_, {).i)I)i]x 2f) x 2000 c)r ].2f)V/J!la. ']']lJ.:.-;
f:igure inc_]1i(l(,s the dc, qo.nr:,r.utt.i.v(: aci:.j_)l, il_ai-, r_:_:_lilt:.s from s(_If-])ias.
t
1 " 1"I
,_.,].:[-J,ias is t])o n(,,,:l c(n_.._idt_.]:,tl.tio;i} in the (Ic_slgn iln(l, as ;i_l_ t]_o
cas(: of control, tilt)following r_._].ati()rishipex rosses the ]):i_i.:',('.u._:']:__.l_t,
IB =: ]JIc/0.4,N, wller<,.II J.s the drive rc:quired to res<_t tl_e cot{,, t()
the mid-point or the 90-deg firing point. The voltage available is
1.5 times the gate voltage. By using these relationships, tIxe self-
bias resistance is equal to 82,000 ohms. From 'the frequency-detector
analysis, the current for i/4-percent frequency error will be 80 Ira;
and the gain through the magnetic preamplifier is 9.6 V/0.25 percent
change in frequency. Response time of the amplifier can be expressed
as follows :
KN 2
T = R
where
N = number of control turns
r R = bridge resistance
K = (V/AT) / (2Ngfg)
and
V/AT = gain of the amplifier (volts per ampere turn) I
N = number of turns on the gate
g
f = frequency of gateg
I
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,i
,_ (- '
_i _olvin g for K: 1
i V/AT = 60, N -- 670 l f = 1,200 I
•_ g g j
. ']_qlerefor Jl
{
t" K = 3.73 x ]0 -5
T = (37.])(4) 0.15'7595O
! I *
Slnce
{ T = 1 and f = W__W 211"
•' W = 6.35 radian/sec.
i f = i.i0 Hz
I Where f is the high-frequency cutoff, it becomes obvious that the
bandwidth must be expanded at least !0 times by negative feedback.
i With this much feedback, the 80 _a for 9.6-V output now becomes 800 _a,
with all but 80 being cancelled by the feedback. Therefore,
I
= (8.0) (103 ) = ii,000 ob_as
I Rfb 0.72
A complete description of the transfer function for this amplifier is
I (12 V/ma)/(l + 0.0157S). The second stage of magnetic amplification
is identical with the first stage except that the coupling resistance
I is i0 times the impedance of the frequency detector,
(12V/V) / (i+0. 0157S).
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By multiplying th(_ gains of the three elements, for i/4-}:)erc(_nt
change in frequency, the voltag(_ out is 9.22 d-c. From a transfo._--
function standpoint, thc_re is a double lag at 63 tad/s,c.
Transformer
'].'ranSf¢):|:rrl_r T'-] p:rc)vid_-,s poWor i_c) l:]l.(, :[!r_}citlc_ncy dc,l:._,cl.c_;iT ;ill¢l l/i_
lll{l{]Ii(3Lic ,IHI]2].'i.J!Jc:_]?H. [1 .};_ ,':i,'.:Slml('_l 1.11i_. l llC' :",,illl.r'n.l:_,cl c_:Jil{l.:it.i._li _f
1.lie' gc_liorato.r will suI2j_ly Flail w_.lt,lg_, ,ll- f,f]-])_:_rc_,lll. ;:_p_,_wl (.lP.f) V I_,H:
at 720 ljz) '].']l_ Prim,:lry ull.ir.r_r_L i _'
secorlda]:y currents a_d i.li{_(._={citat,]t,llcll,l:J:'(,lJl _' ' -. ... _t.a:i"l:ing w,_,l.h lll_, lll,i,i
m..,.t±c ampkif±ers, tw(_ wJ].] ._"_:f.Lect- a t_t_l] _f 13 irla to L:.ll_,_l:m:i.m;lry
while ihe frequency detector will re:fleet 35 m_i, which will m_ll,c_' a
total of 48. The exciter current cannot be calculated ullti] the. m.i_l-
r.etic core is selected• However, with the _xcitation of i0 p(_rcc_nt or
i less, the primary wire size of 33 was chosen. This glves a c_i(u]<i_"
area of 50 mills• It is assumed that the maximum flux density is
i0,000 gauss•
From the standard transformer equation, an expression for the pri-
mary turns can be found, Np = 58/Ac, where A c is the cross-sectional
area of the magnetic path, in inches. The number of primary turns can
also be expressed as a function of window area and wire size. It can
be assumed that half the window area will be filled with copper and
that half of this area will be the primary• T_erefore, the window
area (Wa) = (Nx50x10-6) /0. 25 or N = 5 x 103 W a. By equating the
two relationships, 5 x 103 W a 58/A c or WaA c 0.0116-in. 4 From
the manufacturer's catalog, a core can be selected (E127) that has a
WaAc of 0.0176. This is more than required,_ according to the previous
calculation. A for this case is 0•141 in._, from which N = 411
c p
turns and requires less than 0•25 of the available window area• Solv-
ing for the excitation, Ic IIc_c/0.4_TN. Let IIc - 0 60, then
I = 6.7 ma. [_he resistance of this winding is fount{ to be al)prox[-
C
mately 12 ohms; however, an arbitrary maximum limit of 18 ohms was
APS-5286-R
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I ('.hosen. This should allow for tolerancesproduction an({, from a
ro::julation and. heat-generation standpoint, should cause no problems.
I The secondaries wer(_ designed ])y using I000 circular mils per ampere
wir(_. Ro.sistance va].ues were calcu]_atod and all other design dota:i.]._;
i ' o ' ( Appendix If)
were consld_.rc_d (see A].Resc'arcl_ l)rawln] 307594, ._ .
' ( ' 'il_i]?lll_ C'ireuit - A lllatjlle[]_(J ,<l.Iilp]]17:l,17 W;|FI ()rJqirla]]y COl-lsi(ll}r(,_l;
I ]lowt_vor w frOlll a re] j_tlJ)J_,l.;JI y [i[-.i.tlltl]]oil]t, {! ._{ill[llvll)] i_ ]c.;](]l ()i W()ll].(I ])l _, i
ll]7'{_fC-b]f_l.l]].(!. ]I1 '1_,]1(_ (Jtlllt' 6).[_ W.(_:F(I C(Jl]IT-.17(]] Ii,](;llh:l] t t..11(, lJ,'t.r,ls.it;[c ].(),:ld
I WJ],] rio [<O Z(._l<'O J.f tl ,_:ltlttlri-l])],(' ]7( ,/|o [<ttr i;l ll_I¢_tl. Jill t]ll _ tJt}:lj,([ll i)f I])_'
gaf, t} Wil]dillqS r the VO]L-:_It!colld ili'l.ogl?itl ,,"]1()1] ],(1 ;ICC(}I",Ull()('{/]I.(' till! ,q,'l['_lL-
I r;ttiic)n of the gol_erator--tllat', i,_, ]20 V I{M_I ;lt, 72() llz. Witll 't]_, _1_'
,'t '' ' . ' s' ta,_¢' 5210(i-2A, 'tile'.k off a ._..and_rd Magn<_t±cs II_c ,
i 0 451,1
N(., _ ' • , = 1,4(]0 turns
= Hc(_c/0 4N = i 68 ma.Solving for the excitation current gives Ic . .
The gain of this device is expressed through the basic relationship of
i the ampere turns of the gates must equal the ampere turns of the con-trol. When these devices are used in a parallel configuration, as in
this case, the gates then carry twice the NI that the control does.
The final design configuration and considerations are shown on
AiResearch Drawing 307597, Appendix VII.
l .
The SCRs (Q5 and Q6) must handle the current for half of the
I 2-KW loads or
I 2000 = 8 33 amp _IS(2")¢120)
I
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and a peak voltage of 17() Initial]y, _encra] ].]].ectric C35t_ o_-._.
were selected because they are included on the JPI, Preferrer] Parts
List• Considorat].on was given to the use of Type C]35 SC]..lsbecause
of a hlghor dv/'<.]t* rating, floweret, the gatc_ current requiremenl:, for
tile <]].15 "IS ql;{?ator, thi].I] f:lliit ava.l ]able frc)lri t.l_(-_ (,cJn:;t.rr_]. (._-;rcu.it: A]_
,t.ll,;i.l.ys;l.r; wii f] rl_;;i{] {:, it{) (if,l:._,;,;l/I;ili{! l:.]i(_ WO]:._it-c_;ir;o (tv/d-L tli,il: (.'c.3U](I <)c(:ur
W].|..li I:.]i .i ,<-i (l_,:i;iqli, ]1. '/;;;if: Cii]('ll]_ll.r){i w]Lh l.]l. r, J':i ] l: c:':i:' ]l_ th(:_ 17:i.r:ili,f
c]_:i-(_ti.] I_r il,_{
(IV
;-; 2, 1 _', V/s(,_'.
without the_' :lTiltc;r in tll_, firing: cir("..uit,
i
dv
= 3.0 V/see.
C35M rating
dv
= i0 V/sec.mdt
From this it is seen that the C35M SCRs have adequate design margin,
either with or without the filter. C35Ms rated at 600 V peak and 35
r amp I_S are used in the breadboard controls. The thermal and relia-
bility analysis shows the device to be satisfactory for this design.
However, care is required when mounting the SCRs on a 150°F heat-sink.
The saturable reactor firing circuit for the SCRs should be care-
fully evaluated when operated at rated-load. Sonle additional develop-
ment may be required to obtain balanced loading of the phases and to
assure adequate gate current to the SCRs.
*dv/dt is the rate of rise of forward blocking voltage that will not
turn on the SCR.
P
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Filter Circuit
I As indicated in 2.3c, the system is to be designed to control EMI J
to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-826 and to minimize harmonic dis-
I tortion of the alternator output resulting from speed-control switch- ,
ing (Paragraph 2.3e).
l"
! ,Because the configuration of the controls supplied to NASA were
of the open-breadboard type, not the configuration planned for the
I flight units, and because the controls would not be located thein
system as finally proposed, the EMI analysis has been postponed until
I the system is flight-packaged.
I Included in the speed control is a passive filter for harmonicdistortion caused by the application of pulsed loads. However, it has
been determined that the voltage regulator/exciter (VRE) will not func-
I• tion satisfactorily with a leading power factor such as produced by
this filter.
!
NASA agreed to accept the speed-control to the approved design
I _ with the filters connected. Prior to operation with the VRE, NASA
m
wii! disable the filters. This will be accomplished by li_ting the
ground on capacitor C9 and connecting a jumper around L2 as shown in
I the scbcmatJc section of Figure 5-3.
p
I The modification below is required for all three phases
in all
three modules to render the filters inoperative.
!
Additional analysis and development will be performed by NASA to
determine the optimum type and location of the filter.
!
I APS-5286-F
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Because the generator output contains about 4-percent distortion,
AiResearch has recommended that the filter be placed in the vehicle
load-line and that an active filter be considered. (One is described
in Appendix VI.) VRE regulation and interaction is improved by placing
r a filter between the speed-control and the VRE voltage-sense leads.
5.2 Reliabilit[ Study and Failure Analysis
For the reliability study performed on the speed-control, three
sources of data were used:
(a) MIL-HDBK-217A, Re]lability Stress and Failure Rate Data for
Electronic Equipment, dated December 1965.
(b) BuWEPS Failure R&te Data Program.
APS-5286-R
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i (c) Reliability Application and Analysis Guide by D. R. Earles,
The Martin Company_ dated July ].961.
_Phe results of this study were separately reported in Reliability
Report, RC-5199-R, dated Octobez i.¢, 1966.
Because the reilaJ i]Jty data wore for a class of components rather
than for specific items, the results of t])is study did not appear to be
particularly applica])l(:, to design improvement. In addition, the data
I' were not applicable for the specific high-reliability components con-
templated for use in the flight package. Further reduction in the
Ii usefulness of the analysis results from the fact that only limited
rating characteristics were considered.
I In view of the unsatisfactory study, the system reo,_!r_r,,_i_ns were
rev±_w_u to estabiisn a better reliability approach.l
Reliability was the primary consideration for establishing the
I control consists three sections thatspeed-control philosophy. The
of
apply up to 2 KW/phase/section. As the design power rating of the BRU
is i0 5 KW maximum, only two sections (12-KW capacity) are _equired" e
to fully load the BRU. Therefore, one section serves as a backup for
i failure of a section in the full-off condition. Also, a speed-controloverride is available to control the firing circuit.
I From a system standpoint, a failure is the condition where the
system fails "on". Table 5-2 lists those failures that will result in
I a failure in the "on" mode. Table 5-3 lists the critical components
witi_ their operating and rated parameters.
I
, I
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TABLE 5-2
PLIED-. N.UP.OI,C]{Ig.I.CAL COMPONENTS (FAIL-ON)
Effect
Comp0nen.t_ Failure Mode on Circuit Rcmlarks
(." Q 4 Shor t(_d F u ].1 o nQI, i}2, Q3t .
Q5, Q6 ,_l,ori:(::(] Be].at(,d N(_l-o .I
Phase__ ol]
C2, C3, C4, .-,),otto.(] Full. on
C6, C9
R7, RI3 ()pen Full on
RI6, RI8, RI9 Open Full on or Note 2
Full off
R20, R23 Open Related Note 1
Phase 1/2
on
CR8, CR9 Shorted Fu_l on
or open
ZI, Z2 Shorted Full on
or open
Z3 Shorted Related
Phase on
NOTES
i. Not corrected by customer-furnished speed control override
circuit shown in Figure 5-2.
2. Full-on with any input signal from speed-detector (witll speed
above tht set-point) section as negative feedback is removed.
P APS-5286-R
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TABLE -
5 3
SPEED CONTROL CRITICAL COMPONENTS
OPERATING CIIARACTERISTICS
QI, Q3 Q2, Q4 Q5r Q6 '
2N2222A 2N2907A C35M I
Vce rated, V 40 60 600
! ,V operating, V 25 25 ].70ce
I PD max at 46°C, mw 430 350 --
PD operating, mw 20 20 --
I max 800 ma 600 ma 35 amp RMS
c
I operating 30 ma 30 ma 8.5 amp RMS
c
i I Tj max, °C 175 200 125
T. operating, °C 52 55 75
I
Capacitors
I C2, C3, C4, C6 C9
Volts rated/operating 75/25 330/170 RMS
_0
Current-rated, amp 43 at 50°C
I 25 at 80°C
!
Current-operating, amp -- 15 at 46°C
P
I Resistors
i For power ratings, see Table 5-i.
I Reactors
Zl, Z2, Z3 - See AiResearch Drawings 307595, 307596, and 307597,
I Appendix II.
I APS-5286-R
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float-transfer cal.culations for theso devices follow:
Junction. T.emperature s
Q5 arid Q6, G.E. C35H (2N(;50)
" %5 amp RMSSe].ected from JP], list, 600 V,
Max OP .-- ].25°C (derat.]ng temp 30°C) = T. max
;]
Average current fr)r 2 KW an(l ].20 V ]{MS
I = 2,000
12_0 = 16.7 amp RM£
m
Iavg = 0.9 x IRM S - 0.9 x 16.7 = 15 amp
Each SCR conducts for i/2-cycle
Therefore, Iavg/SCR = 7.5 amp for 180-deg conduction.
From the G.E. curve for forward dissipation_ Pd = !i W.
From the G.E. curve for maximum case temperature to 7-1/2
amp, T c max = 100°C.
From the work statement, 150°F (66°C) is the heat-sink and
II5°F (46°C) is the maximum ambient temperature.
Based upon Wakefield NC 303 dissipation data for natural convec-
tion (for research package):
T = 28°C (ii watts) + Ta = 28 + 46 = 74°C
s
, • + 0 to j)
T 3 = Ts + P (0s to c
P APS-5286-R I
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i where I
c = case (
i S S j
ink
j = junction
I a = ambient a
i From the GE data,
0C to j = ].7QC/W max
AT to j = ii x 1.7 = 18.7°C d
I AT e to x is very low, when using joint compound, assume 2.2°C.
i .'.T = 74 + 18.7 + 2.2 = 95°C
Conclusion
!
T. < T. and was satisfactory, but for additional margin a
] ] max t3/min"
fan was included in the rack. For 10-f flow, es_ a = 0.75°C/W.
= ll.x 0 75 = 8.25°CATs_ a
m B
T- - 8 25 + 46 + 18 7 + 2 2 - 75 2°C3
I For a heat-sink of 66°C,
i AT c to s = ii x 0.2 = 2.2°C
l , = 66 + 2.2 + 18.7 = 86.9°CT 3
p l APS-5286-R
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Table 5-4 .lists the (>+stimat(_d host ]+ossos for tho various
<,+)Itl}]Ol]C._IIt S.
AiResearch Drawing 305444 (Figure 5-4) is a layout of one of three
identical sections comprising a speed control. Table 5-5 presents a
list of AiResearch drawings pertaining to the speed control. Figure 5-5
shows the three modules comprising the complete control package. A
view from the front of one of the three speed-control modules is shown
in Figure 5-6. The components mounted on the circuit board, located
in the right-front of the photo, form the detector or discriminator•
The three small components, a transformer (T].), and two saturable
reactors (ZI and Z2), mounted on the left-front of the chassis, corn-
&.i
prise the amplifier secuzon. The remalnder of the components at the
r_::arof the package make up the firing circuit. The three large, c.ms
,it_dthe inductor immediatoly to the left of each can form the filter.
More than half the size and weight of the control system is _[uc to the,
[:iItcr components. Figure 5-7 shows a r(_ar view of a speed-control
i APS-5286-R
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module. The electrical connectors mounted on the rear of the chass;
and the heat exchangers for the SCRs are seen in this view. Not shown 1
are the front pane]_, the blower, and the SCRs. i
J
I
l
I
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TABLE 5-5
SPEED CONTROL DRAWINGS (BREADBOARD UNIT)
Drawing No. Title
303749 Terminal Board Assembly
303750 Terminal Board Assembly Electrical
303751 Terminal Board Assembly
303752 Terminal Board Assembly Electrical
303753 Electronic Component Mounting Plate
303754 Module Assembly (Firing Circuit)
303755 Instrument Panel Assembly
303756 Chassis Assembly
i 303757 Air Blower Inlet
303758 Instruction - Warning - Plate
305444 System Outline
305445 Control Assembly
305506 Control Outline
43534 Schematic Wiring Diagra_
43574 Wiring Diagram (Pictorial)
43577 System Wiring Diagram
is
I
I
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BRU SPEED-CONTROL ASSEMBLY
THPEE SUBASSEMBLIES REQUIRED
FIGURE 5-5
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BRU SPEED-CONTROL SUBASSEMBI,Y
FRONT VIEW
FIGURE 5-6
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BRU SPE_,D-CONTROL SUBASSEMBLY
REAR VIEW
FIGURE 5-7
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6.0 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
i An analog study was performed to determine the transient charac-
teristics and stability margins for the NASA BRU components; namely,
turbine, compressor, and alternator. The study included the VRE and
I speed controller performance characteristics.
The compressor and turbine maps which were incorporated in the
analog simulation are also employed with the AiResearch, Phoenix
I system start-up analysis programmed for the digital computer. These
maps represent the predicted aerodynamic performance of both compo-
nents. The speed-control transfer functions were obtained by analyti-
cal and experimental methods. Transfer functions and constraints
representing the alternator with VRE were derived, and equivalent
i . circuits were generated which described the combined alternator and
VRE dynamic response for this application. This analysis is included
in Appendix VII.
i
t
I
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I 7.0 CONCLUSION
The electrical components designed and fabricated by the
AiResearch Manufacturing Company are satisfactory for use in a 1200-1]z
Brayton energy conversion system. The alternator delivers design out-
put for all specified operating conditions by l-p.u, load, 2-p.u. load,
and 3-p.u. short circuit. The alternator is suitable for application /'
in a gas bearing system. The electrical control packages enable the
system output to remain within the design tolerances regarding voltage
regulation, speed regulation, voltage and speed recovery times, and
short-circuit operation.
The operating mode of the speed controller generates additional
i voltage harmonics on the system and will require further analysis.
The voltage regulator and speed controllers interact when operating
in a system; this will be analyzed further.
I
I
I
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GLOSSARY' OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS
i
A Core area
C
J
a-c Alternating current
AG Auxiliary flux gap g
ARP Alternator Research Package
• W"
I
BA c Flux density in the core area
BM Flux density - kilogauss
BRU Brayton rotating unit
BS Flux saturation
C Capacitance
t c.g. Center of gravity
I cm centimeters
C.T. Current transformer
d-c Direct current
E Electromagnetic force - volts
e Incremental voltage
EB Feedback d-c level
eB Feedback signal
' EFF Field forcing voltage
E.M. Electromagnetic
] EMI Electromagnetic interference
(ET) Transformer voltage
I (ET) c Core volt seconds
!
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GLOSSAPY OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS (Contd.)
F Magnetic force
°F Degrees Fahrenheit
f Frequency-hertz
Fg Main flux gap
fg Gate frequency
FH Shunt field
FR Series field
F(s ) Feedback signal - see e B
Fss Magnetic force - no rotation
ft. foot
i H HiRel rating
H Coercive force - oersteds
c
HFE d-c base input voltage; common emitter
hr. Hour
Hz Hertz
I Current-amperes
i Incremental current
I Base current
B
I c Collector current
in. Inch
IL Load current
I Polar moment of inertia
P
i Pulse current from power supplys
I Short circuit current
sh.c
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j V,:._ctot j
K Gain or proportionality constant
I
' O.ksi Thousand pounds p(,r squar_ :L])_h
KVA 'l'housand vc,]t an/p_:r_'s
KW K i ].ow;i t ts
], Inductance
Mean magnetic ].¢_ng'tllof core-c(',ntimet(_.rs
ibs. Pounds
m Mass
ma Milliamps
min, Minutes
mm Millimeter
MMF Magnetomotive force
MTBF Mean time between failure
MTU Electromagnetic test unit
mv Millivolt
mW Milliwatts
n Speed perturbations
N Number of turns
I Ng Number of gate turns
NI Number of ampere turns
Np Number of primary turns
I N_ Corrected speed
P I APS-5286-R
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GLOSSARY OF T]_RMS AND SYMBOLS (Contd.)
P Spacecraft preferred components
P Actual operating power
d
P|] Power dissipation
pf Power factor /"
i
pF Pieofarad
Pj Junction power rating
pk Peak
d
P Parasitic load (KW)
P
P-P Peak-to-peak
i ppi Pounds per inch
P Rated power
r
psi Pounds per square inch
psia Pounds per square inch absolute
p.u. Per unit
Q Charge in coulombs
Qc Corrected torque
R Resistance - ohms
r ripple
RMS Root mean square
rpm Revolutions per minute
°R Degrees Rankine
APS-5286-R
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--]
I _ Laplace Operator (sec ) J
sat. Saturation
I
I Silicon controlled rectifier
SCR
sec. Second _,
I sq. in. Square inch
T T Turns (Page 4-2)
T Time
T Total
t Incremental time
T
{ TA Ambient temperature
T C Case temperature
° T Capacitor time constant
C
i Td Junction temperature at which component der_ting begins
L
Tj Junction temperature
Tjm Maximum allowable junction temperature
T R Rated temperature rise
| T Sink temperature
S
! I V Qualified vendor rating {Table 5-1)
@
V Volts
I VA Volt amps
V Actual operating voltagea
I VAC Volts alternating current (RMS)
i VBB Base-to-base voltage
p I APS-5286-P,
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TABLE 5-5
SPEED CONTROL DRAWINGS (BREADBOARD UNIT)
prawin_ No. Title
303749 Terminal Board Assembly
303750 Terminal Board Assembly Electrical
303751 Terminal Board Assembly
303752 Terminal Board Assembly Electrical
303753 Electronic Component Mounting Plate
303754 Module Assembly (Firing Circuit)
303755 Instrument Panel Assembly
303756 Chassis Assembly
303757 Air Blower Inlet
303758 Instruction - Warning - Plate
305444 System Outline
305445 Control Assembly
305506 Control Outline
43534 Schematic Wiring Diagra_
43574 Wiring Diagram (Pictorial)
r 43577 System Wiring Diagram
(
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ULO_SARY OF TERMS A'.]D SYMBOLS (Contd.)
" Base-to-emitter voltaqe
'3U
•CE Collector-to-cmittez- voltage
_7 Volts line-to-lizze (;_I,S'
"L-L " '
VRE Voltage regulator exciter
%- Rated voltage
r
V S Bridge supply voltage
V Zoner reference vcit ageZ
%' Watts
I,, l Iq(_ ();', d r L!_I
a
','_ _./8 Col"rcctc(t weight fl(_w
'"C C ]p:icitivc r,.,_,:t anc_,
>'_. il_,i'lct i','(. 1,_.aCt. ::ic_
1,
[.I'P, lctt.UF( ',','in,in,'; I, ._:: _r.'. r. _:("_ ,::c.
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1
Angle
_f Microfarad
z, Specific heat ratio i
d"
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APPENDIX II
DRAWINGS
3 07594 52 ].246 699650
307595 52] 247 69965 ]
307 596 52 ]2 58 6996 52
307597 52 ]259 699667
358498 52]260
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!i NOTE: A LINE DRAWN T_[_.OUGHANY REQUIREMENT SHOW fl_1 THIS DRAWING INDICATES
m NOREqUIREMFN_T
I. GENERAL NOTES
i.i PROCUREMENT SOURCE(S) PER ASL _C_-7_9,4- . I
I i.2 PART TO BE PEP@L&NENTLY MARKED WITH AIRESEARCH PART NO. _ 7_ 9 4 - I •
1.3 ALL DESIGN AND PART NO. CHANGES REQUIRE PRIOR AIRESEARCH APPROVAL.! ,
I .4 ONLY THE ITEMS LISTED ON THIS DRAWING AND IDENTIFIED BY VENDORS
NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND PART NO. ON ASL _0_4 RAVE BEEN TESTED _"
AND APPROVED FOR USE IN THE END UNIT. A SUBSTITVI'E PART SHALL NOT
BE USED WITHOUT PRIOR TESTING AND APPROVAL BY AIRESEARCH.
I i.5 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCH PART NO _C_-7 5 '94- -i
e
i .6 PARTS PROCURED BY VENDOR PART NO. SHALL BE PROCURED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THIS AIRESEARCH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING AND ASL 90"7 _-_9 _- .
1 7 MARKING REQUIREMENTS.
!
] 1.7.1 MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 3.20 AS APPLICABLE.
i
1.7.2 MARKING TO BE LOCATED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE I. 4w
i. 7,3 MARKINGS TO BE A MINIMUM OF .031 INCH FR¢_.4ANY COP,HER, TERMINAL OR
EDGE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
I
I. 7.4 HEIGHT OF MARKINGS SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF .12 INCH UNLESS OTHERWISE
i NOTED.
1.7.5 (i) MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-STD-130 EXCEPT ACID ETCHING AND BRANDING
, NOT PERMITTED.
i (2) OTHER
I _ I. 7.6 MARKINGS TO BE OF A CONTRASTING COLOR.
I
1.7.7 INK TO BE PER -U-I-I-.5_ AS APPLICABLE.
8 MARKINGS TO BE COVERED WITH ONE COAT OF CLEAR £___--_c__<.-,_"i. 7. n
AS APPLICABLE.
I 1.8 DETAILS OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OTHER THAN SHOWN SHALL BE AT THEOPTION OF THE VENDOR.
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i io9 (I) VACUUM LMPREGNATE.v4oo_O _o_,_WlTH _Pc_x._ __ _- .._
(2) OTHER
I I.i0 SOLDER PER_,,_t__-:_-c.8"7 _ USING_" _-5'71 c_w_P _oSOLDER.
, l.n AS SSOW,wnm . ZFCm'ORBOXISUS_:D
! _R_ TOBEP_R ..... .
.I..12 TOP OF TERMINALS TO BE FREE AND CLEAN. OF
| POTTINGbO_OUNDFOREx_m_ _F_s.
I 13 DUTY CYCLE: (i) CONTINUOUS ""'_ ""'I'"
i
I.14 OTHER
I ,
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i 2. _,.PHYSICAL.., CONSTRUCTION REqU ._S
_ "_ 2.1 CORE: NO. REQ'D L SEE PARA. '_
n , -- --_
(i) PART NO. _.-27-6=_ MFG. BY '_,_'=,_-_=_, _,-_
, _ _-rk_e._ _.,,
-- | i .... __
, (2) PART NO. MFG. BY
imm
1 (3) PART NO, , MFG. BY
2.2 * WRAP CORE _,S)WITH ....
] 2.3 * WIND EACH CORE WITH GATE WINDING. SECTOR ° .
2.4 ** PLACE WOUND CORES TOGETHER AND WL-_D ON CONTROL WINDINGS.
I 2.5 WINDIN3 SEQUENCE __ _._'2_ _-_ ,m,: ____ _ __C=
• DEVICES WITH WINDINGS WRAPPED DIRECTLY ON CORE ONLY
I ** SATURABLE MULTICORE DEVICES 0_LY
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2.6 WIRE INSULATION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-T-27 AND BE
SUFFICIENT TO WITHSTAND VOLTAGES LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 4.
i 2.7 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON THIS DRAWING, FABRICATION OF THISITEM SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AIRESEARCH SPECIFICATION SC-5535,
STANDARD DRAWING INTERPRETATIONS.
3. SPECIFICATIONS J
I 3 1 CLASSIFICATION: TYPE T=5_XO_3 PER MIL-T-27 EXCEPT AS NOTED
• I
IN PARAGRAPH 3.1.i.
I 311
m • I
I 3.2 INSULATION RESISTANCE PER MIL-T-27, PARA. 3.10. MEASURE USING
A
D-C SOURCE OF IC)C)CD VOLTS, WINDING TO NOP_L MOUNTING MEANS
wINDING TO WINDING Id)(D_ MEGOHMS.
! I_Q MEGOHMS,
3.3 MAX_ WORKING VOLTAGE iZO V _ _ _ .
I 3.3.1 DIELECTRIC STRENGTH PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.5. TEST BY APPLYING
50_) RMS VOLTS AT GO _ _ FOR 5 SECONDS BETWEEN
WINDINGS AND BETWEEN EACH WINDING AND THE BASE OR NORMAL MOUNTING
I+ +3.4 TEMPERATURE RISE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.10. MAX TEMPERATURE RISE
I _ O °C. OPERATING AT AN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF _ S =_- ..
3.5 MAXIMUM OPERATING ALTITUDE 801 C_OO, FEET.
3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS :
I 5-r6-r_ MOISTURE RESISTANCE :(i) MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.11.4
(2)OTHER
_ SALT SPRAY :
(i) MIL-E- 5272 PROCEDURE ....
! (2) OTHER
VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS :
(i) MTL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.12I (2)
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•3.6.4 SHOCK REQUIREMEIfI_S:
(i) MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.13
| C21or_R
3.6.5 AMBIEI_., TEMPERATURE RANGE : I
(i) OPE.RATL_G -55 "C M_, -70 "C MAX.
I '(3)_R
I 3.7 LIFE :
3.7.1 OPERATING : (OOO HOLTRSAT _55 _'C WITH POWER APPLIED PER ,.
I PARA. 4.6.
3.7.2 STORAGE : 5 YEARS AT 50 "C _ 50
KELAT IVE hUMIDITY.
3.8 ALLOW UNIT TO STABILIZE TO ROaM TEMPERATLrRE BEFORE EXPOSING TO
I OPPOSITE TEMPERATURE EXTREME.
3.9 OTHER
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NOTE: A LINE DRAWN THROUGH ANY REQUIREMENT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING INDICATES
NO REQUIREMENT
i. GENERAL NOTES
I. I PROCUREMENT SOURCE (S) PER ASL _.__._'__ . 95
1.2 PART TO BE PERMANENTLY MARKED WITH AIRESEARCH PART NO. _-T!-95- .
].3 ALL DESIGN AND PART NO. CHANGES REQUIRE PRIOR AIRESEARCH APPROVAL.
I
1.4 ONLY THE ITF_MS LISTED ON THIS DRAWING AND IDENTIFIED BY VENDORS
NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND PART NO. ON ASL ._>J._v_=2_ HAVE BEEN TESTED
AND APPROVED FOR USE IN THE END UNIT. A SUBSTITUTE PART SHALL NOT
BE USED WITHOUT PRIOR TESTING AND APPROVAL BY AIRESEARCH.
1.5 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCH PART NO _C_D-7_9"--- -
I .6 PARTS PROCURED BY VENDOR PART NO. SHALL BE PROCURED IN ACCORDANCE d
WITH THIS AIRESEARCH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING AND ASL _--.1_-_9_ ,.
I. 7 MARKING REQU IREMENT5.
1.7.1 MARKINSS TO BE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 3.20 AS APPLICABLE.
._ I. ].2 MARKING TO BE LOCATED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE I. _.
I. 7.3 MARKINGS TO BE A MINIMUM OF .031 INCH FROM ANY CORNER, TERMINAL OR
EDGE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED•
I, 7.4 HEIGHT OF MARKINGS SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF .12 INCH UNLESS OTHERWISE
NOTED.
].2.5 (i) MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-STD-130 EXCEPT ACID ETCHING AND BRANDING
NOT PERMITTED.
(2) OTH_,R
i.7.6 MARKINGS TO BE OF A CONTRASTING COLOR.
I.7.7 12_KTO BE PER "r-r r __5 AS APPLICABLE.
u
i.7,8 MARKINGS TO BE COVERED WITH ONE COAT OF CLEAR __ _._
AS APPLICABLE.
1.8 DETAILS OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OTHER THAN SHOWN SHALL BE AT THE
OFT ION OF THE VENDOR.
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I I.i0 SOLDER PER _, zL_-_. G_-7*Z USING _D_I_ %_J_C_ ;_:;_ -_L571S_DER.
I _ AS SHOVel WITH. . IF CUP OR BOX IS USEDMATERIAL TO BE PER , •
I
_..L_ TOP OF TERMTNALS TO BE FREE AND CLEAR OF
I POTTING CO_{POUND FOR F_CI_ WIRES.
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2.6 WIRE INSULATION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-T-27 AND BE
SUFFICIENT TO WITHSTAND VOLTAGES LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 4.
[ 2.7 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON THIS DRAWING, FABRICATION OF THIS
ITEM SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AIRESEARCH SPECIFICATION SC-5535, 1
STANDARD DRAWING INTERPRETATIONS. i
J
3. SPEC IFICATIONS
3. I CLASSIFICATION : TYPE "r:i_S,c_OZ_ PER MIL-T-27 EXCEPT AS NOTED
IN PARAGR_PH 3. I.i.
3.1.1 i
4
3.2 INSULATION RESISTANCE PER MIL-T-27, PARA. 3.I0. MEASURE USING A
D-C SOURCE OF IO_DO VOLTS. W:LW:_- TH)-q_OBM_LM_TIWG- MT_ d
"_"'_"_° WINDING TO WINDING _OC.D MEGOHMS
3.3 MAXIMUM WORKING VOLTAGE _O V_M_ .
, 3.3../. DIELECTRIC STRENGTH PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.5. TEST BY APPLYING
_D RMS VOLTS AT ....Co_ _a, e_rPSFOR 5 SECONDS BETWEEN
WINDINGS AND' BETWEEN EACH WINDING AND THE BASE OR NORMAL MOUNTING
3.4 TEMPERATURE RISE PER MIL-T-27 PAKA. 4.7.10. MAX TEMPERATURE RISE
15C_'. , OPERATING AT AN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF _:X=_"" .
3.5 MAXIMUM OPERATING ALTITUDE ,_ FEET.
3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS :
MOISTURE RESISTANCE :
(i) MIL-T-27 PARA._4, ?.11.4(2)0THER
t _ SALT SPRAYj._,/, L
(i) MIL-E-5272 PROCEDURE
, (2)OT_R
3_.6.3 VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS :
1 (i) MIL-T-27 PAKA. 4.7.12
I (2)OTKF.R
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Ji 3.6.4 SHOCK REQUIREMENTS '(1)MIL-T-27PAPA.4.7.13
I 3.6.5 AM3IENT TEMPERA_qJP.ERANGE :
(i) OPERATING -5_ "C MIN, -70 'C FAX.
I (2) NON OPERATIMG -55 "C "CMIN, 7_D MAX. J(3)OTH_a
3.7 LIFE:
3.7 .I OPERATING: _CD__HOURS AT _'C WITH POWER APPLLED PER
PARA. 4.6.
3.7.2 STORAGE: 5 YE.4RSAT 5C_ 'C AND _C.3 %
RELATIVE- HUMIDITY.
3.8 ALLOW UNIT TO STABILIZE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE BEFORE EXPOSING TO
I OPPOSITE TEMPERATURE EA"ZT,EME.
3.9 OTHER
]
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SURFACES TO BE PARALLEL WITHIN .030 INCH PER INCH
NOTE :
LEAD WIRE TO BE _="2,'2_V_ ;m_, _,_tu.._._a5-7_5 -r,_;:=__.,_-'
LF.ADCOLOR CODING TO BE AS SHOWN IN SCHEMATIC. LEAD ENDS TO BE STRIPPED
318 INCH AND TL_D.
SEE SHEET 1 FOR CONTROLLING REV LTR
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| NOTE: A LINE,_ .DRAWN THROUGH ANY REQUIREMENT SHOWN ON THIS DRAWING INDICATES| NO REquI_%EMENT
| L. GERALNOTE_ S
U
i.i PROCUREMENT SOURCE(S) PEP. ASL _CD759C._
i.2 PART TO BE PERMANENTLY MARKED WITH AIRESEARCH PART NO. 5___-7C99d= I .
1.3 ALL DESIGN AND PART NO. CHANGES REQUIRE PRIOR AIRESEARCH APPROVAL.
!
i .4 ONLY TFE ITEMS LISTED ON THIS DRAWING AND IDENTIFIED BY VENDORS
NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND PART NO. ON ASL _-7_9_= HAVE BEEN TESTED! -AND APPROVED FOR USE IN THE END UNIT. A SUBSTITUTE PART SHALL NOT
BE USED WITHOUT PRIOR TESTING AND APPROVAL BY AIRESEARCH.
I 1.5 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCH PART NO. _c_7_9_- n .
I.6 P_RTS PROCURED BY VENDOR PART NO. SHALL BE PROCURED IN _ACCORDANCE
' WITH THIS AIRESEARGH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING AND ASL _xD759_ .
I.7 MARKING REQUIREMENTS.
1.7.1 MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 3.20 AS APPLICABLE.
._ I. 7.2 MARKING TO BE LOCATED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE I. _.
i. 7.3 MARKINGS TO BE A MINIMUM OF .031 INCH FROM ANY CORNER, TERMINAL OR
EDGE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
1.7.4 HEIGHT OF MARKINGS SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF .12 INCH UNLESS OTHERWISE
NOTED.
1.7.5 (i) MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-STD-130 EXCEPT ACID ETCHING AITD BRANDING
NOT PERMITTED.
(2) OTHER
i. 7.6 MARKINGS TO BE OF A CONTRASTING COLOR.
1 7.7 INK TO BE PER -F_'-I-55_ AS APPLICABLE.
• !
1.7.8 MARKINGS TO BE COVERED WITH ONE COAT OF CLEAR -c_-_cm_.-v-
AS APPLICABI _.
1.8 DETAILS OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OTHER THAN SHOWN SHALL BE AT THEOPTION OF THE VENDOR.
SEESHEET 1 FOR CONTROLLING REV LTR
CODE IDENT NO, DWG NO. REV
99193 -
LTR
SCALE - VV-I" - SHEET "2
rOltM PISOT-2A
L / /"
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i 1.9 (I) VACUUM IMPREGNATE Wou_O _5o_,_ITH CL_,_'_ k_-_,,_.EbtP COAT _5"r" ',_l_-r_ __i_c_w._y........
(2) _HER
1,10 SOLDER PER |JSTd_G<_Q,S S71 C_M_ =-_=c:_30LDER.
1.11 AS SHO_ WITH__ ,, , IF CUP OR BOX IS USED
MATERL{L TO BE PER
1,12 TOP .40 OF TERMINALS TO BE _q_EE AND CLEAR OF
POTTING COMPOUND FOR EXTERNAL WIRES,
i.13 DUTY CYCLE: (I) CONTINUOUS (-_
| I.14 OTHER
i
i
I
2, P.HYSICAL CONSTRUCTION REqULRE_4ENTS
I "_ 2.1 CORE: NO. REQ'D _ I SEE PARA.
(i) PART NO. _,l-.l_ MFG. BY _Ou.CD _--_ac%C_i
I (2) PART N MFG, B
(3) PARTND. _G. eY
| ----
I i i iii -_ _ _
_ WIND EACH CORE WITH GATE WINDING, SECTOR o ,
I _ PLACE WOUND CORES TOGETHER AND WIND ON CONTROL WINDINGS. <
I 2.5 WINDING SEQUENCE L..I
* DEVICES WITH WINDINGS WRAPPED DIRECTLY ON CORE ONLY
I ** SATURABLE MULTICORE DEVICES ONLY
SEESHEET I FOR CONTROLLING REV LTR
SIZE CODE IDENT NO, DWG NO, REV
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| 2.6 WIRE INSDLATION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-T-27 AND BE
! SUFFICIENT TO WITHSTAND VOLTAGES LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 4.
2.7 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON THIS DRAWING, FABRICATION OF THIS
ITEM SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AIRESEARCH SPECIFICATION SC-5535,
STANDARD DRAWING INTERPRETATIONS.
3. SPECIFICATIONS
3.1 CL._SSIFICATION: TYPE TFS_KO_,_ PER MIL-T-27 EXCEPT AS NOTED
IN PARAGRAPH 3.1.1.
3.1.1
3.2 INSULATION RESISTANCE PER MIL-T-27, PARA. 3.10. MEASURE USING A
D-C SOURCE OF IOCDC_D .VOLTS, WT.NDING TO NORMAL MOUNTING MEANS
IOOO MEGOHMS "_"_'"" "^ _'_""-"" _,,_,-,_,a
3.3 MAX_TUM WORKING VOLTAGE ,_O v_ S .
3.3.1 DIELECTRIC STRENGTH PER MIL-T-27 PAPA. 4.7.5. TEST BY APPLYING
_OO RMS VOLTS AT CoO _-4__ _=P6-FOR 5 SECONDS BETWEEN
_INDINGSAND BETWEEN_CH W'mDmG AND THE _SE OR MORMALMOUNTING
I
3.4 TEMPERATURE RISE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.10. MAX TEMPERATURE RISE
_O OPERATING AT AN AMBIENT TEMPERATI/RE OF _ 5 _C.
3.5 MAXLMUM OPERATING _LTITUDE _5_O_ FEET.
3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMF/ITS :
%767-i- MOISTURE RESISTANCE :
(I) MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.11.4(2) OT R
SALT SPRAY:
(i) MIL-E-_272 PROCEDURE
(2) OTHER
VIBRATIO_ ItEQUIREMENTS :(i)MIL-T-27 4.7.n
l (21 OT R
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3 .,6.4 SHOCK REQUIREMENTS:
(1) bff.L-T-27 PAPA. 4.7.13
(2)OT_R
3.6.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATORERANGE:
(I) OPERATING -5_ "C MIN, "7<D 'C MAX.
(2) NON OPERATING -5_ *C MINp -7o "C MAX.
(3) OTHER
3.7 LIFE :
3.7.1 OPERATING: [03d)QO HOURS AT _55 "C WITH POWER APPLIED PER /
PARA. 4.6. 1
3.7.2 STORAGE: 5 YEARS AT _0 °C AND _0
t RELATIVE HUMZDITY.
" [3.8 ALLOW 1._IXTTO STABILIZE TO ROOMTEMPERATUREBEFORE EXPOSDIG TO ,
OPPOSITE TF_4PERATURE EXTREME.
3.9 o_R
t
I
1
t
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See _ab block (upper leJ:t
corner) for PART NUMBER
I
NOTE: A LINE DRAWN THROUGH ANY REquI_:t_,_T sHOWN ON TIIIS DRAWING INDICATES
_Nom qUlRE mNT_
I. GENERAL NOTES
i.i PROCUREMENT SOURCE(S) PER ASL hACD75_-7
1.2 PART TO BE PERMANENTLY MARKED ITITH AIRESEARCH PART NO. _o7.____ _97-.._.. j.
1.3 ALL DESIGN AND PART NO. CI_iNGES REQUIRE PRIOR AINESEARCH APPROVAL.
1.4 ONLY TI_] ITEMS LISTED ON THIS DRAWING AND IDENTIFIED BY VENDORS
NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND PART NO. ON ASI, _cD_5____.___7HAVE BEEN TESTED
i AND APPROVED FOR USE IN TIIE END UNIT. A-S-UBSTITUTE PART SHALL NOT
BE USED WITHOUT PRIOR TESTING AND APPROVAL BY AIRESEARCH.
I 1.5 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCH PART N0._,_-7-"_-9-7,-I .
d
1.6 PARTS PROCURED BY VENDOR PART NO. SILALL BE PROCUP_]D IN ACCORDANCE
I WITH TIIIS AIRESKARCH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING AND ASL ,_._C2"7-_97 .
I. 7 MARKING REQUIREMENTS.
1.7.1 MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 3.2__00AS APPLICABLE,
._ i. 7.2 MARKING TO BE LOCATED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE i. _.
i. 7.3 MARKINGS TO BE A MINIMUM OF .031 INCH FROM ANY CORNER, TERMINAL OR
EDGE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
1.7.4 HEIGHT OF MARKINGS SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF .12 INCH UNLESS OTHERWISE
NOTED.
1.7.5 (i) MARKINGS TO BE PER MIL-STD-130 EXCEPT ACID ETCHING AND BRANDING
N(Yr PERMITTED.
(2) OTHER
1.7.6 MARKINGS TO BE OF A CONTRASTING COLOR.
1.7.7 INK TO BE PER "T'T. _.5_ AS APPLICABLE.
i.7.8 MARKINGS TO BE COVERED WITH ONE COAT OF CLEAR _--_:_C._w,'_-
AS APPLICABLE.
I 1.8 DETAILS OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OTHER TitbitSHOWN SHALL BE AT THE
W
OPTION OF THE VENDOR.
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I 2.6 WIRE INSULATION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-T-27 AND BE
SUFFICIENT TO WITHSTAND VOLTAGES LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 4.
2.7 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON THIS FABRICATION OF THISDRAWING,
ITEM SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AIRESEARCH SPECIFICATION SC-5535,
STANDARD DRAWING INTERPRETATIONS.
1
l 3. S=PECI.FICATIONS
P
l 3.1 CLASSIFICATION: TYPE T=_)<._O_ PER MIL-T-27 EXCEPT AS NOTEDIN PARAGRAPH 3.1.i.
d"
3.1.1
3.2 INSULATION RESISTANCE PER MIL-T-27_ PARA. 3.10. MEASURE USING A
D-C SOURCE OF 5"00 VOLTS, b_',"D._'_C. "" "^"'" "'""_'"" "'_'"_'
.... .-_-._OID'-=", WINDING TO WINDING I_OC:_ .MEGOHMS.
3.3 MAXIMUM WORKING VOLTAGE t'2CD V_-_.
l 3.3.1 DIELECTRIC STRENGTH PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.5. TEST BY APPLYING
500 RMS VOLTS AT C=O _qm _ FOR 5 SECONDS BETWEEN
WINDINGS AND BETWEEN EACH WINDING AL_D THE BASE OR NORMAL MOUNTING
l'_ _ANS. 4-
3.4 TEMPERATURE RISE PER MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.10, MAX TEMPERATURE RISE
I _dl)_C OPERATING AT AN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF _5"_
3.5 MAXIMUM OPERATING ALTITUDE _,_OO FEET.
3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS :
MOISTURE RESISTANCE :
(i) MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.11.4
(2)OTHER
I _ SALT SPRAY:
(i) MIL-E-5272 PROCEDURE
1 (2)OTHER
VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS :
l (i) MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7.122)OT_
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I 3.6.4 SHOCK REQUIREMEtlTS•
(I) MIL-T-27 PARA. 4.7,13
| (2)OTHER
3.6.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE :
| (I) OPERATING -_ "C MIN_ "7_D °C MAX.
I (2) NOt(OPERATING -5_ "CMIN, _ _-TQ "C MAX.
(3)_R.
I 3.7 LIFE :
!
3.7.1 OPERATING • I_000 HOURS AT _S "C WITH POWER APPLXED PER ,PARA. 4.6.
3.7.2 STORAGE : 5 YEARS AT 60 _'C Arid __.C_ _) %
I RELATIVE _'MIDITY.
3.8 ALLOW UNIT TO STABILIZE TO ROOM TEMPERATURE BEFORE EXPOSING TO +
I OPPOSITE TEMPERATUREEXTREME.
3.9 OTHER
!
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/_ _ I BEARING DESCRIPTION B,_)L. AI_=
;I I INNER RING
I s_nmu, P,C 60-6_' .
•"--I .^c¢=U.vA'ruu, ._-53 %
1"O GR_VI NUNOUT_
' SEPARATOR
FOI_ED B'rLICON ZRO_
co_m-_u_, .oreHACB'_N_T_
A_4UU_II..Y. . --__
wmm.m_mu.vacmOUTER R'X_Ig I._
OPE 'nONALLuBRIcA)
9. "._(_ DESIGNATES CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC ._u+amvIPI¢ mO.,FtIL.t-Teoe.I MAJOR CHARACTERISTIC eACr_emeP¢.*m.=w=¢¢,.),
I. PARTSSHALLCONFORMTO AIRESEARCHSPEC SC 5_5_ PRIIIRYATIVl,
7. PARTSPROCUREDBY VENDORPART NUMBERSHALLBEPROCURED AIRIIIARCH WARTNUMIIn*
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS AIRESF.ARCHSOURCECONTROL
DRAWING.
i 6, IDENTIFY PACKAGINGWITH AIRESEARCNPART NUMBER. pROCURII[MIINT@IR ASk_
B. ALL DESIGNAND PART NUMBERCHANGESSHALL RECEIVEPRIORAIRESEARCNAPPROVAL.
4, ONLY THE ITEMS LISTEDON THE ASLAND IDENTIFIEDBY VENDOR'SNAMES,ADDRESSESAND PART
NUMBERSHAVE BEENTESTEDAND APPROVEDFOR USE IN THE END UNIT, A SUBSTITUTEITEM
-* SHALL NOT BE USEDWITHOUT PRIORTESTING AND APPROVALBY AIRESEARCH
i
3. MILITARY SPARESPACK BEARINGSARE INTENDEDTO FILL MILITARY SPARESORDERS.BEFOREIN+
$TALLATION, WASH OUT THE PRESERVATIVEAND REPLACEWITH OPERATING LUBRIC&Nr. AFTER
THIS OPERATIONTHE ..4 _DENTIFICATIDNIS CHANGEDTO .1 AND THE BEARINGSBECOMEINTER.
CHANGEABLEWITH THE P,qODUCT/ONBULK AND COMMERCIAL 5PARES PACK BEARINGS, THEY
i CRITICAL II'IM SH0Ut.D NOT BE USEDIN FACTORYINSTALLATIONSBECAUSEOF THEIR RELATIVELY FqGH COST.
t,*115hClOItPn)OM4AH¢!_ Im 2. FOR ECONOMy, PRODUCTIONBULK PACK BEARINGSAREPREFERREDFORALL FACTORY .NSTALLA-
_N_)_,'o,,)c)ol;_c_ ate tie _ TIONS. COMMERCIALSPARESPACKBEARINGSARE INTENDEDTO FILL COMMERCIALSPARE_ORDEr).l|(ilt_'* ANp IIUAIIIIjT_ _ _'_jl
It_tc,++c*._-_L)rl_ net ¢_a*m_t) I. PRODUCTIONBULK AND COMMERCIALSPARESPACK BEARING_IARE INTERCHANGEABLE.¢O(XCIAI_ON l I¢_I PII)CUItl,
_.)II) K'mt. INaim ),If& J UNLF._ OTHERWISESPECIFIED:
"'""-""'"" '_"" _I'OLDOI)'('I'i_A',t:_
L , )fOI,bOtIT]_l_#.H_: C
O0000004-TSB07
, )
t o...-vo-r

I • SCOPE : , ,L
I. I SCOP..............._.."[HIS SPECIFI(_TION C()Vt.;IIF,llll; Ill!TAIL Itt.QIJIIII-MI.NI,_ FOR A _;[t.ICON NPNI
POWERTRANSIST('iR. IT IS A Itl!PAf:KAI_;IIJ VLllSI(IN OF CiiMMI:RCIAI.LY AVAIl.ABLE
' MH"I 7bO4 AND IS IN'IINDED FOIt ItI(;ll ItEIIABII.I'|Y APPLICAIIONS. I '
• I
f
1.2 PHYSICAl, DIMENSIONS PIIYSII_I DI]'IEN,_;I[)NSSHALL BE PER FIGURE I, ' _'
_*r ................ _,,,m i I
1,3 6BSOI-UT___Mt_XIH.UM_.RAJJ_Hfi_..s.THE VAI.IJIS SPI;i;ILIt..ll IN lAlll.l; I (WITH EXCEPTION (IF
THE TtlERI,1AL rii'liT CONSTAN1) ARE I.IMI1 ][NG VAI.LIITSAII(iVE WItlCII [lie SERVICEABILITY
OF THE DEVICE HAY BE IMPAIRI,_D.
, 1.4 ['S&__C_.I(ILI_O)LS.DIiIIIII(;IANDLING, INf;'IAIIA'IIIiN,fir()PEIIAIION, TI,IEAPPLICABLE .:e
RATINGS OF l/ILE IT MAY,NOT lieI'XI;I;I{DI2D. ,,_
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS '.:_
2.1 IHE FOLLOWING DOCtJM[NTS FORM A PARI (iF'[ItIS !;pIiC_I:It:AI'ItiN TD THE EXTENT iI
.I
SPECIFIED HEREIN" _,
, }.]
, MIL-S-19500D -.SEMICONDIJCTOR hFVICI;S, GI_NEJ_I,SPECIFICATION FOR _ ....I,,
t
MIL-STD-750A - TEST tI_!'FNf;DSFOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES , '.;
m
#O
i 3. REQUIREMENTS . .. i %'
,_] 3.1 MANUFACTUR.ER'SPROCES,SING, THE MANUFACTURERtSFACTORY PROCESSING FOR DEVICES ._'FURNISHED TO.THIS SPECIFICATION SFIALL INCLUDE BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO THE
FOLLOWING PROCEDURES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON TIIE PURCHASE ORDER; ., '.•
i 3.I.I HIGH TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION BAKE FOR ;kMINIMUM OF O0 IIOURSAT A MINIMUM , . _iTEMPERATURE OF 200°C. ,._
3.1.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE REVERSE BIAS TEST FOR ,_.MINIMUM OF 12 flOURSAT A MINIMUM ...,TEMPERATU EOF 150°C. .,,,
:'%.
3.1._ APPLICATION OF AT LEAST -5(FIVE) POWER 'PULSES AT A 60 Hz REPETITION RATE;
II ,4
t Ic = 7.5 AMPS Vce :: 75 VOLTS. PW_: I00 MICROSECONDS ,. -1
" AT START OF TEST THE CASE TEMPERATURE SHALL BE 25°C . >:"?
5.1.4 X-RAY INSPECTION IN THREE ORTHOGONAL A×ES. THE X-RAY FILMS SHALL BE SHIPPED ,,Z..
TO AIRESEARCH AND SHALL BE TRACEABLE.TO EACH DEVICE:. e"
3.2 DESIGN CHAN,GE.S.ALL DESIGN CHANGES SUBSEQUENT TO SHIPMENT OF THE FIRST LOT ,,.. l
FURNISHED TO THIS SPECIFICATION REQUIRE AIRESEARCII ENGINEERING APPROVAL,
l I 5.5 M.A,RKING, EACH PART SHALL BE PERMANENTLY HARKED WITII THE FOLLOWING: '"
II ,.,., THE AIRESEARCH PART NUMBEI_AS SHOWN: ._..__,<_/__l.i_.._/..__.__.__
O0000004-TSB0
3.3.2 THE MANUFACTURER'S LOT CODE. THE SUPPI.IER SHALL PROVIDE TRACEABILITY FROM THE '?
LOT CODE TO ALL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES IISED BIIRINGDEVICE FABRICATION. _
3,3,3 SERIAL NUMBER. THE SERIAL NUMBER SHALL BE OMITTED WHEN TIIEPURCIIASEORDER
DELETES THE REQUIREMENTS FOR X-RAY EXAMINATION AND VARIABLES DATA. ..
'I
3.3.4 THE MANUFACTURER' S IDENTIFICATION.
| i:
,3.4 PERFORMANCE. THE PERFORMANCE OF TIIETRANSISTOR SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED IN TABLES 4
I, II, Ill1 IV AND IN FIGURE 2.
l
3.4.1 DEFINITIONS, SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS ARE PER MIL-S-19500. • _
l,'
3.5 RELIABILITY CONDII'IONING. IJNLESS OTIIERWISE SPECIFIED ON '[liePURCHASE ORDER,, i.'
EACII DEVICE PffOCIJREDTO TIIISSPECIFICATION SIIALLBE PROCE:.'iEDAS FOLLOWS AND
IN THE ORDER SlIOWN. ,i'
I
i
,t
3.5.1 IEMPERATURE CYCL'_NG. A MINIMUM OF 5 (FIVE)CYCLES T(HIGH) _-,200 120PC .,:
T(LOW) ,_ -65 :'IO_'CHOLD AT EXTREMES FOR AIr I,EAST 20 MINUTES AND AT ROOM AMBIENT ._(DURING TRANSFER) FOR NOT LONGER TIIAN 5 MINUTES. SPECIFIED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
SHALL DE RI.:ACIIEDWITHIN 2 MINUTES OF TRANSFER. _,,,
I
3.5.2 SHOCK. I CONE) BLOW,, 1'500G M'INIMUM 0.3 H!LLISECOND DURATIONp YI AX!,_ ONLy. i,';i .':'
3.5.3 VIBRATION. VARIABLE FREQUENC'Y PER MIL-STD-.750, METHOD 2056,tEXCEPT THAT I CONE)
CYCLE IS REQUIRED IN EACH OF TItREE ORTHOGONALAXES, ,:
mjV
t t _,I
3.5.4 ACCELERATION. 15000 G MINIMUM FOR AT LEAST ,I MINUTE..YI ORIENTATION ONLY. _ ':.:
41 .
3.5.5 HER_ETIC SEAL ' ,,
3.5.5.1 FINE LEAK.(VEEcO). MIL-STD-202C. METHOD 112, TEST CONDITION Ct PROCEDURE L ,*|
IIIa. MAXIMUM LEAK RATE I x I0 "° ATM CC/SEC. PROCEDUREIV IS ACCEPTABLE
- 3.5.'5.2 GROSS LEAK (BUBBLE TEST). MIL-STD-202C, METHOD 112_ TEST CONDITION A. I "_:\.,
'7,;
. FLUID TO BE POLYETHYLENEGLYCOL AT A MINIMUM TEMPERATUREOF 1250C.1_
. 3.5.6 _. ALL DEVICES ARE TO BE' OPERATED FOR AT LEAST 168 HOURS BUT NOT MORE
' THAN 240 HOURS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS=" i
•
•I V --.I0 VDC MIN I = 1.0 ADC MIN . _'I
. . ce ¢
T¢ = 950C MIN PT = 40, W MIN l "" ' ",I
. ,* o;
3.5.6.1' VARIABLES DATA_. THE DATA INDICATED IN TABLE V SHALL BE RECORDEDBEFOREAND I'
AFTER THE BURN-IN TEST. THIS INFORMATION SHALL BE SHIPPED TO AIRESEARCH _
TOGETHER wI'rH THE DEVICES AND SHALL BE TRACEABLE TO EACH DEVICE. . ,,
J,
3.5.7 END POINTS. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE RELIABILITY CONDITIONING THE DEVICES SHALL .,
MEET, THE REQUIREMENTS OF TABLE III AND TABLE V,
• , :'*
I i q "i
!
_,,
g L
O0000004-TSB11
.*t,
.... _ ...... i iiiiJ n II, Di i "ll_illlllili_ .
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS "'
4. I QUALIFICATION_TE_TI__N__G.NOT APPLICABLE ,
-- t
4,2.1 ACCEPTANCE3.5.bD 3.5.7.1NSPECTIONSIIALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPIIS,3.1.4s 3.5.5,. , !.,! i
4.2.2 LOT REJECTION. WtlEN MORE TIIAN I0_,OF TIlEDEVICES IN A I()TSHOW PARAMETER CHANGES .';'.
"!IN EXCESS OF TIIE VALUES SPECIFIED IN TABLE V, TIE ENTIRE LOT SHALL BE REJECTED.
.h
4.3 .pEVIATIONS. WIIEN Till.REQUIREMENT.';FOR DHRN-IN (3.5.5) AND/OR FOR X-RAY :l
INSPECIION (3.1.4) ARF [IELETED lIE MARKING f;IIALLBE IN ACCORDANCE WITH .:_: ,'
PARAGRAPH3.3.3. '"_
.. '/',32'1
4.3. l NO OTHER DEV](ATIONS ARE PERMIIIED. WllEti 'riiE PIJRCIIASEORDERCALLS FOR THE ::
C '
DELIVERY OF LIECTRICAIL'Y I_()UIVAIENTDEVICES .,UlllDEVICES SIIALLBE IDENTIFIED
NUMBER_ ONLY, ,'
. BY TIIEIR COMMERCIAL PART i . .
, ,_ d
i t
5, GENERALNOTES "'';=|
',,.
5.1 PROCUREMENT PI;RAVI 521246-I. ONLY THE ITEMS LISTED ON TIIEAVL AND IDENTIFIED '"
BY VENI)ORS NAMEI ADDRESS AND PART NUMBERS IIAVE BEEN TESTED AND APPROVED FOR USE ._
IN THE ERb UNIT. SUBSTITbTE ITEM SIIALL NOT BE USED PRIOR TO TESTING AND APPROVAL .
t
BY AIRESEARCII ENGINEER'ING. ,:;_
,$
5.2 PART TO BE PERMANENTLY MARKED WITH THE FOLLOWING: "AIPESEARCH PART NUMBER I_
521246", ; .._
b
r
5.3 ALL DESIGN AND PART NUMBERCttANGES'REQUIRE AIRESEARCH ENGINEERING APPROVAL. '.::_
5.4 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCH PART NUMBER; : ,..t
5;5 PAIRTS PROCUREDBY VENDOR PART NUMBERSMALL BE PROCUREDIN ACCORDANCEWITH THI._ .,')
%, ,
SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING. :_'
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I
'" -. TABLE l
i
RATINGS, FL.ECTRICAL
l
.VcB0 Collector to Base Voltage, Fmlt_eerOpen 140 vdc max , 1
i VCE0 Collector to Emitter Voltage, i3nse Open 820 vdcl max
VBE O Reverse Base to Emitter Voltacje B.O vdc max
I Contlnuous'Collector Current,...........................IO A dc max a
C ,i .,!
i n,
I b Continuous Base Current 2.0 A dc max _' K"
" P Total Power Dissipation at IO0°C Case 40 Watts max ' I
t =
I Junction to Case Thermal Time Constant ,014 Sec, TypTj
Tstg Storage Temperature . -b5°C to +200°C
I Tj ........Operating Junction Temperature -65°C to +200%
- '" TABLE [I
IF
. " . .-. RATINGS I MEC_.._ICAL
"11 '_" Stud Torque 240 Inch-ounces max
Terminal Strength Torque - 15 Inch-ounces max
Tension - 5 pounds max
ii|
Solder/ng Heat 260°C max for I0 seconds max_ 1/16' from case . "'-
i
Soiderabll ity' MIL-STO-202_ Method ZOB
i
Shock 1500 G; 0.5 Mllll._econds_ all orl'entatlon :_
, i , ,,
Vibration 20 G_ I00 to 2000 cps
i ,
V Acceleration 15000 G_ all orientations
; Temperature Cycling MIL-STD-202; Method 107_ Condition C
i
, 'G,lass Strain MIL-STD-750, Method 1055.12 Condition B
n
i Corrosion MIL-STD-750_ Method 1041.1
Moisture Resistance MIL-STD-202, Method lOb Followed by MIL-STD-750_ Method 105_I
t
I 70210P SCALE/I/o/VE SHEET 6" OF 3_'
i . .g
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rI TABLE IV
I
PULSE RESPONSE
i i i_ i j __.
h*
PARAMETER SYMBOL METHOD AND CONDITIONS LIMITS
. J . _
Turn-on Time td 4. tr MIL STD-750, Methnd 3251 0.5 t_sec max
Vcc = 30 vdc
I storog_Time. ts 4Ic-: 5A (nominal) 1.5 _sec max
.,, *, . 0_ (°om,.o,>
Jib2 , O.SA(max) o.5_se=max
l
i i JJ1t._ ii q_ ii |i J. .i,
TABLE V
PARAMETERVARI&TIONS (I)
I . I I I . I ii
PRE POST - =,
PARAMETER CONDITIONS BURN-IN BURN-IN REJECTION LEVEL uNI'r$
VAtUI_ VALUEI •
ICE S VCE 120 Vdc A > -+0.5 _Adc _Adc ._.
VBE= 0
NFE VCE = 2.0 Vdc A > -20_, +50_ ....
= 5.0A
. ,r ;
(I) Measu,ements at Tc = 25°C nominal =,
t1'1 " t,
| ',
.!
_4
"" , ¢ f _
i
I! 1,j
"t, i
|
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e!, SPECIFICATION
I • SCOPE ,.
I.I SCOP_.___E.THIS SPECIFICATION COVERSTHE DETAIL REQUIREP.ENTSFOR
I A 3-PHASE POWER" TRAHSFOR_R.
1
1.2 RAT.
I 1.2.1 PRIMARY: 208 VRMS LINE.-TO-LINE
I
! 1.2.2 SECONDARY: 52 VRMS LINE-TO-LINE1 NO-LOAD '1.2.3 POWER: 220 VA
. I '2'.4 FREQUENCY: 1200 HZ "
1.3 SCHEMATIC, TERMINATIONS,, AND DIMENSIONS SMALL .BE PER ,. ...
FIGURES (I) AND (2).
_i 2, REQUIREMENTS
t
! 2.1 CONSTRUCTION.CONSTRUCTIONSHALL BE PER t_IL-T'27B GRADE5,
, CLASS T2 FAMILY 02 ....
• ,
2.2 LIFE EXPECTANCY. DESIGN LIFE SHALL BE "20 YEARS MINIMUN.
"_ 6-
2..3 ENVIRONMENT. THE UNIT SHAL'L BE DESIGNED TO OPERATE IN A VACUUN
i. WITH ALL HEAT TRANSFER T_KING PLACE AT THE MOUNTING PLATE. THE
MOUNTING BASE TEMPERATUREWILL BE MAINTAINED AT 70°C MAXIMUH.
t
2.4 VIBRATIONa. HTGH' FRE_UEN.CY. THE TRANSFORMERSMALL BE DESIGNED TO
HEET THE HIGH FRE(_UENCY VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS OF M_L-T-27B.
2.5 DESIGN INFORMAT,ION.
.a.,
2.5.1 CORE: CTL-22 MANUFACTURED B? CARSTEDT RESEARCH INC._
LONG BEACHs CALIFORNIA_ OR EQUIVALENT,
CORE SHALL BE LAPPED TO MINIMIZE AIR GAPS.
!
2.5.2 PRIMARIES: 350 ±2 TURNS HEAVY ML OR AI 220 WIRE.
t 2.5.3 SECONDARIES: 54 ±1 TURNS HEAVY _ OR AI 220 WIRE,I
2. 5dl' FLUX OEN_ ITY (REF': 7'00 GAUSS.
I 2 Jl 5. 5 COILS USED IN ANY O,E TRAN, FOR_E_ 'HALL HAVE _LATCHEO
TURHS RATIOS IH ORDER TO AVOID FUND_H_AL FRE_ENC'
l t
!
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2.6 _Jx__.t_._.I .2,6. I INSULATION: ISONI_
r 2.6.2 ENCAPSULANT: STYCAST 1090 WITH CATALYST NO. 9t ,
MANUFACTUREDBY "EMERSONAND CUHHINGS_
GARDENA,tCALIFORNIA.
2.6,3 MOUNTING BASE: BLACKANODIZED ALUHINUH.
" 2.6.4 PAINT WITH CORLAREPOXY ENAMEL585 BLACK
E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURSAND COHPANY;
WILHIt(GTON,p DELAWARE.
2.7 TEP_HINATIONS. ":
2.7. I TERMINATIONS SHALL BE BY M_ANS OF DOUBLETURRET SOLDER
TERHINALSs LERCO TYPE 4045 OR EI_UIVALENT.
2.7,2 INTERNA_ TERHI_UWIONS SHALL NOT BE DAHAGEABLEBY NORNALI
SOLDERI_IG OPERATIONSAS ASSOCIATED WITH THE INSTALLATION
OF THE TRANSFORHER. ,
I
2.8 _.
t 2.8.1 THE HARKING INK" SHALL BE TYPE MFR-73X; WHITE OR ORANGE;
HANUFACTUREDBY INDEPENDENT INK COHPANY.
. 2.8.2 THE HARKING SHALL INCLUDE AS A MINIMUH THE FOLLOWING:
2.8.2.1 THE AIRESEARCH PART NUMBFR(SEE GENERAL NOTES)
f 2.8.2.2 TERHINAL IDENTIFICATION (SEE DRAWING)
2.8.2,5 THE HANUFACTUREPJS IDENTIFICATION
2.8.2.4 THE DATE CODEAND SERIAL NUMBERCONSISTING
OF A NINE DIGIT NUMBERAS FOLLOWS:
FIRST TWO DIGITS: YEAR
SECONDTWO DIGITS: MONTH
THIRD TWODIGITS: DAY
LAST THREE DIGITS: SERIAL NUMBER
3. RELIABILITY CONDITIONINQ
EACH TRANSFORMERSHIPPED TO 1HIS SPECIFICATION SHALL BE SUBJECTEDTO
THE PROCEDUREDEFINED BY HIL-STD-202, METHOD107B_ TEST CONDITION A;
EXCEPT LOWTEMPERATURELIMIT SHALL BE -55 -+5°C; HIGH TEMPERATURELIMIT .'
SHALL BE _ 120 _5eC. AFTER THIS PROCEDUREEACH TRANSFORMERSHALL BE
INSPECTED TO THE RE(_UIREMENTOF PARAGRAPH4 OF THIS SPECIFICATION. /
, I .oo. 702]0 •I R ,
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4. ACCEPTANCEINSPECTION
4,1 ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION SHALL INCLUDE AS A MINIMUM THE FOLLOWING
TEST AND MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED TO THE APPLI_BLE REQUIREMENTS
AND METHODS OF MIL-T-27B EXCEPT AS NOTED HEREIN.
4. I,I VISUAL AND MECHANICAL INSPECTION,
•" _" 4,1,2 DIELECTRIC WITHSTANDING VOLTAGE AT.ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSUREONLY.
4.1,3 INSULATION RESISTANCE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE OF PARAGRAPH ,, .. _'
4.1.2. MINIMUM RESISTANCE. lOpO00 HEGOHMS,
4.1.4 TURNS RATIO AND POLARITY,...... "
4, 1.5 DC RESISTANC,.E. DC RESISTANCE SHALL BE MEASURED' "_ ..... ""
BETWEEN THE FOLLOWING TERMINAL PAIRS AT AMBIENT i
.- ROOMTEMPERATURE, . • ;_
_t" I AND 2 2 AND 5 5 AND I LIMIT: _,,5 - _-,5...(P,hm=l . '
4 "AND5 5 AND 6 6 AND 4 LIMIT: .05. _/.C_.,_hmiz',.
4.1.6 EXCITING. CURRENT. THE EXCITING CURRENTSHALL BE MEASURED_ i
BY MEANS'OF THE TEST SETUP SIIOWN BETWEENTERMINALS I AND 2;
2 AND 3j ,5 AND I.
. .A. ,dL . ,*,
70- I " I To ,;
;t '" ' uA,/o£_r_',_'f 'V
• 2! " " _.. 2 ., tl
_' _ ..... _.. :..I
• . . • .
• . , _ . _ ', .":t
• - '. _I
' ' : .:l
..,; #' .:. .
.J
BE HEIVLETT PACKARDMODEL
r
• -. . . .. i.
.. THE VOLT METER SHALL 40OH'OR . -,,,;
EQUIVALENT. LIMIT: SO.O MILLIVOLTS RMS MAXIMUM,. '- . 4]
<
4,2 DATA, THE DATA OBTAINED FROM THE TEST OF PARAGRAPH 4,1 SHALL BE ._
--.:,;, 'RECORDEDON A SUITABLE FORM AND SHIPPED TO AIRESEARCH TOGETHER i,_
WITH THE PARTS. THE DATA FORM SHALL IDENTIFY ALL INSTRUMENTS ._: 1
INCLUDING SERIAL NUMBERSAND THE NEXT CALIBRATION DUE.DATE. ,..,_:" i
! "'¢
p_
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5. GENERALNOTES
5.1 PROCUREMENTPERAVL 521259:1.. ONLYTHE ITEMS LISTED IONTHE AVL ii
AND IDENTIFIEDBY VENDOR'S NAME_ ADDRESS, AND PART NUMBER HAVE _I
BEEN TESTED AND APPROVED FOR USE IN THE END ITEM. SUBSTITUTE i
ITEMS SHALL NOT BE USED PRIOR TO TESTING AND APPROVAL BY AIRESEARCN ]
ENGINEERING.
5%2 ALL DESIGN AND PART NUMBER CHANGES REQUIRE AIRESEARCN ENGINEERING ;
APPROVAL. 4
i 5.5 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCH PAHT NUMBER.521259.-I. : I
• t5.4 PARTSPROCUREDBY VENDORPARTNUMBERSHALL BE PROCUREDIN
r _L : .,. _';,.,
I . t .
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Thl= drawlni contalns,desli,nsand otl_.r I_orm=tion whl_:hare the propertyof. the. G,ARRE)_ CORPORATION,Except for rights expreisljf
granted by contract to the u.nlt_d..gtat_!u_,..arnn)el.=t,int.s mawini¢may no_ in whole or in pilrt, bn mipllcated or dlmclo_v=do¢ urwd 1_,
n_nufmcturoof the part disclOSearteretr_witnoui zna prior written per;nisstonof the C_RREIT CORPORATION • ,
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I :.,
I • SCOPE :,
I.I SCOP,___EE.THIS SPECIFICATION COVERS TIIEDETAIL REQUIRFMENfS FOR
A 3-PIIASESENSING TRANSF(}RHER.."_,.'
1.2 RATIP4G. ',"
i
I 1.2.1 PRIMARY: 208 VRIISLINE-TO-LINE• f, l
-i
) .,p
1,2,1 SECONDARY: 25 VRMS LINE-TO-NEUTRAL,NO-LOAD' _ c.,
i 1.2,3 POWER:_ ;4.4 VA ',
.l|
I ,2,4 FREQUENCY.:1200 HZ .,
,I
1.3 SCHEMATIC, TERMINATIONS,AND DIMENSIONS SHALL'BE PEA; ' '.'FIGURES (I) AND (2), '_ ,
v •
?
t
2, REQUIREMENTS " _,
jJ ,
2.1 CONSTRUCTION.. CONSTRUCTIONSHALL BE PER MIL-T-27B GI_ADE5_ "i_'!
CLASST, FAMILY 02, , '._'
L'
t
2,2 LIFE EXPECTANCy. DESIGN LIFE SHALLBE 20 YEARSMINIMUM, ;.iC
'I_ 2.5 ENVIRONMENT. THE UNIT SHALL BE DESIGNED TO OPERATE IN A VACUUM _.
WITH ALL HEAT TRANSFER TAKING PLACE AT THE MOUNTING PLATE. THE ';*
MOUNTING BASE TEMPERATURE WILL BE MAINTAINED AT 7o°c MAXIMUM. >:)
J
• " 2.4 VIBRATION_ HIGH FREO.UENCY.THE TRANSFORMER SHALL BE DESIGNED TO ,.._,.:
MEET THE HIGH FREQUENCY VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-T-27B. "'"
' DESIGN "2,5 " INFORMATION,, .,"
[ i .
•q•
2,5,1 CORE: CTL-8 MANUFACTUREDBY CARSTEDTRESEARCHINC,_ "_'-..._."
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIAp OR EQUIVALENT "'
p CORE SHALL BE LAPPED•TO MINIMIZE AIR GAPS. "
2.5.2 PRIMARIES: 1900 ±20 TURNS HEAVY ML OR AI 220 WIRE. '"_'
2,5.5 SECONDARIES: 229 +2 TURNSHEAVYML OR AI 220 WIRE,.
2,5,4 FLUX DENSITY (REF)" 7400 GAUSS_. .i'
t
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2.6 _.
2.6.) INSULATION: ISOMICA.
2.a.2 ENCAPSULANT: SIYCAST I090 WITH CATALYST NO. 9_
MANUFACTURED BY EMERSON AND CUMMINGS_
GARDENAt CALIFORNIA.
2.6.3 MOUNTING RASEI BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM.
2.6.4 PAINT WITH CORLAK EPOXY ENAMEL 585 BLACK
E. I, DU PONT DE N_MOURS AND COMPANY_
i WILMINGi'ON.DELAWARE.
2.7 T_MI_TIDN_. ,,
2.7.i TERMINATIONS SItALLBE BY MEANS f_FDOUBLE TU,_RETSOLe,=P,|
TERMINALS_ IEILCOTYPE 5010 OR EO.UIVALENT.
2.?.2 INTERNAL TERMINATIONS SHALL NOT BE DAMAGEABLE BY NOILM._L;
. SOLDERING OPERATIONSAS ASSOCIATED WITH THE INSTALLATION
OF THE TRANSFORMER.
2.8 _.
2.8. I THE HARKINGINK SHALLBE TYPE MFR-73Xt WHILE OR ORANGEa |
.._ MANUFACTUREDBY INDEPENDENTINK COMPANY. W"
2.8.2 THE MARKING SHALL INCLUDE AS A MINIMUM THE FOLLOWING:
, 2.8.2, I THE AIRESEARCHPARTNUMBER(SEE GENERALNOTES)
2.8.2.2 TERMINALIDENTIFICATION (SEE DRAWING)
2.8.2.5 THE MANUFACTURERt$IDENTIFICATION
2.8.2,4 THE DATE CODEAND SERIAL NUMBERCONSISTINGOF
A NINE DIGIT NUMBERAS FOLLOWS" i::
FIRST TWODIGITS: YEAR
' SECONDTWODIGITS: MONTH ":
THIRD TWO DIGITS: DAY
• LAST THREEDIGITS: SERIAL NUMBER
5. RELIABILITY CONDITIONING
EACHTRANSFORMERSHIPPEDTO THIS SPECIFICATION SHALL BE SUBJECTEDTO THE 'q
PROCEDUREDEFINEDBY ;tZL-STD-202.. METHOD107B.,.TEST CONDITIONA_
EXCEPTLOWTEMPERATURELIMIT SHALLBE -55 -+5°C.. HIGH TEMPERATURELIMIT
SHALLBE +]20 :Ls°c. AFTER THIS PROCEDUREACHTRANSFORMERSHALLBE
INSPECTEDTO THE RE(_UZREMENTOF PARAGRAPH4 OF THIS SPECIFICATION.t
m
i |_, LOll*NOILItl, CALIrOnN,. _! - - I - -- -- _- -- r _ | LTR. |
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4. ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION
! 4,1 ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION SttALL INCLUDE AS A MINIMUM TIE FOLLOWING TEST;
AND MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED TO TIIEAPPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS AND METHODS
OF MIL-T-27B EXCEPT AS NOTED HEREIN•
' 4.1.1 VISUAL AND MECHANICAL INSPECTION,
t
I
4,1,2 DIELECTRIC WITIISTANDING VOLTAGE AT ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ONLY.
4.1.3 INSULATION RESISTANCE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE OF PARAGRAPH
4,1•2. MINIMUM RESISTANCE lOsOeO MEGOHMS.
4.I,4 TURNS RATIO AND POLARITY,
4,I.5 DCRE.____SS.ISI'____ANCF._. DC RESISTANCE SHALL BE MEASURED BETWEEN THE
FOLLOWING TERMINAL PAIRS AT AMBIENT RO_M TEMPERATURE,
I AND 2 2 AND 3 3 AND I LIMIT: 180._ 30..ohma
.; 4 AND 5 5 AND 6 6 AND 4 LIMIT: 18 ±3 OHMS
4..1•6 .EXCITINGCURRENT. THE EXCITING CURRENT SHAI.L BE MEASURED "'
BY MEANS OF THE TEST SETUP SHOWN BETWEEN TERMINALS I AND 2p i
2 AND 3p 3 AND I. : :
"
" 0 0 _ /_ 7R,CA/'S/r'N,C/V/,e"R
a
I THE VOLT METER SHALL BE HEWLETT PACKARDMODEL 400 H OR
EQUIVALENT•' LIMIT: IO MILLIVOLTS KMS MAXIMUM.
I FROM THE TEST OF PARAGRAPH4.1 SHALL BE4•2 DATA• THE DATA OBTAINED
REC-"-ORDEDON A SUITABLE FORMAND SHIPPED TO AIRESEARCHTOGETHER
WITH THE PARTS, THE DATA FORMSHALL IDENTIFY ALL INSTRUMENTS
I ... INCLUDING SERIAL NUMBERSAND THE NEXT CALIBRATION DUE DATE.
| , •.
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GENERALNOTES . . .,
5.1 PROCUREMENTPER AVL 521260 I. ONLY TIlE ITEMS LISTED ON THE AVL ,.HD :.
, IDENTIFIED BY VENDOR'S NAME, ADDRESS, AND PART NUMBER HAVE BEEN
TESTED AND APPROVED FOR USE IN THE END ITEM. SUBSTITUTE ITEMS SHALL !
NOT BE USED PRIOR TO TESTING AND APPROVAL BY AIRESEARCM ENGINEERING. I :_
! 5,2 APPROVAL.LL DESIGN,AND PART NUMBER CHANGES REQUIRE AIRESEARCH ENGINEERING.' l'_i .I
5.3 IDENTIFY PACKAGING WITH AIRESEARCN PART NUMBER 521260-I.
.4 PARTS PROCURE BY VE DOR PART UMBE SHALL BE PROCURED IN I _"
. ACCORDANC.E WITH THIS SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING. ' I "I .. " .;!
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i UNBALANCED _'qAG.NETIC FORCES
The two auxiliary and main flux gaps in the alternator ar_ defined
as 0.020 in. The maximum electromagnetic unbalance force occurs the
instant that the displacement of the rotor relative to the stator is
unidirectional and maximum. Table I presents the most recent calcula-
tions of the electromagnetic forces. An assumed radial dis_ lacement
of 0.002 in. (i0 percent of the gap) in eaci_ gap was used in the cal-
culation for the: various operating conditions. Speed effects were
neglected that would substantially reduce the forces described herein.
A survey of these conditions indicates that the no-load, 1.3 p.u.V
condition can be chosen as the "worst-case" for evaluation purposes,
as the 21.3-KVA overload, 1.0-p.u.V condition negl_cts to consider
saturation, which tends to diminish the load.
TABLE I
F ibs
Load Condition ss' "
(rotor at standstill) E_!ch. uxlllar_ Gap .... ,.' G_q_
No-load, 1.3 p.u.V 13.4 8.93
i "_o-load, 1.0 p.u.V 7.0 5.06
12.6 KVA, full-load, 1.0 p.u.V 12.1 2.94
J 21.3 KVA, ov_rioad, 1.0 p.u.V 19.8 2.88
'1
With the rotational effect of th_ alternator rotor on thu flux
I distribution taken into account, the magnetic force at _ith_," r_f *'_
auxiliary gaps or the main gap, for small displacements of the mag-
i netic or shaft centers, can be defined by the following equation:
F = i + j_'t 0.00-----_ibs.
i APS-5286-R
I APPENDIX III
Page 1
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• OIVli]JQN Of THI_ QARR[TT CORPORATION
where
2_N
= 6"-_ = 3.768 rad/sec.
t = time constant of the magnetic circuit, sec.
_g = regial displacement of "center," in.
Fss = the standstill maximum unbalance force with 0.0C_-_n.
radial displ_,cement, ibs.
Since the time-consca ,t of the yoke iron-flux change is ]-c[i_\,ed
to be typically in the rauqu c f 1 to 10 msec, the ca]culatc:i forces
for a stationary rotor, as in Table II, are thus modified by rot_tien,
I and Table II defines the results of varying the time cor_ctant for ti,c
ci_osen worst-case condition of a radial ,,i__.-pla_,_ment :'f o.002 in.
I
TABLE I I
C.O,,S.i_.,£ _ EL_C_ kO,. ,(,,,E.._ ""_P, CESEFFEC, OF TItlE _ _- _'''
t, [ 1 ] -\F*,sec. i + jbt ibs.
0. 010 0. 0258 0. 923
0. 005 0.0307 !. 810
0. 002 O. 1170 4. 170
o. o,01 0. 2100 7. 480
*Ease value for AF (standstill) = 35.73 ibs. total. [
I
I
APS-5286-R |
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! Therefore, __F represents the total unbalanced electromagnetic forces
on the rotor assembly to be shared by the beari:_gs. These forces are
I ffective in both the unidirectional dis1%lacenent case and in the ro-
tating case where the rotor appears to have a lobing action with
I respect to the stator.
With reference to Figure i, the conditions creating the overall
L worst-case electromagnetic forces may be established for machine opera-
tion at full speed (36,000 rpm). Both fixed and synchronous displace-
I of the rotor with to the stator must be
ments respect considered, as
follows:
!
(a) _ixed displacement of the rotor Z-axis in the Y-axis direc-
i tion can be represented by two conditions if it i_ a_su,._uhat a "perfect" rotor is available-- .e., the mass center
and magnetic center coincide with the g_ometric cel',ter.
I (i) A physical displacement of the perfect rotor axis to
create a aL_agnetic eccentricity-_g between the rot_ _
maglletic center, A, and th_ stato': magDetic center,
0, as shown in r'igure l(b).
I (2) A construction of the stator assembly such thnt its
magnetic c_nte_ _, 0, is eccentric dg from thu r oto_ _
magnetic center, A, of a perfect rotor, as shown in
I Figure l(c).
{b) Synchronous displacement of the rotor in an orbit about its
I -axis can also be represented by two conditions in tLe rotor:
(i) A rotor having both mass and geometric centers coinci-
I dent but a displaced magnetic _enter.
'2) A rotor having coincident magnetic and geouetric j
i centers but with a displaoed mass center, i
I
P _ APS-5286-R
APPENDIX III
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LOCfJPIO'£ OF EI,EC]I,O,,+_G.,E_ IC CFZ<I,'ERS
A>;f! _I]d_CTION OF FORCI.5
_ revlew of ti-.__se feu_ ccnditi,)ns shows that (a) (i) is _f......_ -_t._c.sJar_-',_ |
il,pc:,'ta;_c:e in t,.e machine where transl..t_o., of t!._e "_" i_ to h_._
expectect due to the bearing mounti:_g syst-am. Co:_dition {a) (2) ",.:a:_ |
o_ to t_e ceneral " ....._ ', -discounted as having an effect 'e _CC_,I _,Cl O_ con--
structJoh of the stator. Both ,_,i_ 'e '_ (b) ....Co .... tl_T; (1) ar:,-_ (2) S::o'_]d b<. |
prt=sohtcd. ThIIs_ for th worst--cas,_ condition, tho 5,-]]:_v.,i:-:g<.isplacc- J
Paents or ccce']tricities v:erc: presc:-tec:
I
Condition (a) (i) - 0.002 in.
Condition (b) (i) - 0.0002 in. i
4
Col]ditJoh (b) (2) ~ O.qO('_ in. '
_].._(_ .O0_-,-t_oc. is con.t',JcicF.,,I to more ne,.v]y _.L..e_, _i _ ti_',.-
c_;'s-aPI- for f] .L_:c}tange J.n soli<_ iron, tbc f_,rc_.s for the two types
: :lk J,,_.= ,',e_ .2 obtaiI_,_ .[ ;:_,i :'u' ious " ' : ' t :,_= _:,_t_z, I
!
+..l:,_ .',86 _.
I'.PI t_.[,_X , I.I
PQiI" tl
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A OIVISlO_ OF TH_ GARR_TT _QRpORATION
1 shown in Figure 2. Utilization of this data, with the application of
a factor of 2 for a possible step-change in flux (an extremely tran-
i sient condition), was defined for each journal bearing:
(a) A unidirectional load of 3.62 ibs. must be supported.
(b) A rotational load due to a total eccentricity of 0.0003 in.
at a constant value of 0.27 lb. must also be supported.
!
An angular displacement between the direction of displacement and
direction of application of these forces is a function of the location
of the eddy currents being generated in the alternator components.
The force shifts ahead of the member containing the eddy currents--
i.e., in the direction of the relative motion, or that of the moving
member. The following describes the angular displacements:
Location of
Condition Eddy Currents _Forcej-Action
Fixed displacement Rotor Leads the rotor
Synchronous displacement Stator Lags the rotor
The angular displacement depends upon the impedance of the con-
ductor where, in the extreme, the superconductor tends toward 0 deg,
and as damping is added, it approaches 90 deg.
For the purposes of the bearing study, experience indicates that
an estimated value of 15 deg would be representative and was thus
applied to the force for the fixed-displacement case. IIowever, 0 deg
was applied to the synchronous displacemer:t case since any force
lagging the rotor would tend to improve the bearing stability and thus
• _ reduce the worst-case condition.
!
I APS-5286-R
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GA_JI_IETT ^ t)_V,_N cJ:.THI (_*..f i { _:_J_f'¢INArI()N
I. ] L t reduction
i I ' C,lh.).;_roporI: attempts to outline a method to analyze the i raJ_s:Jent
behaviour of a sync|]rol]c)11s g(_nerator.
'.'he two-roactanc(_ l]lot,lod l_; usc:d in this ,]na]ys]:;" ' . ']';,O L[]:Iliat.l/rc,
voltage, current and flux equations arc. first derived. A separate set W"
i of ecjuatJonS is given for each of the two axes - direct and quadrature.
i The damper circuit at the rotor is next taken into consideration. I
The current equations for the damper and field circuits are then ob-
tained. This completes the set of equations, the solutions of which
describe the steady-state as well as the transient behaviour of a
synchronous generator.
!
This set of equations is then applied to a voltage regulating
I system. Due to the presence of two fields (series and shunt), the
field equation is modified to take the effect of both fields into
i consideration. The final result is presented in a block diagramwhich is readily programmed for an analog computer.
I 2. jachine Equations Relating Rotor and Starer Circuits
_xA -A_(I 6 ,_-d- AXIS
! .\ ....
I
-AXIS _OUND _OTeR )
I A B
Figure 1
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5'1/(-,. ,.,.,,-,,. I_...i.;; ]. I : 't'lY'. . .. ,.': of i) LhFo<,-I,h,15;o ,,Zyl]C'hYr)ll()tl°, . ll_._cl_:i no f]_l }|'l].
th(_. £1na].yki(J;l]- Vl.<!v?pc, i<!:l .!?:,. :_Jl( ,.,_l: : ;! I I _[I,1.( ].A. O13 I lit? !-'l:,q! (,Y al^O
'- '. j . ]bf!y are
L.,, (.f.j ...... ';_ t .I 1C L]l(3yr_]].,c,] J ZC.c: I'./ ' " .... . ", (',l,Cl i h. _1 ': .... (i C:rlll_'<'l:li[ .:J it., i (.'oi i:; t
I
_";l(' lOt_Olit .']hfP'/l_ LI_ 1.!L_ _.( i:. ''" _ I.,11'_ [ _'( :l_:( :; (,_ !:Vl.lJ_i._[.]TVt t l:l:• . , 1. ¢.-
_X)]_C_]:t _,1" dJlc?c!l._ LI.:]_; ,: .11:,: !I.. ., , ;i._.I._,:, ,,r _;;I,IL.', :,(;LI', 'l"']b• 'i"
tl(/.,:. ,'/-'7,", _-l;t' :_,!l' ,]" "_':" I.:.F, _.' • ;>1( '. f'_ _ ! _' "1 [ I. 175' _ [-)_( ' _: (" __" I ' i(-' I I ! )l;':i` I
.-,2, ,/" :ii.i .; I _- |1]_ II:Y,',.-l_lbiS_' {',.ll?!'(:l_t t "_lt,_g(.Tile at:a]ysis .is gll,_;_t.i.'.' "..... _ ' .
i].rH:_q,: o_" t.]._: sti_.t.bi. <,dl 1-' I F;IA,_;I(_Y,, ,- I i._]l(_ [}i,, (.{ il,h: t_-aX.i.l;end flux " '"
1
.... " technique is soP.l<,Lilv,_:, rk:L.'r,.<; t_._ _ _II,_ i:;lo:_'[, '1
C_" ,]lflO. ,(-!..... • ° _. I ,_
.Two-re(ict.;.h_c(: rc_l.hod and is given J.n _ '_ ;_'" ".._!. ,.(...... A. ','llu l-':.O-aXd'S _.,]tliVZ/-
fence of Figure IA is shown in Figur,: i l;. I
X
i
,_ .,e <
.7 iI_,. .
1
%
Figur_ 12 I'
.... _-"(.., " ' '_ t.h_ 1-(..].atior, s}_i[_ of tht!t Per all)' olle W]-ll£t]l?ci as [-_howl. J.]] .. =_ i_ll t ,
'
. ct_l(] C .Jr]"" D_- ' .[ ' "
.!.:.3dLlc't3d't"C].l __q,'=' c l
= -iR + pX (i I'
v:h¢,r o |
j_ :: ",jlll_t/']t I I" 'N_ '; I ,Itlt'(l_
. . . • . I
\ = ! lux I :._.... _q_•'s V,'Jtl, thL' \villc{ing
I
!
1_| b_-- •.;oU--h I
P " _ ' "' \t/'j .t I,ND [ ',-
L __ __--
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i App].V]ng ' ' ' _, ,"
" ' hquatlon 1 to the t.n:r,:_= _,l.._ ........ A, I_ and C r we have
I LA -].ARa + pX A (2
I l_ = -II;R a + pal,, (3
]:C : - :l:cl_a + PXC (4
I The generator conditioll J_s applied 1:o Equations 2, 3 and 4, .i .(_.,armature voltage- is the generated voltage and armai:ul:(: curr,:'llt is out
of the winding arid produces negative 61rillatl]reand field ],inkllges,
I
From Appendix I using transformation matrix (T), we obtain
I
I<_d = 2/3[_,:^coso+ E_cos(_- 2_/3)+ _cco_(o- ,h,/3)] (s)
I
Substituting Equations 2, 3 and 4 into Equation 5 and rearranging,
we have
]
Ead = -R a _ aCOSO + IBCOS(0 - 2_/3) + IcCOS(O - 4n/3)
I 2[ ]+ _ PAACOSO + PXBCOS(0 - 2Tr/3) + PAcCOS(O - 4_/3) (6)
P
= -ladRa + f (p_) (6a)
I where f (pl) is the second part of Equation _.
I
I
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By th_ samo tr_ln,_forl_/ation mat, ri× (q') r
2 [1_Cos_t + _BCOS(O- 2_/3 ) + 1CCo,_(()- ,1;/7;)]Xac I = :X
]
p'
The l:imc_ (l('l'jV'tt V(! Ol all¢l ].q
I
Paad L ' ' d
(:}) [ c,' + _B_il,(0 - 2w/3)+ A(,,_,'I,(O- 4_/.;)]
(u)
-pO ] XA._:LnO
= f(pl) + _laq (Sa)
where
to = pO = speed of generator.
From Equation 8a we can solve for f(pl) and putting it. into
Equation 6a we have
Ea d = _iadR a + PXad - ,OXa q (9)
p
Proceoding ill the salm, manner with Eaq, _ve have
Ea q = _iaqR a + PXaq + _eXa d (i0)
To c'Ol_lp].e{ e the s¢'t t we hdve
= -I R + (ii)
APS-52'36-R
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VJ]I(']?c_
]:ac l':a - "" ' _'[ _[t _ |)i_"(}(?lt aDc] qllil(| ,I.A.'I._ ;1]"lliL_{L1J:I"C! \lO_[_L¢Tt_ Ot q
[
:= _TX].._ _'|]'Ii/_|_ilJ]7(' ( LI]'I_("13"_T.
i ]-LIdt 1Dc.[ ]):II?_.c-I; LtDcl (.[tlil(l "'"
. !
_;Itlt )_]cl ' ' ' .... '
:: ]JJ ]7(;('_. iIll(] (Jill.l(] ,I_..] ,, ;;| ,1.[ ¢)I- ,llld f'(.)_ {_;" hllll-H;t]. ]. [ k.l.,
I ] :i.rfl;; (_
i
i
I J/[i r.,: Ar]l/ill LI]?(' :171HI.],cIt:;1|1(_( '
i ,o = _it_,¢tcl ()f g(,l_(.l:,l'l()]'
l.;quat.ions ].0 _.,nd 1] ar_t illustratc:d by 1.'J.gu'L':o 3 })_,:l.()w.
i d- A×15
lad ,'
+ a-- _"_----'r- I'_
| :: i:F_,_ ,hi l,
I
,k,,
- ,..___ ,, ;,:-,
i (,0
, g_-e.,j--I
I
hal = Leakage flux linkage (assumed th_ same magn.itude in l)ot.h
I axis)
I Figure 3
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q?he terms pka_ I and PAaq are txansformer vo].tagcm and Ye 9onerally
sm,_]l compared with .qpeod vc_.[tages _aq and _lad. (],'or ;,,_ttor under-
i
_'_',"]._-'_'9of the _peed vo].L:agc_, :_ee page 62 of "Po%ver %. !_, Htabi].ity,
, . , ' _ " I' : ")'ihS ]_qtlatiol]s
,/, 1. I [_" by Edward ]<iml_azk, John Wiley & ;_ns t
,I nnc} ]0 nail be app.vc,xi111ated _t_
., "_.- (]2)
l,ad - t adP, a - taAaq r'
J':H.t:_ '- I ,.iRa + ( ] :3)
' ' . ,_ , }, u. (per unit), d] J { :1'' [;]_o(_d il,,": ('('d), I,_:,. ,
l_y t;hc; tw()-1(,a<_t'm_(:(_h<q,ly,
L2
l; a • ';,q J Ead V aq J"a(l
+ (14)
[ 2 .L'
:., ._ _ j = Vz + (].5)11a ' aq Iad q lad
',_'ll £-'Y"(t
E = Generator arm_tur,:' (terminal) voltage
I = Gener,_t.or :.trmature current
j = _-i = jli,dqinal:y ,axis unity vector {
Equations 14 and 15 are so written to be consi._t,.ml, v,Lth the I
COllVulltiOll used ill Figure IB where the two axes ar_' rr_lal:,_,dthrough
90 <leg. ]
!
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From Equations 12, ]3 and Figure 3 l h,:: total 1,<u._:] vo]tagt E i
, _:o] [age d£op + armature react ]Qn
i:,: = Terminal voltage + IaR a
voltage + voltage due to armature leakage.
I
then
Ei d = Ea d + iadR a + iaqXaq + iaqXal (16.)
Ei q Ea q + IaqR a + iadXad + iadXal (17)
where
Xal = Armature leakage reactance due to lal
Xad , Xaq Direct and quad-axis mutual reactance between stator
and rotor
X = Direct and quad axis induced voltage
Eid' lq
From Appendix II,
Xd = Xa I + Xa d (18)
X = Xal + X (19)q aq
where
I
= Direct and quad axis synchronous reactance.
Xd , Xq
I
I
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Since there is no app] iod voltage in the q-axiP, of the f eld,
E. = 0. Utlllzlng kquatlons ]8 and 19, ].quaL1ono ]6 and ]7 can bexd
expressed as
E.. = ' + + I x -=(] (20)
].(J I"ad Iac]Ra aq q I
Eiq ]:aq + IaqRa _ Ta(l_d" (?]) I
The phasor diagram of Equations 20 and 2] ].s ._;hown in Fig Ire 4.
Id-. A_l-_ E.,
- "' -" _-_Y_' I
I_ _X
....... j
Figure 4
I
3. Machine P.c_uations Relating Field, Armature and Damper Circuits
I
Tn a sal±ent pole synchronous machine, generally there is a
damper, or amortisseur, circuit on rotor to produce torque which helps ||
to damp out oscillations of the rotor about its equilibrium position.
t
It is formed by bars or cage windings embedded in the pole faces and |
Iconnected at their ends by short-circ.uiting end rings.
The damper circuit has its own resistance, self and mutual induc- I
tance and should be treated as one unit when we consider its effect on
the current-voltage performance of the machine follow_ng a disturbance. I
I
p APS-5286-P, I
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I ," t" ' " ' -' ' s:i_nec', tho dampc:r cJreuJt llas atIn the _1,1 _,112.11(: t_LIIIS.Lt? 1|2 I:IL:I...l.(),'J f . .
higher resistance to J.ri(lucli.tlle¢2l?,lhi(,r the damper current has a sma].]er
I decay time constanL; h,:_nce ] t;s effect on the induced voltage J:; shorter.
The short time effect of the dampest current is called the subtransient
period and kilo- ]oncjc,r tJ_llle e]:Ic_ct of the field eurrcult Js called theI tlTzlnsiollt period, llence the l:.rltl]._]i(.ll[ variables thai include the
L,ffoci- of the dalnpc..r c_JrcuJi, haw, the :;Ill,script l] and at( oa].le_d the
Ill a roulld rotor synchronous machine, which is the type descril)ed
in i:.]]is report, there is no damper circuit. IIowov()l.- t the tl.-al]sjent
envelope of the induced voltage is not in a pure exponential decay
form due to the multiple flux paths b(.I.weun tbm N.-S poles in the, ._'o]Jd
rotor. But this envelope can be approximated to have two time con-
stants, T 1 and T 2.
El
A
I___/ f(t) - Envelope of El
C Steady-State Level
P (assume a load is applied)
Figure 5
.. -elm e-t/T2f(t) = (B - C) -'-i + (A - B) rF C (22)
I
I
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We can see th_ik Y"2 _ T Like t:h_ sali_nt pole machine t we can
refer the first term of equation 22 to the _ffect of the transient
circuit and refer the s_oor,'! L_.,,::_o,.,.,i,,a]c_nl.Io the effect of a damper
T1 ' ... ' ' n ']'2circuit. Thus is eall_d '" 1_.-,n.;]cn:tt].m.,o.onsl.ant and the
subtransient time constants. FJ_gu:re 3 is _h(m modified to Figu]o 6 I:o
• . Lrcu ]_t.inctLlde th,:_ dampest c-' , "- I
I._,_
(I) £-.I :_
,.- _ .... _ _ _"i._
Figure 6
r . _ i ZLet Us first consider the field circuit by itself. ]h(. equ±valent
I
circuit is shown below in Figure 7.
K_ : L,
" "e:
0
Figure 7 I
I
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I
.file field {-'11171_ (-'111: , • , ,.. "",
l
i ": ...... (23)
If .= l<f -_ pl.f
'1 whet, i
I il,f = l"i(:](I ('l)[)].J(_d V(_]l.ag('
i
i Rf = ];'.i.o] (I ro,_; i st an(',, {
l.,lf :.= Fie].d :Lnducl:e_nc<:
1
Equation 23 can be re-arranged as
I
1
1 Ef
l
i Ef *
=: _ (24)
] +p'±
i where
t
T = Lf/Rf
r Rf = i p.u.
i
Applying equation 24 to the d and q axis we have
I "
Efd
. !fd = r_ (25)*
I
I *The asterisk t{enotes the equation is w ]id only in th_' p r unit system
p I APS 5286 R
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:,iz %.:,rj ,if .,g, %_t#l i , Fri.l,l),_^ ¢;).
q
ii!. I _'i''r-
,f¢j
v,/13i VJ7O I
I
CC_,I. , 0'.!
I
(l,!ul)},(_}7_',i]Ll',Ll_l ,,.,,'' I
' '. " ;. I: R, '" '/) I
I,!,! ]'_: i) : ,:
' J " "J" '_" i
• ,I L. L (;
whero
!
TDd t = [...... ,., CC]¢ L qU(lq-- ::<.L.% ;:."_.l.,'['.t¢t'lSl, q: I (.'uk'[(2n[
I
Ifd , ifq = Direct and jUa:i-.:::Xi:_field c,lrrent
R D = Damper c_xcuit r_.sx_tance I
The negative sig._ il_ _:quation 2}I is chosen to co,:;p]y.,w.zt._"' the !
P
i . i
concep£ that positiw: field cu_Tyent _nduces n_,, _.1%_. '/(_.)t.a_3,,.
I
: Since R D and I" are" :, I p.u. ond _:tluating t,,i_]l _._'uaIJons 20 and 21,
%ve- have : I
I
. ..... ,.lid _nl',' i. =I,_ pt_ u_)_l- ..xstc.,a*'.l'h_astel Isk c{t,uot:os ti',:_. t....It.l(, J.s ".' _ , •......
. J ,_,.I, V
l _ l(I_ i ')
00000oO5-Ts na
"T_ AIRF.I_IEAR_H MANIJFAI_TIII_INI_ I_QMPANY I-IFARIZDNA
i "A {)lVl_ltlp 4 (]f THJ" liA_ptf _1 i_f_f_f*_)_Tlnl_
Ea q + imqk a + ]adX d = IH)d - ilk.I (30)*
From equations ].2 and ]3
.jXad = Ea q + laqR a (31) g
I _ _Xaq Ea d + iadR a (32)
I ...... ' Ifq '
,qlnce the f_eld quadr;itur(' palh has a v_)ry hlgh jrlp(,d,_nc.e :IFI
s,ua] 1. '.l'hu s
:[ = 0 (]3)
fq
I To simplify the analysis, the field quadrature circuit is cora-
l pletely eliminated.
Substituting equations 31 and 32 into equations 29 and 30 and
assuming equation 33 is valid, we have
__kaq + iaqX q _ IDq (34)*
J _Xad + iadX d = ID d - if d (35)*
P
I Equations 34 and 35 relate _-he damper, field and armature cur-
rents with the armature mutual flux linkage.
I Equation 24 can be written as
| = (l+ pT o) (36)*
I *The asterisk denotes the equation is valid only in the pur un_.t system
p ] APS-5286-R
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If tlle effects of the armature and damper c,j.]¢cuj.ts are included,
equation 36 is then
Lfd - MafPIad MDfPIDd Ifd (]_ + pT/]o) (37)*
where I g
MI)f :_; M'.IIU;IJ.i.rld_ic!lancu })etw(,un _lanlpe_._ and f;ir_].d I
l_quctt.L()ll 37 C_ll })0 ]7(,_-_-lrI'all(j( _l IISI
I
P_do = Ifd + \]'dol ]ad + ,..,--7'- (38)* I
It I •.I.h¢ coefficients of Iad and IDd are evaluate<_ by a s_paJ?ate
method given J.n the next sectlon. Equation 3o si:.:p]y L_un_on,_trates
the form of field current equation to be expected. I
4. Evaluation of Field, Damper and Armature Currents
Since there is no applied voltage in the field quadrature, damper
direct and quadrature circuits, I
P
: = EDq = I, Efq EDd 0 (39)
The set of equations describing the four circuits (i) to (4) in I
Figure 6 is then
Efd = Ifd + PAfd (40)* I
I
--- I*The asterisk denotes the ,_quation is valid only in the per unit system
APS-5286-R I
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I
I 0 := Ifq + plfq (41)*
I 0 = IDd + Plbd (42)*
I 0 = Ibq + pal) q (43)* I
I I;.I,J:l( .i_)ll 40 (liveu I
i Efd - ] fd
A.,[ d = P (44) *
'.I'he relationship between fieJ.d, damper and armaL:ure curr¢mt:i and
•l l.xil induced flux linkage,,_ is given by:
,2
Xad Xad
•. T ' T ' .... T ' ,
I,! do do Xad + Xfd do Xad + kfd Ifd
X2
Xad " ad
---- T '
ADd TDdo Xad + XDd Ddo fdDo Xad + XDd IDd (45)*
>: i - 1 1ac -Xd Iad
X X 2
' T ' aq -T ' aq -
" Tqo qo X' + Xfq qo Xaq + Xfq _fq! aq
[ x2Xaq -T aq - (4 6)*
_tcl = TDqo Xaq + XDq TD,Jo Dqo Xaq + XDq -Dcl
I
)"aq 1 1 -Xq Iaq
!
• '.l.'h_ _tsterisk denotes the equation is valid only in the per unit system
P I APS-5286-R
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I V_m_j AIREI_I[AREIH MANUFA_TURIN rl I_EII',4PANY nF ARIZEINA iI
,*. [)ivlliill_l I)I IIII IL/_lil_l II I_IIiP_IIA]I£1N
' ' ' ' 5 ' |rJ.']lO ({ol71v_ltlOll of 14tuiitlOllS 4 illl(| ,t(, i_ qtl:i, lx' 1.,:d i.o/l,q .'ll_(( 1 _ 1-1()[:
I
given in :.I]s r'eport:.
l']?Ol/1 l';quat.i(_l-I 45, W_) O1_I,,:i.I'_ I
k l.l ,i,l
Xc ';_ 'J'* I .4 , _-.... i ............... ] r 4 "/(] ¢!(> " l_I ;( . t .'. ,,] J'i I " ill '
,Iq l'i ,_,i " l(I
I
:_.i II:'l !
!
wO(I
" - .',' -: (.Ix)
' " ..... I-:V '--_''"' Y,I.... I'_(I ,_ ;",,,_
I
(.,,,(_ Appc}xlix B f()): dCq:':LV,_,i:L(,]')
after sub._;titui-i,lg )kfd in l,qutlt, i_)ll ,;7 i',l.(, !qUa i , L .14 ,V.(, 'i,:i(i.i'.q
by U" WC havu
'ctO
' - Ifc ' IJ fd, I - " ]. I "'.h(l , lu ) ,
....... "' _ l f ('_ ( k [ I ) '1_1 'b--...... --_7%_".... l!'!
,'"' d - X( ",d "l_l Ii'-' do
• Ir.qudtzon 49 Js in the samo forn, ,i..,El..,at.l.on3_3 givc'q il. _:rclion 3.
• '" _ l:,qtla,..:l.ons ,.,.to 43, WL_ ha_ic, ]m,.larl_ solvinq
!
x
r - Xq X ' __< m
- - = I ( - ) ;L 4 ........... _ _- 0 (;:,[,) *
PTqo {:q q ;:q x,,,q -t- Xfq " I',.{
IDd X2d Xad I
- --" = It)(l .... , + ] + , ] (5])*X X {ld X I- X" [hip Ll)do a( I',t! a(I I)d
!
*'l.'h¢-: dst-c.vJ.;_k d('ll(,t.os ilK: oqllat Lon J.s va]id _n:.l'f .i_l I.]lt" p,' ;_.il ._;y,';t(,}:
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.,2
I ][ H,.J "_'aq Xaq I (52) "_
-..------_' - :_ 1 .... .laq .t X + X1)q f_lI:-': 'Dq Xaq + ×bcl aq' 1_c_lo ..
I
! '
',' IJl !_ ,:1 ;tl_(t qu/ut ,te,.l_; ci,,l_l (_]'f'Ol.l] [ "l( _ I ¢.h. . .,16.] ,;(-¢
Z ltll .':_q
2' " IJil-t._'l i'.ld qLlad ;IZ.i:; _[,ati])c_r c,]rt'tl.i.( .l_,;Jk, lqc, F(sCt(_I.:HI(!(.
"lJ(I e '*'1)q
,'llitl
, v ,| ,
| T :. '.l'" (X.id .t. ,,fd) (Xad >,l)(l ) (5,)
"l)do do XadXfd 4 X. X .I, ' 'fd l)d Xl/dXad
(x + xfq)(xa,q. + xmI)
" = 'I'" aq (';4)
'])qo 'go X X 4- " + X X
- aq fq XfqXllq 1)¢1 aq
' I fq );,.1.nct_ Xfq 2s very largt;, (to glvo a vury small
T" Xf_(xaq+ xu_')
TDqo qo XaqXfq + XfqXDq
t_lO
l
where
'"" T" = Direct and quad axis open circuit subtransiont time:
-do ' qo
constant.
I
*The asterisk <Icn¢_kus the _quation is valid only in the per u)_it system
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A _lVlhlfIN fll THf hAHHt'TI I!lll_pNRA#l_l
T_I and T i are Jcelatod to tllc_short cir(nl]1 parameters by the,o qo
fol lowing
d
,],i .... T ' 5:;
_I Xd do
m !
'I" -// 'I" ('_f
q Z q¢_
q
wh_vo
T' T' "-_ l)i_"c_.ct all<l (luad-axJs ,_;hort c'.ircu.it tr_iiiHiellt tim(,d' "q
constant.
5. Voltage Regu] ation
If a load is suddenly al:,pJied or removed frc,m the generator, ils
terminal voltage will gradually decay or increase to anoLher steady
state level and will never return to its initial value, llowc:ver, in
almost all applications of synchronous generators, it is d,;;sirab!c
that the terminal voltage remains substantially constant regardless of [
i
load. This can be accomplished by a voltage regulating system (with
negative feedback) to change the field excitation when_>ver the-re is a |
i
change in terminal voltage.
A typical regulated response of a generator termina3 voltage cmve- I
lope when the load is completely or partially removed is :_hown ill
the case of load application, the same characteristic IFigure 8. In
response occurs except it is turned upside down with respect t:o the
1 p.u. line. |
I
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I
.--- --'" -- rage transient
-- "_ envelope
_regulated voltage transient
_/ envelope
O t I #z
- subtranslent periodt I
t 2 = time when systen= regulatlon starts
Figure 8
The response of the unregulated generator terminal voltage can be
i _ted by the phasor diagram in Figure 9. It shows the relationship
_L<: subtransient (E_), transient (El) and steady-state (Ei) induced
,,_< _ges. It is a more detailed representation of Figure 4.
_/7! , _-,_x,sfl
'
R,,\ / 0, --, I
--,_-4-- ._;
_.___"_;_ |
I
Figure 9
I
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A {_!V:I_I{}N I_t TIll .;_{i]_1 ] r f {INt_lilthlll,,_#
I
A. Voltage Reculatinc Sl,.4tem - }',:JJj).q_:ries,,n,d :;hi_1_tFi:,],l.:,_I,,_ I
Constant Speed
The regulating system to ])e :;tudiod ill IhJs ]-,port ha: i.(}_h I
series and shunt field feedI_lehs. ]i'. J.F; E',hown :ill I'_I(!L]]:, If,. I
14H# LIFI6R NHuNT , _ ...............
o_,*,.o; ._ .............. _-- _ LOAD
3¢ P,T
l
Figure i0
The power transformer has the following transfer function:
I
1 {_7)*
where T is the time constant of the transformer.
Effect of Shunt and Series Fields
The analysis of the regulator system is just lib: !hat _,f o. [l,cd- I
back system except the complication of the two fields, i 'i
I
- I
*'['heasterisk denotes the u,]d,_ '{'_ , {_u]y _ the pc)- ,Init _,y._;[:.i
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iI'.L_I[_" consider the current tr;insformer as shown in Fig_ne ii.
h
__ I f._
C.T. ....
PRI H_Ry .S_"CONDnRy £ERI£ S
FII_t-D
i igure i].
I I, 12 .-- Primary and sec.ondary current
Rfr, Lfr = be_ies field resistance and induclance
Eft = Series field voltage
Ideally when the primary current i_ mak,,s a, _',tep change, the
J.
secondary current 12 should also mako the same change, llowew'r, 12
cannot change abruptly because of the series field inductance Lfr.
Thus, most of the excess primary current will be used as magnetizing
current, causing a high saturation and a high forcing voltag_ across
the series field. The transfer function is quite complicated.
To make the calculation practical, we can assume 12 changes
P
exponentially due to a step change of If, i.e., the current trans-
former is replaced by a potential transformer with the voltage across
the series field proportional to the primary current. (Se_ Figure ]2)
Let the equivalent field current be composed by two parts
I
If = Ifd = Ifd r + Ifd h (58)
!
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A n_yl_nN nl- IH I liAle_Tr C_II_A fql_td
wl%ere
Ifdr, Ifd h Se_ios and shunt fJe](l (lirc¢_i-axis curr(,nt.
' i I
The quad-£1XlS tral]sJent o-urrehts art) as.%um( (i ll('q]Jq[]J]e.. - . , •
i
At l]o ].oadl ]. p.u. ,_dlunt fJ(:..Id (:{n:l-(,nl If(il I wJ]l J.l,(luc'_, ] l).u.
armature voltage.
1 p.u. shunt fic'id VO]tag(, l,fh W/]] pr_),luc_, 1 p.u f]_ l . Illl¢|ll
If at steady ,{twte.
1
1 p.u, armature current I awi]l produce _. p.u. lfd r an,[ fr p.u.
Efr at steady state. Thus
series field ampere turns with 1 p.u. Ia at st_;ady state
= base shunt field ampere turns
Let
Mhr = Mutual inductance between the shunt and series fields
When there is a rate of change of Ifr of 1 p.u./sec, the vo]tage
induced in the shunt field is Mhr p.u. I
! Thus tile field current Equation 49 should })e modified to includethe effect of both fields. Assuming:
Xfd r = Xfd h (59)
where
Xfdr, Xfo h = Series and shunt fit,ld r<_,ckdnc(,.
APS--5286-R I
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I W(_ have a separat(: equation for _ach fiL_]d culrcnt:
h'fh Ifdh "'ad
-.,l - Ifd h _ Mhr:[fd r - (X d - X('I) Ia( I + (60)*
PRdoh Xad + Xfd IDd
!
- Ifd r "'a I a :', _<]
- pT' - lfdr + Mhr ill(Ill (XH - X('I) la¢l +
• dot - Xa d + Xf d II)d (6])*
where
dor' doh ,_erl<_s alld shullt fiel(I op_ll c.']__'Cult t.{lll(_ corl:-;tdl_l
Efh = Shunt fic*icI excitation v(,].tag(__
Equation 58 links the two field currents Ifd h and ._fdr. U]:dcr
the above assumptions, other equations in Section 4 will remain the
same,
X¢
If._.
T
0 A
EI_ ,_'-a -(voltage level llmlted by Zener diode)C-
O B
_f r_uncor rected approx actual
#
0 C
I FIGURE 12
*The asterisk denotes the uquation is valid only in the per unit system
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Although Efr is app1_o;¢_m.,Ic.d ]"Z eurw_ l, in Figure ]2B, Lho ac!.tl;}l
,1oltage level, for the first fc)w cyc]os is C D.u. which is c/(] + ,_)
tim(_s higher than the approxim,_t_,d level, llonc_: wh_,n w_ c'a](:nl;_l,-.I_;_.
t ime constant of the s(:n:J._'s.i.i,-_].d,tho _:ffeet of this l_.i.qk forcinq
,,,.)].tag<:should be consider(el, t[']l_,_jmo. cnnstant ']"/lo1"" can I l]_r_,l'cn-_:
!
b,, appl-c)ximated as
I'll;
'J" :-- _ ((,2;
dot k ]:'
'fr
where :
k = forcing factor
= initial volta@e across _'eries.field
steady state voltage across scrles field
In the example given in Figure ]2,
ck =
U
B. Voltage Regulatin_ S_,stem - with Series and Shunt Fields and I
Variable Speed
i
When rotor speed changes, the electrical frequency changes cor-
respondingly and all the reactances Xad ,. Xfd , etc. wi]l have.no
meaning, nor can they be cxpl. e,._ed as _Lad, _Lfd, etc. All induc_anc,
voltage drops should be given as p(LI). The generator equations wi]] Ibe more complicated.
!
I
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/(o,.,,,.m,,...}I "°._,.,°.,,,.,,.,,...., ,=.,,,.,,,,.,,,,.
To l_.lak(_the analysis simple f_)]- pr._cti(:al purpose, all the induc-
tance, will b_, expressed as t0Lad r <:to. t using the average, or ])as(, fre-
qlUellCy ][o]- _o all(J <ts.';k_lll(_th( ehallg(; in fr_qu¢,ncy is small ?nough so
that thc_ r<_ackances stay about c{_nstant. (]niy the speed vc,].tage _oA is
_,]sumod to vary with s]_e_d, i
6. COl_C fusion
In the regu]at:ing system, Lh¢, load is a.q:mme(l to hay,, the re)flow-
ing impc.,dal]ce functiori:
Z L = R L + jX], (63)
wher_
ZL, RL, X L = Load impedance, resistance and reactance.
Since
Ea = IaZL 64)
and .ubstltutlng Equations 14, 15 and 63 into 64, we have
Eaq - JEad = (Iaq - JIad)(R L + jX L)
r
= (IaqR L + IadX L) - j (IadRL - IaqX L)
Hence
Ea d = ladR L - iaqX L 65)
'1 = aqRL "Eaq I + iadX L 66)
v I APS-5286-R
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Equations 65 and 66 relate armature voltage and current. With the
following assumptionst
i. No saturation occurs in the generator
2. Quadrature field current i,_;neg]l_ible i
Ifq _- 0
we have derived a set of ]3 ()qllalJc)llsfor th() ]3 Ull]%l]OWlhq:
11
F.a Ead i'aq
Ia lad laq
Ifd Ifd r Ifdh
IDd IDq
lad laq
The 13 equations are:
Ead + raIad + Wlaq = 0
t Eaq + raIaq - _Xad = 0
lad + IadXd = IDd - Ifd !
laq + IaqX q = IDq
efh - Ifd h Xad
PTdo h = Ifd h + MhrIfd r (Xd - X_) lad +-- , - Xa d + Xfd IDd
P APS-5286-R
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(C,1%_ iE.if i _) ............. , ..... , ....... , .......... ..^, ,.,,| !
I ' [ f d it.- v_',UICI
I'"' - ]fdr + Mhr]fdh - (X, - X _) + "
,i(,F (l (I lad Xad + Xf( l l-lid
i
:lfcl = Ifdh + :[ftll?
I
.lDd X 2 ,,
. _: £1( I ¢"_1( l
pT IDd - Xa f + XDd I[d 4 ,, - ,,"1)(1o A/I_I + /']](l if(]
i
2
- " - _ ] l) - - XI I" q X;.al + , a(l '_P J'I)(]() )(.I
' IRL I "]l.,ad = Ia( - IaqX '
Eaq = ladX L + .laq]{L
= i2 i2 " K
Ia "ad + aq
_ + i::2
Ea = ad aq
Wi [h '
,,_ aid of the 13 equations, a mathematical model of voltage
l,.o:,laiing system shown J.n Figure i0 is given by the block diagram
,_,,:,.I_,n I igure 13.
I
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I GANERETT .... " ........"' '"' ....._*" ' """"""
t NOM]:;NCLA']'IJI:_I:
t ' --: (kH]eraL()L- t{n?ruina], vc).itaq('J"i.l
I.'ad _ J;,l q I):ir{,('t- ;all(] qu,t(h'at.ur(,-axi;; ('{_'L]}_On('lltS (_i 1: I
].,]: g(_}_(,]:al::(u: f:i.,.](I v_ ] l.ag(_
l';f( lr .I.',fq ,IJ.r(.{Jl ;lll(l qua(h';_l.uY(:, ax:i:: f:i{_:l.(l v(_:l.l:a(IC'
J':J(l' I.,](] _: _l:l.:l°ocl ;Hid qu,_(h:;ItU.l:'(, a:,:j.p; .1.n_hl(._(.(i vo]tag(' 'q
]:LI. ;'_ {Jl,|it_r,:l'lL()r _LTII|,:I'I. LI]:'('_ lCUJ"r(.:ll_
]ad t ]:(_q :: direct and quadratur_ axfs components of armature current
:Ifd , :[fq ::= lJ.r(c : and quadratur_ axis fi_d.d currellt o_ generator
:[])(1' II)q = dJ.rect and guadraturu axis su})transient current
p = differential operator d/dr
']'_'Io'T' = direct and quadrature axis open circuit transient timeqo
constants
I T" T" = direct and quadzature axis open circuit subtrans]entdo ' qo
time constants
I T' T' = direct and quadrature axis short circuit transient time
d' q
constant
I
R =: genurator armatur_ resistance
! °
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q
X.Lnl. = ,irltKttur_! it+a_;a(_+_ r_Ll<!'[ ;llv++. , '+"
,; ,* , i
Adn ,'+(] _- dire,el drld qu,7(lY,'tttlJ?t + it.*.:li; .¢Jylt<:hr(ntc,n_:; l<';_('t.tn+;(+s
Xad' "aq direct and quadrature ,qxJs IllUtUZl]..l-,_.;.iCl+.;tt|C,.+'C:; },oLw,'on
stator and rot+or circuits, referr(:_{ I_-, ._t+dtot.
X' Z' = direct and quadrature axis; trnnsi.: n+ r,.-,,c,t0t_c, ,%d P q
X" X" = direct and quadrature axis subt[¢,+ns.:.enL re._+::.tr,<-,+s;d ' q
=: ] .t_It; " ''_" (
Xfd, Xfq direct and quadrature axis field cJ "c''" ic,.tk_q
reactances
XDd, XDq = direct and quadrature axis damper c_ rcu}t F,,:,._:-.-_%_, iI
reactances
Z L = load impedance I
'\ad' loq = direct and quadrature axis stat__r _]u.>: link_,!, :;
= _peed of the generator I
The additional su_sc_t h and r Jn tl,_- i._,,.t_ ,_uuJt v++__;c_bl,:s
Udenotes shunt or series field.
|
] LC_.{!s,q +_i.l.. 1....... ..... _ , 1;oactan._:,. _, _ ,..-' _ . t.. ,.:: , t_ :p,:+i.t ::r.. , .spend
and fJ_:. link:'g,.:s a'",, per ',n_it "'" "' ' '"• _ ,rl ._ tJ :++.
APS -+ .... I
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APPLNDIX A
Biondel's Two-P, eactanc_ :'lethod
_-A_
K6 I 1 {"
i
Figure A-I
The pi:asor diaq]am of a balanccd thrcc-phasw current :it any in-
._t..,lt of time t is ' '
. sno%.,, in Figure A-_.
.'.'1 _C k'(2
EJ = .,'t (A-I
,," = FrequL, nCy of tilt, currcnt or S};C'C({ of cem.rat,:rj. .
[;lll(_'O th¢_ dl:i:ttlttirC Vtll'itlb±u_S ttl'c (':-;!_l'('ss(-'d ill thrcc a:.:_s (d(21_t(_,i
;)" t.,_c cai_it.al letters A, 13 t_lld C), onw ,_:.:is "_,f c':.. pi:.__s<_, -_':_i t_.w
p ,.<;tot ' .ariabl(es ttrv. ' ¢>,.pruss_..¢i il, two axes (,_Renot_>d i;y tllt :-r;:¢11]. l__ztttrs
I :IP_t, ]_) t it. J.s _l(:Silt-C/b.l, 12 t.£! filid a transformatiol_ to (_::prcss tile'
ti_rc<:-pi_,s¢_ variab!cs L':" tho_ twt.-axis v,_ri:d.l<,s,
t_,t two currents lad and Iaq flo',' thr(,ugh two fictlti(,us coils
!::,cJt{:,__at the d ant: q axis and each havincl the santo* nurJ_cr of tur:.s
._._, a p:_a.sc coil, v. ni,:i, %.,'Ollld st:t lap tht_ ._lr'.o "_IF v,av_. OE ti;U <iCt,lO]
t'_ll'l:u:/:_-_; ] # 7 [ ,. [;t C:lU.qe ¢)f the fdl,f_ thai the thIk),. 6_(2i_t1(t] (2(2ile
.': *P,' C
I "'' ' _ [b t}l( unit <if .',,IIR.:.t i,..l_ I _ :,I. LIC_ ',1 Ly ,I syht_I DE _a%','(/-<l,'.lS C{ - , ....
'If<' ,.a>:kS 'J¢1i1-¢£ is ]./2 times *'hilt { f t.i.t" };tlS<' <rkls.
I ,;,PC;- 5286-;'
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A _]IVZ_#(_N OF TI_ RAI_[TT I_OI_F*ORATIQ_
The d-axis component of MMF in the phase coils due to the ]A is:
_'LMFAd = N IA Cos8 (A-",.
where
I
N = Number of turns in the coil. ,'
The d-axis component of the resultant MMF wave due t(, the three-
phase currents is therefore:
_9"IFd = IACOS8 + IBCos(0 - 2_/3) + IcCOS(O - 4_/3) (A-3
The MblF wave due to current iad in the axis coil is
MMF d = 3/2 NIad (!.-4
The factor 3/2 is inserted to take into d.count-e*• the char:ge in
unit of Id just mentioned. Equating A-3 with A-4 and cancelling the
factor N, we have:
2[i ]Iad = _ ACOS8 + IBCOS(8 - 2_/3) + IcCOS(_) - 4v/3) (A-5)
Similarly the q-axis current I is given by:q
Iaq ASinU + IBSin(U - 2_/3) + Ic;.in(}) - 4n/3) 'A-6)
I
I
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r_',_J:Jables w.i I] l,e required, llence ii :is n_c.c_,• _,'_--_].y_ to inl-.roduc_ a t.],:i.]'_;
' (' (:_].](_d _lle z(2r()-H(!_]IICH](_(_ (_ilrr(?l]t ill _-_yl]ll]_¢i.]7.ic ,:l ]v;_rJabl(- _ 1o, wn|..]_ J.s ....
(?cHll[_(]i]en [ _ ]]eo]Ty I &lilt[
1 !
I o = ] (I R + ;I B + It) (A-7)
t'
'_" pro¢luc_s no f].ux ].inking (h,_ rotor, J.t is an,*_o¢'.iat{,d111C1) 10
• .I i 1 p 1 ,. _ •
,,_ ,..,, t ,,_.: ;_tdtO_ /(2[IKLL(J(2 illdtlet;nlce. ] 1] 1.he. b_l.l illlG(_(| t l]l:'OC'--l)lld._'O (_()n-
•.l:i. ti(,n, tho ._Lim of tho phase currents J:{ m,ro, hence:
I = () (A-8)
O
l:quations A-5, 6 and 7 can be written in th(_ matri:,: form a,_
Iad Ia I
Iaq = (T) Ib I (1_-9)
I
.Io .IcJ
where (T) is tile transformation matrix given by
Cos0 Cos(0 - 2_/3) Cos(0 - 4w/3) _
P
2
(T) = _ - Sin0 - Sin(0 - 2_/3) - Sin(0 - 4_/-;) (A-J0)
1 1 1
i
The same (T) can be applied to the. voltage equations betw_(m ]'ad'
Eaq , Ee and phase voltages EA, E B, E C as well as between lad , ,\aci,A(;
and phase flu:< )tA, XB, Ac.
t APS-5286-R
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]n the balanc(_d cond_ tii(313
' = 0 (A-] ] )
A :=: 0 (A-].i!) !O
!
I
I
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APPENDIX B
The complete generator circuit is shown in Figure A-2 be].ow.
1
--- F ....... o
L{.,- "
_{( £Aj£,
• !
Figure A-2
The equivalent direct axis reactance circuit is shown in Figure
A-3.
Xtd = total direct-axis reactance in generator
P Figure A-3
When a load is removed or applied to a generator, a transient
condition occurs before steady-state is reached. For the first few
cycles we have subtransient condition due to the subtransient reac-
I tance X_. The total reactance is
| Xtd = X_
!
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• rjl'*,%lt),. [tl r_=t I,AH[_(_I I I I_HP[)_^*,_.
_,V. J. tr .... ' oX" is defined in Figure A-3 with ,'"-_,,_.' (.'losod.d Ir *'2
• 'tl i
:< + ,, -t-_.,.:D"d al I/,_dd I J _:<f,l [[
I
.I,, t<i 1)_1
: v 4- , X _ ,:' v ,, (A-.13)
"a] Xf + ' i>. •
Then we have" transiel]t cen([i(.iol] duo t.<, l l:, )l',)ll:;J('l|[. F_N%c.:|(IIIC(: X'].
The total reactance becc_mos
Xt ( = v'1 "'d
X' is defined in Figure A-3 with sw,__h S 1 closed.d
1
X'. = +
Xal [/Xc,d + ]/kfd
Xad Xf'l (A-14)
= Xal + -- ,_Xad + Xfd
In steady-state i
r Xtd = Xd
Xd is defined in Figure A-3 with both switches _is and S 2 open. I
Xd = Xa I + Xacl (A-15)
I
I
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II =. v - v X _l(l>:( (_
,"-(_ (.,(] ,. , ) + ...... ._....
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X 2
ad
-
= Xe "_:"iid + Xfd
= X d - A1 (A-] 6)
'.°.o[,ibtnlng ,:_.q/],.-,.tioDs A--13 ant .._ I. ), vie (.,.]. ,...,_. _:- _ _'" i;" t.:.n L._: .,_<A
,LlCl 7ECI _;C
v" = (X d - Xa l) 4....
v v X iXf;f_, D_ " ", "'a¢l" H
,.2
"_ad (Xfd + XDd)
= Xd - x'.x _ "_" " - , vld l)c, ' XadXfd + Xac,_,,l)(._
I
= Xd - A2 (A-17)I
A2 'lS tile IDCl?uaSO in reactance from subtransiunt to st,,at(y state
I L,, .ri Gd.
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The equivalent quadrature axis reactance cir_'uJt is shown in
Figure A-4.
Figure A-4
Figure A-4 is similar to Figure A-4 except Xfq is very large
(open circuit). Following the previous procedure, we obtain
X" = + XaqXDq (A-18)
q Xa_ Xaq + XDq
= X' = + X (A-19)
Xq q Xa_ aq
I
I
I
I
I
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_::::i(ir, r_tJ.<,ri ha'; iw,{ l! <]iv_!h ;r i-b,_ _]].I:,.Y })['ob](ff_! t _.{inc<! the
I
,',,,,_',--(Jilk tesi_s w(r{_ })<_}:J(Jl?fht.d. J.t is ;8].t t]]at ish_: SyF{tolll require-
I] i ,hill i,(' ]"l!(]lJCO(I I:(, t;W(} b,l_.i.(] [LIgIIIE.
I
_._) I . WdUC_.Forl|l to til(_' ', un_,', l (:: load sh<al](i b<: sini.lsoidal,
'} ) 'I']IoW,I\'iJ(;Jrli|[-;OlI[.4(!(i J]_ th(_ VR]': mlJ.qt b{-_ .qjl11.lsoid;_].
_';'(_viou:: appl:oacho;_ jlic]udc:d:
i
{.') A spee.d control fili.(__r for rc, duci:it,ri of harmon:i.,:.'.- r'efluct_,(I
])_uCk on _'hc _ _.l].t:(]rn_ltr_r oLltput ,-ha<_ to ],oad-sw.[tching (r_.:ft.r
to skctciJ be.Low). This will not completely satisfy requJ::c,-
ments (a) an(] (b) above because the harn'_onic content of the
output of the generator, due to the generator ztself, can b(:
5 percent.
I.........."V d'O'T__]
I
(i,) The VRE could be modified to incorporate a small filter or
a scheme for sensing RMS voltage. This cou]d be accomplished
with a relatzvely small lightweight package.
, :L ]
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This approach satisfied requirement (b) but not (a). Without
knowledge of the details of the entire electrical system and the
nature of the vehicle load, judgment cannot be made regarding thc_
adequacy of this approach.
A more direct approach which does satisfy both of the basic re-
quirements is placing a filter on the vehicle load lines wit.]] sensing
leads for the VRE downstream from tl_is filter.
VKE FILTER VL
One approach to this filter would be the insertion of reactl..
ct_mponents in series and parallel with the load. This would _e(,;_i1:.
an ,iccurate description of the load and the design becomes quite
difficult if the load power factor is variable. Furthermo , , thi_
app:.:oach is unattractive because this type of filter must _landl,_'_:hc $
fundamental voltage and load current. Therefoz,_: siz. :nd weiq)_t
become quite large,
It should be noted that the purpose of the fi!tcr J_r{to )':':_ov,: I
l
the harmcnics wh:,.ch, in th 's ....' . c_i .._,a]te all odd and total _ibout 7 [,_.r-
ce,_ of the fundamental. An effective appro_ch, utJ [izec_I }.,V the co_.- |
tractor in production equipment, is to monitor the output and to I
induce complementary ;-_;_,es.._. on the line to oppos{'_ Lho ]:armn_ ;_- I
I
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By using an active as opposed to a passive element filter, the
overall size, weight, and effectivity can be greatly improved. The
I block diagram (Figure i) shows the arrangement for an active filter.
In this case the harmonic content (distortion) is reduced in propor-
tion to the amplification factors K 1 and K 2. The pro:amplifier, KI,
is in the audio range and easily kept at a low power level. A high
open-lcop gain results _n a high rejection of the harmonic content.
6%In the power s_ctlon of this device, the fundamental is not attenuated;
the only action of the filter is to oppose the higher harmonics.
Analysis of failure modes show two possibilities. The first and
i
i{,ore probable would be a shorted output. This type of failure results
i:_ loss of filter action only, that is, no attenuation of the terminal
voltage. In the second type of failure, which is an open circuit,
thexe would also be a loss of filter action and a small reduction in
the ter_.inal voltage. The actual change in terminal voltage, for this
type of failure, would be a function of the volt-second integral of
the transformer. This is a constant which is the sum of the volt-
second integrals of the harmonic content.
The present distortion is a small fraction of the func,arlenta±
(about 7 percent) and consists of odd harmonics.
In reference to this same logic, the power amplifier will only
furnish power necessary to eliminate the harmonic content. This is a
I
£elatively small amount and can be accurately expressed by the follow-
ing relationship:
P =
0 RL
I
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where "11" the odd harmonics and is the bus-bar load. Itrepresents R L
is assumed that the wave shape is synmletrical about the 0-V axis which
eliminates tile d-c component and even harmonic distortion.
I
This type of filtering can be made very efficient for several
reasons. First, the filter is designed as an impedance-matching device
which offers no rejection to the fundamental. This means a reduction
in the magnetics since the flux densities are related to harmonic con-
tent only. Second, a different type of magnetics can be used, such as
square hysteresis loop material. This fact alone will reduce weight
and size as well as increase the efficiency of power transfer. The d
effective series resistance which results from this filter will be
muci_ less because the magnetic requirements are far less demanding
than for _ p_ssive element.
This type of filter has been used in other applications and
represents a proven concept.
f
I
I
I
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S_stem Description - Systems at three power levels were simulated,
() ' ,c nslstlng of the comp]ete BRU, VRE, and speed control Each compo-
nent was linearized about the approprJatc_ steady-state operating point.
g"
BI{U
The BRU unit is described dynamically by deriving linearized
perturbation equations about a steady-state operating point. The
system tinder consideration is shown below in Figure i.
_-- P_,Te
' I
I P2 ,T2
1 I _I-7-'Qi n
P "_ _-- L I PERCENT SEAL LEAKAGE
I Pl_ T11 L--.
!
I
FIGURE 1
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The compressor and turbine are described by two maps each. They are
corrected-torque (Q/6) and corrected-weight flow (W _) versus pres- !
sure ratio (P2/PI) and corrected-_peed (N/_/_). Differentiation using
lower case letters for perturbated quantities yields:
I
OQ c OQ c OQ c
qc - a_ Pl8P-- P2 + a-_-n 11 .
8W12 8W12 OWl2
W12 = OP 1 Pl + OP 2 P2 + ON n (2
for the compressor and
OQ t OQ t OQ t
qt - 8P 1 Pl + OP2 P2 + O-'N--n (3
8%9 o%9 o%9
W69 = 8_ 1 Pl + OP2 P2 + O--"N--n (4
for the turbine, assuming Pl = P9 and P2 = P6" Two additioDal equa- Itions relate pressures and flow between componentsl they are:
YR [w69 - w12] [
Pl = _ S (5)
I/R [w12 - w69]
P2 = _ S (6) !
l
l
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V 1 V 9 V1]
- + -- + --
( '/'/? ) _ g: ]1 _ _1 Tim .
V 2 V 5 V 6
(V/T)2 + _5 + mT2 -6
= specific heat ratio
R = gas constant
V = volume
'i = absolute temperature
C', tlzninq tq. (2) , (4) , (5), and (6) yields:
8P 1 8P l
(T]S + l)pl - 8P2 P2 + 8-]?- :1 "7)
8F 2 BP 2
(T2., - p ]1 + _ " ' 6 )
_' + I)#2 OF] 0[_
1
p _+] ly, t:h_ t urbi, e, tCl:l_le.,so -)+ ,- ," _, 4n<: _tl;SOf Led-'' - =('-_,.,,'.oru,""',c- c' ,-..1,
_t
j 0,':, ,+:C'_I LV:
I m
I n - JS [qt qc - qa ] b)
,_ :- t;(D t Or" i'}Lr t.4. d
I '. : Lu! I _2e o[._._ .t ,:
P ." pp]/_' _-T:, "',
[-,a%',
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The block diagram illustrated in Figure 2 is the result of combining
Eq. (i), (3), (9), and then (7), (8), and (9). An analog diagram is
shown in Figure 3.
Alternator and VRE
The alternator and VRE are represented in block diagram form in
Figure 4. The system consists of series- and shunt-field loops which
influence the alternator voltage output. The series field includes a
machine characteristic which internally tends to compensate for alter-
nator load fluctuations. The s!%unt field circuit is the contrel loop
which modulates the ampere turns (NI) in an effort to maintain con- I
stant terminal voltage. The total of alternator ampere turns is
physically constrained within limits. The input to this portion of T
the system is in terms of the alternator perturbation, _KVA. The
corresponding analog computer diagram is shown in Figure 5.
i S_eed Control I
I
The speed-control dynamics included in the simulation are given
as:
I
PP = 10.5/360
n (0.05S + i)(0.0157S + I)2(0.000825S + 1) 2 (I0)
whert,
pp = parasitic load change (KW) I
I% = BRU speed perturbation (rpm)
= Laplace operator (sec. I)
I
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The parasitic load consists of three 6-KW modules incorporated with
negligible deadband or overlap. The analog diagram is shown in
Figure 6.
I Analog Computer Result__._s
The analog computer transient analysis was conducted for three
power levels. They were the 10.5-KW full-capacity system and off-
design points at 6.0 and 2.25 KW. BRU component parameters at each
I of these design points are summarized
below:
Net Generator Output, KW 2.25 6.0 10.5
Turbine Inlet Temperature, °R 2060 2060 2060
Compressor Inlet Temperature, °R 540 540 540
Shaft Speed, rpm 36,000 36,000 36,000
Compressor Mass Flow, ib/sec 0.377 0.756 1.28
Compressor Inlet Pressure, psia 6.76 13.5 22.9
Compressor Pressure Ratio, ib/sec. 1.9 1.9 1.9
Turbine Inlet Pressure, psia 12.45 25.0 42.1
Turbine Pressure Ratio 1.75 1.75 1.75
Results of this study are shown in Figures 7 through 13. These
curves show line current (Ia), terminal voltage (Et) , alternator ampere
turns (_NI), speed (n), and parasitic load (Pp) as a function of time
following a step-load change. Speed is given in terms of a perturbated
quantity where zero corresponds to 36,000 rpm or i00 percent. In each
case, the system was subjected to full-load step-changes. A discussion
on the computer traces follows.
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10.S-Kilowatt System i
The system response to instantaneous full-load (10.5 KW) change |
is shown in Figure 7. The maximum speed excursion is equal to 0.9 per-
|
cent for increasing and decreasing load. Steady-state is attained |
within 1.0 sec. following load removal and within 3.2 sec. following I
load addition. The system responds very quickly to load removals
because the parasitic load changes to regulate speed without sail:r a- I
i
tion. When full-load is adde-J, the parasitic load is reduced propor-
tionally to speed error. _ }_<>n sa,.uratloh of the control _t 0 KL, the |
vehicle response then resex,b], s that of an open-loop systcn'. The
4
transient voltage pulse Js *50.0 for a durotion of less than 0.08 sec. i|
The steady-state voltage cr,'e,r LS I,,_ .... _.t,_......
_Ol_o%,inq i0. 5-KW step-_oau_ _ IFigure 8 illustrates spoed transients " ] " '
decreases, assuming one of the three speed control modules has failed•
Initially, the vehicle loaC {_ ] _ r, KW ,-rl ":sa!_sitic load is 0 KW. im
When the vehicle loau is fed_K:,:d to zero the par_:sitic load saturates
at 12.0 KW, _s the speed is sufficiently !argt.. ',<hen the following I
m
= '_:-"- tO n _,.... _ l_. 1.2.0-}[%'7DarasJ _'
speed reduction is ..u_flu= .... e.,,i..... ss ,n_u . _]c
load, the control functi,Tns iT, its n: dr :l mon_ =n-, arrmv]n<_ at a st. zcy- i|state value of i0.:) }<%'$. m•_ _-;_96c [ ..... •'-_ is COllS].Stfht with the
•-,-_,"'-,--, ","e'_" u,.,,.n'_.. ' ,__'-,7C.,' The .7"Laxirlum speed-control configuration as ,.,;=[:..... , :_,,' i
error is well within _:_'_ 2 -_,......... _-_' c<,a] a:Td the time to attain I
steady-state is less than 1.0 s(.c•
!
The effect of control _ain is illust-r_:ted {:_ Figure' 9. E._c'b _'ys-
tern is subjected to a 10.5 _<,, load _-em_.,'7]. '_'he higher ga_," syst, _' |
. __,.,l .... ]_ r:oxiLu_m speed-error to(10.5 KW/I percent sPeed-error) '_ _
0.9 percent but dows not atta,n :',t:':O.'--_t,'L<:Jl]tl/ [•0 sec. has ,.,n:_s,:(:.
The system with 7 Kh/1 pe¢cea_, v_. ,_v-r::::_u,._.:_ _pl)r_,::_mat,']y _ "::
, . . _ &
%.it_l_ U•6 _' C ]iC_.'•''_,-_',percent and reaches steady-staLe ,' _ th' , ,(' -
• :_ze_* ,._pproxJn_at,=]y 0 5 p:_- Istate speed-(-r1-cr _s 0.9 "-_,-_','f cc,,_[ - " with
(:ont, _,± ("_.,1',_ apuc, ar_,(l to _ecent. Seven KW/I perc<:_t sp,=Ld-error --' ' . '
APPi]kbI>_ VII
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,.7_t!_um w_it.h _eg_]¢¢J to minimum settling time without yiuJ:lin 9 e:.:ces-
siv,__ speed ov¢.rshoots. It wou]¢_ be advantageous to fnbJ?i,'ite the
l,r,:,_.bc,ard ._e,]_" '* contl?o.] so that thls' gain is adjust_bie add _n opt J-%
mum value is obt_)ined by experi_entat±on with the ac£uai h_irdlw_-_£e,
Limit-cycle operation is shown i_ Figure i0 with a control g_Jn
of 31.5 KW/I percenn spc,,ed-error. This gain is just sufficient to
cause the system to become unstable. The gain margin is, therefore,
31.5/10.5 = 3.0 KW. The period for one cycle is 0.3 sec. _,,hich
corresponds to a frequency of 3.33 Hz.
2.5- and 6.0-Kilowatt S_stem
Generally, the above conunents also apply to the 6.C- _nd 2.2."-,
KW-systems. Speed overshoots, voltage fluctuations, and respense
times a_ t!_e lower power levels are less than those existing at {:i:e
10.5-KW ]evel. Typical transient responses of the 6.0-KW system ar_
show_ in Figures ii and ]2.
_]_I.n:.- _.._ll±ustrates the full-load transient speed response for
j the 2.25-I'W system with gains of 10.5 and 2.25 I<W/I p__ue, t s_,__ed
error. This system is characterized by minor voltage f±uc_uatloP.s as
i a result- of ._ma]l-load perturbations. The speed response is reasonab.I,"fast when the standard 10.5-KW/1 percent g;lin is er::ployed and ,.,."_b-
stantially overdamped and slow with the 2.25-I<W/I perce_'t spue_-
I cont_ol gain.
I
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Conclusions
The transient analysis of the speed control, including the effect I
of interactions between the speed-control and the VRE systems, has
been completed and the results are very encouraging. It appears that
the system, as presently defined, will meet the design specification; I
namely, "Transient frequency excursions shall remain within ±2 percent
of 1200 Hz with a recovery time of I sec., with no sustained oscil- I
I
lations, when step-load changes of one per unit-load are made."
I
To summarize the results of the study: 1
(a) For the 10.5-KW system, having a speed-control gain in the I
range of 10.5 to 7.0 KW/I percent speed-error, the transient
specification can be met. 1
n
c
(b) The 10.5-KW system is the worst-case over the power level
range of interest. [
I(c) Although the specification does not cover speed-control
module faults, they were investigated in the study. It |
Iwas found that the speed excursion remained within 2 per-
cent of the nominal, even though a fault should occur in f
any one of the three speed-control modules.
(d) The speed-control gain can be increased to about 31.5 KW/
1 percent speed-error before system instability results. I_
!
However, for speed-control gain values above 10.5 KW/I per-
cent speed-error, oscillations are sustained for increasing I
!lengths of time.
I
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